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Minutes
Humble City Council
Regular Meeting
Thursday, November 12, 2020, at 6:30 p.m.
City Hall Council Chamber, 114 West Higgins
Humble, Texas
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF HARRIS

§
§
§

Members Present:

Mayor Merle Aaron, Presiding
Mayor Pro Tem Norman Funderburk
Council Member Allan Steagall
Council Member Charles Cunningham, Jr.
Council Member David Pierce

Members Absent:

Council Member Andy Curry

Staff Present: City Manager Jason Stuebe; Administrative Assistant to the City Secretary Elanna
Killian; Police Chief Ken Thiess; Captain Melinda Bradshaw; Finance Director Aimee Phillips; Public
Works Director Mark Arnold; Civic Center Director Jennifer Wooden; and Patrol Sergeant Brian
Waldroup.
Special Guest: Retired Chief Delbert Dawes
1. Call to order.
With a quorum present, the Regular Meeting of the Humble City Council was called to order
by Mayor Aaron at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 12, 2020 in the Council Chamber of the
City of Humble City Hall, 114 West Higgins, Humble, Texas 77338.
In accordance with an Order of the Office of the Governor issued March 16, 2020 regarding
Covid-19 health concerns, the City Council of the City of Humble conducted its Regular
Council Meeting practicing social distancing, limiting seating to 25% Fire Code capacity or 24
people, and encouraging face coverings and good hand hygiene.

2. Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance.
Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk led the Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Hear Visitors: During this time a citizen may address the City Council on any item which does not appear on
the posted Agenda. Registration forms are available at the meeting and on our website. This form should be
completed and returned to the City Secretary no later than ten (10) minutes prior to the beginning of the
meeting. Upon stepping to the podium the speaker must state their name, and city of residence. Each speaker’s
remarks are limited to three (3) minutes. The City Council will listen and receive the information presented by
the speaker, ask staff to look into the matter, or place the issue on a future agenda. Topics of operation concerns
shall be directed to the City Manager. Comments should not personally attack other speakers, Council Members
or staff.

Lynn Logan, 521 Sharon Drive, Humble, Texas wished to speak on livestock in a residential
subdivision.
4. Consent Agenda: Ministerial or “housekeeping” items that can be voted on in one motion as
allowed by law. Items may be removed from the Consent Agenda for individual consideration
and discussed or acted upon by a majority vote of the Council.
a. Minutes: October 22, 2020 Regular Meeting
b. Department Reports
c. Correspondence
Upon a motion made by Mayor Aaron, the City Council voted five (5) for and none (0) opposed
to approve the Consent Agenda. The motion carried unanimously.
5. Presentation of Retirement Gift to Police Chief Delbert Dawes.
City Manager Jason Stuebe presented a rocking chair with the City of Humble logo on it to
Retired Chief Delbert Dawes and thanked him for his years of service. Mayor Aaron thanked
Retired Chief Delbert Dawes for his service. Pictures were taken.
6. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Ordinance 20-884, an ordinance
amending City of Humble Ordinance 19-852, passed and approved the 12th day of September
2019 and being an ordinance adopting the City of Humble budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020,
by adding to the budget adopted hereby an Addendum No. 8; providing for a certain amendment
to such budget; making certain findings; and providing other matters related to the subject.
Upon a motion made by Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Ordinance 20-884, an ordinance amending City of Humble
Ordinance 19-852, passed and approved the 12th day of September 2019 and being an ordinance
adopting the City of Humble budget for Fiscal Year 2019-2020, by adding to the budget adopted
hereby an Addendum No. 8; providing for a certain amendment to such budget; making certain
findings; and providing other matters related to the subject. The motion carried unanimously.
7. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Ordinance 20-885, an ordinance
encumbering funds budgeted in Fiscal Year 2020 for specific computers, machinery &
equipment, real estate, property improvements, motor vehicles, maintenance and repairs, SRG

expenses, crime lab equipment and other miscellaneous expenses to be performed during Fiscal
Year 2021; making certain findings; and providing other matters related to the subject.
Upon a motion made by Council Member Steagall, the City Council voted five (5) for and none
(0) opposed to approve Ordinance 20-885, an ordinance encumbering funds budgeted in Fiscal
Year 2020 for specific computers, machinery & equipment, real estate, property improvements,
motor vehicles, maintenance and repairs, SRG expenses, crime lab equipment and other
miscellaneous expenses to be performed during Fiscal Year 2021; making certain findings; and
providing other matters related to the subject. The motion carried unanimously.
8. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Resolution 20-826, a resolution of
the City of Humble amending the personnel policies of the City of Humble by creating Section
5.05 “Flexible Hiring Rate.”
Upon a motion made by Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Resolution 20-826, a resolution of the City of Humble amending
the personnel policies of the City of Humble by creating Section 5.05 “Flexible Hiring Rate.”
The motion carried unanimously.
9. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Resolution 20-827, a resolution of
the City of Humble adopting the City of Humble Investment Policy and Strategy.
Upon a motion made by Council Member Cunningham, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Resolution 20-827, a resolution of the City of Humble adopting
the City of Humble Investment Policy and Strategy. The motion carried unanimously.
10. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Bid 20-04 Electrical, Mechanical
and Maintenance Services for all City Departments to be awarded to Electrical Field Services
Inc.
Upon a motion made by Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Bid 20-04 Electrical, Mechanical and Maintenance Services for
all City Departments to be awarded to Electrical Field Services Inc. The motion carried
unanimously.
11. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Bid 20-07 Bender Performing Arts
Center Roof Structural Framing to be awarded to BEY Commercial Construction LTD, in the
amount of $92,372.00.
Upon a motion made by Council Member Steagall, the City Council voted five (5) for and none
(0) opposed to approve Bid 20-07 Bender Performing Arts Center Roof Structural Framing to
be awarded to BEY Commercial Construction LTD, in the amount of $92,372.00. The motion
carried unanimously.
12. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of the City of Humble 2021 Holiday
Schedule.

City Manager Jason Stuebe stated Item #12 would be tabled until the December meeting.
13. Presentation, possible action, and discussion on approval of Isaacks Court Subdivision Plat, a
subdivision of 7.3847 acres (321,676 square feet) of land, situated in the W. B. Adams Survey,
Abstract No. 95, City of Humble, Harris County, Texas, located at the west end of Isaacks Road,
west of S. Houston Ave, south of Staitti St.
Upon a motion made by Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Isaacks Court Subdivision Plat, a subdivision of 7.3847 acres
(321,676 square feet) of land, situated in the W. B. Adams Survey, Abstract No. 95, City of
Humble, Harris County, Texas, located at the west end of Isaacks Road, west of S. Houston
Ave, south of Staitti St. The motion carried unanimously.
14. Executive Session;
Section 551.072 – Deliberations about Real Property located at 110 N. Ave. D
Mayor Aaron announced the Council would convene into Executive Session at 6:43 p.m.
Upon exiting for Executive Session, Mayor Aaron told Ms. Logan he would contact her in the
up coming week.
Mayor Aaron reconvened into Regular Session at 7:12p.m.
15. Take action on Executive Session.
Mayor Aaron announced there was no action to take regarding Executive Session.
16. Community Announcements.
The City Council will have an opportunity to address items of community interest, including: expressions of
thanks, congratulations, or condolence; information regarding holiday schedules; an honorary or salutary
recognition of a public official, public employee, or other citizen; a reminder about an upcoming event organized
or sponsored by the City of Humble; information regarding a social, ceremonial, or community event organized
or sponsored by an entity other than the City of Humble that was attended or is scheduled to be attended by a
member of the City Council or an official or employee of the City of Humble; and announcements involving an
imminent threat to the public health and safety of people in the City of Humble that has arisen after posting the
agenda.

Council Member Pierce announced the following events:
Happy Birthday to Council Member Curry on November 13th
Humble Museum Grand Opening Saturday, November 14th at 10:30 a.m.
City of Humble Annual Christmas Parade, December 1st
Farmers Market was a great success and another one is planned for March 2021
There will be no Music on Main for the months of November and December
Elite MMA at Civic Center, December 12, 2020
Premier Gun Show at Civic Center, December 19 & 20, 2020
Find other events at www.humblecc.com/event-calendar/

17. Adjourn
With no further business to discuss, Council Member Pierce moved to adjourn. Mayor Aaron
adjourned the meeting at 7:14 p.m.

APPROVED BY HUMBLE TEXAS CITY COUNCIL THIS 10TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2020.

Merle Aaron, Mayor
ATTEST:
Elanna Killian,
Administrative Assistant to the City Secretary
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Humble City Council
Special Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 at 5:30 p.m.
Humble City Hall Council Chamber
114 W. Higgins Street
Humble, Texas 77338

STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF HARRIS

§
§
§

Members Present:

Mayor Pro Tem Norman Funderburk, Presiding
Council Member Allan Steagall
Council Member Charles Cunningham, Jr.
Council Member David Pierce
Council Member Andy Curry

Members Absent:

Mayor Merle Aaron

Staff Present: City Manager Jason Stuebe; City Secretary Jenny Page; and Administrative
Assistant to the City Secretary Elanna Killian.
1. Call to order.
With a quorum present, the Special Meeting of the Humble City Council was called to
order by Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday, November 17, 2020 in the
Council Chamber of the City of Humble City Hall, 114 West Higgins, Humble, Texas
77338.
In accordance with an Order of the Office of the Governor issued March 16, 2020 regarding
Covid-19 health concerns, the City Council of the City of Humble conducted its Regular

Council Meeting practicing social distancing, limiting seating to 25% Fire Code capacity
or 24 people, and encouraging face coverings and good hand hygiene.
Mayor Merle Aaron was absent.
2. Invocation.
Mayor Pro Tem Funderburk led the Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Presentation, discussion, and action on approval of Ordinance 20-886 canvassing the
November 3, 2020 General Election Results and calling a Runoff Election for
December 12, 2020. Presentación, discusión y acción sobre la aprobación de la
Ordenanza 20-886 que recoge los Resultados de las Elecciones Generales del 3 de
noviembre de 2020 y convoca una Elección de Segunda Ronda para el 12 de diciembre de
2020. Trình bày, thảo luận và hành động về việc thông qua Sắc lệnh 20-886 thông qua Kết
quả Tổng tuyển cử ngày 3 tháng 11 năm 2020 và kêu gọi một cuộc Bầu cử bỏ chạy vào ngày
12 tháng 12 năm 2020. 介紹，討論和批准第 20-886 號法令，討論 2020 年 11 月 3 日
的大選結果，並呼籲 2020 年 12 月 12 日進行徑流選舉。
Additional certified canvass results were given to Council before the meeting and attached
as Exhibit A.
Upon a motion made by Council Member Steagall, the City Council voted five (5) for and
none (0) opposed to approve Ordinance 20-886 canvassing the November 3, 2020 General
Election Results and calling a Runoff Election for December 12, 2020. The motion carried
unanimously.
4. Adjourn.
With no further business to discuss, Council Member Pierce moved to adjourn. Mayor Pro
Tem Funderburk adjourned the meeting at 5:33 p.m.

APPROVED BY HUMBLE TEXAS CITY COUNCIL THIS 10TH DAY OF DECEMBER
2020.

Norman Funderburk, Mayor Pro Tem
ATTEST:
Jenny Page, City Secretary

EXHIBIT A

MEMORANDUM
Mayor and City Councilmembers
Jason Stuebe, City Manager
Jenny Page, City Secretary
November 17, 2020
May 2, 2020/November 3, 2020 General Election and December 12, 2020 Runoff
Election.
The May 2, 2020 General Election was scheduled to be held as a joint election with the Harris
County Elections Division. Due to Covid-19, Governor Abbott allowed postponement of May
elections to the November Uniform Election date of November 3, 2020. There were no incidents
or abnormalities of any significance and all went smoothly.

To:
Cc:
From:
Date:
Subject:

The final results as of 5:53 a.m. on Wednesday, November 4, 2020 are included for your review
in an Unofficial Tabulation format. In the days following the election, the Early Voting Ballot
Board meets to count mail, overseas, military, and provisional ballots that were received and add
them to the Election Day and Early Voting totals for the Official Tabulation. Harris County has
now provided the Official Canvass Tabulation for your consideration and acceptance. Tuesday,
November 17, 2020 is the statutory last day to canvass or accept the official results.
Since the Official Canvass Tabulation will not be available for you or the public to review in
advance of the meeting in the normal Agenda Packet format, I will have copies available for you
and the public at the meeting and will email the results to you as soon as possible before the
meeting.
Due to no one candidate receiving more than 50% of the vote, a Runoff Election is necessary
between Arliss Bentley and Paula Settle. We will contract with Harris County Elections Division
and the details are not confirmed at this time. Octavia Fields Library is the proposed location for
Early Voting and Election Day in Humble. They are recommending sixty-three (63) Early voting
locations, eleven (11) Election Day locations, eight (8) Drive Thru, and one (1) 24-hour location.
The proposed times are as follows:
EV Start: 7:00am -7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
EV: 12:00pm - 7:00pm
EV: 7:00am- 7:00pm
Last Day EV: 7:00am - 7:00pm

Wednesday, November 25
Monday, November 30
Tuesday, December 1
Wednesday, December 2
Thursday, December 3
Friday, December 4
Saturday, December 5
Sunday, December 6
Monday, December 7 (One location, Kashmere MSC, will be
open overnight from Monday at 7 am to Tuesday at 7 pm)
Tuesday, December 8

Staff recommends approval of the Certified Canvass and calling a Runoff Election.

Exhibit A

Exhibit B

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #5B
Department Report

Cardholder Name

Transaction Date

Posting Date

Merchant Name

Merchant City, State/P Amount

Allen, Vince

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Sams Club #6367

Humble, TX

Allen, Vince

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Psi Services Llc Usd

8188476180, CA

128.00

Allen, Vince

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Beta Technology Inc

281-647-9700, TX

392.00

40.00

560.00
Barker, Matthew

10/21/2020

10/23/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

18.97

Baucom, Billy

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Tceq Ind Renewal Lic

5122396261, TX

Blanchard, Jackie

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Buc-Ee'S #48

Ennis, TX

Blanchard, Jackie

10/17/2020

10/19/2020

Thai Square

Denton, TX

17.05

Blanchard, Jackie

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Kohl'S #1461

Denton, TX

103.30

Blanchard, Jackie

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

El Matador Mexican Res

Denton, TX

14.44

Blanchard, Jackie

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

Racetrac116 00001164

Denton, TX

24.71

Blanchard, Jackie

10/11/2020

10/12/2020

Buc-Ee'S #26

Madisonville, TX

8.63

Blanchard, Jackie

10/11/2020

10/12/2020

Buc-Ee'S #26

Madisonville, TX

19.31

Blanchard, Jackie

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Shell Oil 542554500qps

Madisonville, TX

19.08

Blanchard, Jackie

10/7/2020

10/9/2020

Racetrac119 00001198

Denton, TX

111.00
17.41

34.98
258.91

Brigham, Charissa

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Priority Dispatch Corp

8013639127, UT

500.00

Brown, Damian

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Boot Barn #181/Baskins

Humble, TX

119.90

Brown, John

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 28

El Paso, TX

83.63

Brown, John

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Buc-Ee'S #40

Katy, TX

14.52

Brown, John

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

56.49

Brown, John

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

87.17
241.81

Burns, James

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Stripes And Stops Comp

Houston, TX

140.00

Burns, James

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

145.84

Burns, James

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Harbor Freight Tools 4

Humble, TX

29.99

Burns, James

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Harbor Freight Tools 4

Humble, TX

13.96

Burns, James

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

93.85

Burns, James

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

63.88
487.52

Burt, Jack

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Donut Junction

Burt, Jack

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Shipley Donuts

Burt, Jack

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Crashdatagr

8002807940, CA

4,485.00

Burt, Jack

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Stalker Radar

9723983750, TX

3,147.36

Qps

Humble, TX

7.25

Humble, TX

21.28

7,660.89
Cantu, Stephen

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Blue Card Command

855-8725822, AZ

Cantu, Stephen

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

125.00
71.96
196.96

Coombs, Clint

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Sunbelt Rentals #385

Spring, TX

Coombs, Clint

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

The Home Depot #6523

Porter, TX

1,959.06

Coombs, Clint

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

102.76

Coombs, Clint

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Red Wing Shoe Store Hu

Humble, TX

175.00

Coombs, Clint

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Elliott Electric Suppl

Nacogdoches, TX

186.44

Coombs, Clint

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Elliott Electric Suppl

Nacogdoches, TX

192.00

Coombs, Clint

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

Coombs, Clint

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Elliott Electric

9365697941, TX

Coombs, Clint

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Elliott Electric Suppl

Nacogdoches, TX

Coombs, Clint

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk9zn02g2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

44.90

Coombs, Clint

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Amazon.Com Mk3f21dr0 A Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

196.82

8.51

208.06
1,327.04
26.31

Coombs, Clint

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Amazon.Com Mk55c8di0 A Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

78.72

Coombs, Clint

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

The Home Depot #0576

48.67

Humble, TX

Coombs, Clint

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Bestbuy

800-5480828, MN

Coombs, Clint

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Fox Family Pools

Humble, TX

4,099.96
7.50

Coombs, Clint

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Fox Family Pools

Humble, TX

1,878.40
10,540.15

Cox, John

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Shell Oil 575283808qps

Fairfield, TX

39.06

Cox, John

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Hyatt Hotels

Garland, TX

84.75

Cox, John

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Chubbys Nw Hwy

Dallas, TX

Cox, John

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Exxonmobil

Garland, TX

22.59

Cox, John

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

Whataburger #197

Garland, TX

9.50

Cox, John

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Potbelly #92

Garland, TX

Cox, John

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Papa John'S #4497

817-483-7777, TX

15.73

Cox, John

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Exxonmobil

Garland, TX

28.33

Cox, John

10/12/2020

10/14/2020

Cristina S Mexican

Garland, TX

13.01

Cox, John

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Sq Ron Cloward

Modesto, CA

410.00

Cox, John

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Tractor-Supply-Co #040

Porter, TX

Cox, John

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Hotelbookingservfee

8007279059, UT

Cox, John

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Rescntr Hyatt Place Da

800-774-2354, CT

47955307

47955307

8.75

9.47

42.99
7.99
400.35
1,092.52

Cuellar, Angel

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Suncoast Learning Syst

7062190077, GA

350.00

Cuellar, Angel

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Kroger #190

Humble, TX

131.30

Cuellar, Angel

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Cuellar, Angel

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

Cuellar, Angel

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Kroger #190

Humble, TX

57.42
424.69
101.92
1,065.33

Elliott, Sandra

10/24/2020

10/26/2020

Kroger #318

Humble, TX

8.99

Elliott, Sandra

10/24/2020

10/26/2020

Kroger #318

Humble, TX

-4.87

Elliott, Sandra

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Tlf Treasures To Adore

281-3194400, TX

69.99

Elliott, Sandra

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Water - Coffee Deliver

Atlanta, GA

Elliott, Sandra

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Tlo Transunion

5619884200, FL

83.23
208.20
365.54

Ezeude, Brian

10/7/2020

10/9/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

82.94

Ezeude, Brian

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

105.42
188.36

Ferguson, Cliffton

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

56.49

Fillmore, Steve

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

Jaguar Fueling Service

844-5243835, TX

1,446.61

Fillmore, Steve

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Elliott Electric Suppl

Nacogdoches, TX

143.80

Fillmore, Steve

10/22/2020

10/26/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

7.56

Fillmore, Steve

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

290.34

Fillmore, Steve

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

259.27
2,147.58

Fleming, William

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

Fleming, William

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Elliott Electric

9365697941, TX

130.50
17.75

Fleming, William

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

Delta Industrial Se

Port Nechas, TX

348.60

Fleming, William

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Samsclub #6367

Humble, TX

326.20

Fleming, William

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

190.96

Fleming, William

10/22/2020

10/26/2020

Samsclub.Com

888-746-7726, AR

Fleming, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Mattress Firm 001104

Humble, TX

1,439.97

Fleming, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Samsclub #6367

Humble, TX

26.94

Fleming, William

10/20/2020

10/22/2020

Delta Industrial Se

Port Nechas, TX

Fleming, William

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Sams Club #6367

Humble, TX

212.43

Fleming, William

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Baudville Inc.

8007280888, MI

223.00

Fleming, William

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Sams Club #6367

281-548-1211, TX

Fleming, William

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

7.99

Fleming, William

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Beasley Tire Service H

Houston, TX

471.99

Fleming, William

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Autozone #1472

Humble, TX

23.97

Fleming, William

10/7/2020

10/9/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

115.89

369.00

81.03

87.40

Fleming, William

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Command Communications Spring, TX

Fleming, William

10/7/2020

10/9/2020

Delta Industrial Se

Port Nechas, TX

690.00

Fleming, William

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Sams Club #6367

Humble, TX

49.20

Fleming, William

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Samsclub #6367

Humble, TX

221.02

Fleming, William

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Samsclub.Com

888-746-7726, AR

369.00

Fleming, William

9/30/2020

10/2/2020

Delta Industrial Se

Port Nechas, TX

1,480.00

180.00
7,062.84

Flores, Teodulo

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Ferguson Ent #2725

2814463869, TX

78.62

Flores, Teodulo

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

56.24

Flores, Teodulo

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Ferguson Ent #2725

Humble, TX

59.68
194.54

Forbes, Steve

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Delta Industrial Se

Port Nechas, TX

455.10

Forbes, Steve

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

5.11 Tactical

Humble, TX

239.96

Forbes, Steve

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

186.16

Forbes, Steve

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

5.11 Tactical

Humble, TX

159.96

Forbes, Steve

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

Galls

Lexington, KY

452.55

Forbes, Steve

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

Galls

Lexington, KY

215.20

Forbes, Steve

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Wm Supercenter #1837

Humble, TX

25.49

Forbes, Steve

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Best Buy

Humble, TX

129.99

Forbes, Steve

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

5.11, Inc.

Forbes, Steve

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Amzn Mktp Us M46g76wc0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

00002550

Irvine, CA

59.99
107.97
2,032.37

Gonzalez, Victor

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Kohl'S #1558

Humble, TX

19.99

Grimes, Charlie

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

In Fidelis Cabling &

281-5421111, TX

694.90

Grimes, Charlie

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

In Marshburns Floorin

281-3194454, TX

2,595.00

Grimes, Charlie

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

In Marshburns Floorin

281-3194454, TX

2,972.50

Grimes, Charlie

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

In Marshburns Floorin

281-3194454, TX

216.99

Grimes, Charlie

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

B Dependable Plumbing

Cleveland, TX

950.00

Grimes, Charlie

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Iws Gas And Supply Of

Humble, TX

146.60

Grimes, Charlie

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

210.00

Grimes, Charlie

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

415.00

Grimes, Charlie

10/21/2020

10/23/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

258.27

Grimes, Charlie

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

456.15

Grimes, Charlie

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Star Cleaners

Humble, TX

159.68

Grimes, Charlie

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

276.10

Grimes, Charlie

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Astro Lock And Safe

Humble, TX

145.00
9,496.19

Gruber, Kyle

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Target

00014571

Humble, TX

Guevara, Mari

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Target

00014571

Humble, TX

95.94

Guevara, Mari

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

146.75

Guevara, Mari

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

128.79

Guevara, Mari

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Target

Humble, TX

-340.00

Guevara, Mari

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

85.66

Guevara, Mari

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Exclusive Furniture

Humble, TX

1,162.30

Guevara, Mari

10/5/2020

10/8/2020

Hobby-Lobby #0160

Humble, TX

-149.96

Guevara, Mari

10/5/2020

10/7/2020

Ross Store #457

Humble, TX

-34.98

Guevara, Mari

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Target

Houston, TX

199.99

Guevara, Mari

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Hobby-Lobby #0160

Humble, TX

149.96

Guevara, Mari

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

42.83

Guevara, Mari

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Michaels Stores 5813

Humble, TX

47.73

Guevara, Mari

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Ross Store #457

Humble, TX

125.94

Guevara, Mari

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

90.22

Guevara, Mari

9/30/2020

10/2/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

00014571

00020933

56.99

85.31
1,836.48

Gunn, Kevin

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

2,481.64

Gunn, Shane

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

Cavenders Boot #26

Humble, TX

179.99

Gunn, Shane

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

Cavenders Boot #26

Humble, TX

-179.99

Gunn, Shane

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

Cavenders Boot #26

Humble, TX

175.00

Gunn, Shane

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Red Wing Shoe Store Hu

Humble, TX

175.00
350.00

Gwaltney, Steven

9/30/2020

10/2/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

194.37

Hammock, James

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Safariland, Llc

9048074975, FL

Hammock, James

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

In Plastix Plus

Houston, TX

Hammock, James

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Galls

8592667227, KY

32.98

Hammock, James

10/10/2020

10/12/2020

Galls

8592667227, KY

23.60

Hammock, James

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Command Post

Houston, TX

Hammock, James

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Sq C & G Wholesale

877-417-4551, TX

Hammock, James

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Sq C & G Wholesale

877-417-4551, TX

Hammock, James

9/30/2020

10/2/2020

Sportsmans Outlet

Humble, TX

2,500.00

Hammock, James

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Best Amigos Embroidery

Humble, TX

110.00

Hammock, James

9/29/2020

10/1/2020

Little Caesars #4619

Humble, TX

197.40
1,550.00

14.07
169.95
658.91

48.71
5,305.62

Hartis, Lauren

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Eastex Veterinary Clin

Humble, TX

Hartis, Lauren

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

1,656.61

Hartis, Lauren

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Beta Technology Inc

281-647-9700, TX

759.00

Hartis, Lauren

10/22/2020

10/22/2020

Nna Services Llc

800-876-6827, CA

276.00

Hartis, Lauren

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

208.31

Hartis, Lauren

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Chewy.Com

800-672-4399, FL

249.30

Hartis, Lauren

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

2 N 1 Feed And Seed

Humble, TX

95.82

Hartis, Lauren

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Chewy.Com

800-672-4399, FL

70.06

68.54

3,383.64
Hawkins, Fred

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Hawkins, Fred

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Astro Lock And Safe

Humble, TX

-1.60
5.00

Hawkins, Fred

10/7/2020

10/9/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

21.03

Hawkins, Fred

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Johnson Supply First

Humble, TX

59.12

Hawkins, Fred

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

285.00

Hawkins, Fred

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

8.98

Hawkins, Fred

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

22.98
400.51

Holden, Kole

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Tgl-Training

Rosharon, CA

25.00

Holmes, Shannon

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

5.11, Inc.

Irvine, CA

39.99

Holmes, Shannon

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

5.11, Inc.

Irvine, CA

74.99
114.98

Holt, John

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Academy Sports #21

Humble, TX

139.99

Holt, John

10/8/2020

10/8/2020

Star Service, Inc.

504-443-7637, LA

160.50

Holt, John

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Deerwood A/C & Heati

Humble, TX

496.00

Holt, John

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Deerwood A/C & Heati

Humble, TX

150.00

Holt, John

9/30/2020

10/2/2020

Doormart Services

Humble, TX

275.00
1,221.49

Hosler, Thomas

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/28/2020

10/28/2020

Ram Products, Ltd.

5120800053, TX

109.22
1,971.42

Hosler, Thomas

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Alfa Laval

8042363115, VA

Hosler, Thomas

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Sq James Professional

877-417-4551, TX

45.96

41.91
460.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

In American Patriot I

281-7580502, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/21/2020

10/21/2020

Ram Products, Ltd.

5120800053, TX

366.86

Hosler, Thomas

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t51r05i1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

259.96

Hosler, Thomas

10/19/2020

10/19/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t1v85ny2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

39.98

Hosler, Thomas

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

17.65

Hosler, Thomas

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

512.40

2,474.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

504.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

1,084.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/14/2020

10/16/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

In American Patriot I

281-7580502, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Dx Service

281-457-4825, TX

238.01

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Dx Service

281-457-4825, TX

833.04

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Dx Service

281-457-4825, TX

714.03

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Dx Service

281-457-4825, TX

714.03

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sq James Professional

877-417-4551, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Amazon.Com

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

533.00
1,013.39

938.40
-228.32

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

-57.40

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

77.45

Hosler, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

23.14

Hosler, Thomas

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

628.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

587.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

1,625.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Waukesha-Pearce Housto Houston, TX

438.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

In Ace Controls Llc

713-5895494, TX

480.00

Hosler, Thomas

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Grainger

877-2022594, IL

145.90

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Lowes #00750

Kingwood, TX

148.89

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071157

800-238-2727, FL

163.77

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071161

800-238-2727, FL

163.77

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071162

800-238-2727, FL

217.29

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071163

800-238-2727, FL

208.71

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071164

800-238-2727, FL

200.13

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071189

800-238-2727, FL

217.29

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071190

800-238-2727, FL

217.29

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Adt Security 004071191

800-238-2727, FL

217.32

Hosler, Thomas

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Grainger

877-2022594, IL

Hosler, Thomas

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

In Pump Solutions Inc

281-3999400, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

In American Patriot I

281-7580502, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Amazon.Com Mk8oa7md1 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Hosler, Thomas

10/2/2020

10/2/2020

Ram Products, Ltd.

5120800053, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Sq James Professional

877-417-4551, TX

Hosler, Thomas

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Ram Products, Ltd.

5120800053, TX

72.95
1,200.66
32.15
971.86
228.32
125.46
2,930.00
233.18
24,139.07

Hottman, Adam

10/25/2020

10/27/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

14.99

Hottman, Adam

10/22/2020

10/27/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

31.58

Hottman, Adam

10/22/2020

10/30/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

78.95

Hottman, Adam

10/20/2020

10/23/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

31.58

Hottman, Adam

10/20/2020

10/23/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

932.17

Hottman, Adam

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Kroger #190

Humble, TX

Hottman, Adam

10/19/2020

10/23/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

44.58

Hottman, Adam

10/19/2020

10/23/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

455.60

Hottman, Adam

10/19/2020

10/23/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

1,145.94

Hottman, Adam

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

130.50

Hottman, Adam

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

130.50

Hottman, Adam

10/12/2020

10/14/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

127.45

Hottman, Adam

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

256.99

Hottman, Adam

10/8/2020

10/13/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

187.90

Hottman, Adam

10/7/2020

10/12/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

695.66

Hottman, Adam

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

Hottman, Adam

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Teleflex Llc

866-2466990, NC

Hottman, Adam

10/5/2020

10/12/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

Hottman, Adam

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

328.00

Hottman, Adam

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

3,539.40

Hottman, Adam

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

14.95

157.50
2,660.00
105.00

1,918.75
12,987.99

Howard, Courtney

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

35.44

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Napco Chemical Co

2813895143, TX

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

234.50
19.96

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Ces 329

Humble, TX

179.18

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Win-911

5123261011, TX

1,800.00

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Napco Chemical Co

2813895143, TX

185.50

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/21/2020

10/23/2020

Sign Mart Of Humble

Humble, TX

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Usps Po 4841900338

Humble, TX

8.00

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Texas Floor Fx

Cypress, TX

2,983.00

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Batteries Plus #0939

Humble, TX

67.90

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

21.96

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

200.79

Johnson Iii, Louis

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Napco Chemical Co

2813895143, TX

442.75

Johnson Iii, Louis

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Northern Tool Equip Tx

Houston, TX

70.00

319.99
6,533.53

Killian, Elanna

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Harris Vehreg

7133682518, TX

57.00

Killian, Elanna

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Tx.Gov Servicefee-Dir

8774529060, TX

14.00

Killian, Elanna

10/20/2020

10/22/2020

Harris Vehreg

7133682518, TX

16.50

Killian, Elanna

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Tx.Gov Servicefee-Dir

8774529060, TX

Killian, Elanna

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Jason'S Deli Hum 045

Humble, TX

118.29

Killian, Elanna

10/14/2020

10/14/2020

Texas Municipal League

512-231-7400, TX

270.00

Killian, Elanna

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Standard Chair Gardner

9786321301, MA

445.00

Killian, Elanna

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

Harris Vehreg

7133682518, TX

63.00

Killian, Elanna

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Tx.Gov Servicefee-Dir

8774529060, TX

Killian, Elanna

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Houston Chronicle Ads

Houston, TX

Killian, Elanna

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Tribune Newspaper

2815408742, TX

912.00

Killian, Elanna

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Publicsurplus

8019327000, UT

332.44

Killian, Elanna

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Texas Municipal League

512-231-7400, TX

220.00

Killian, Elanna

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Simplifile, Lc

Provo, UT

4.00

16.00
2,952.78

189.50
5,610.51

Killion, Ryan

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Industrial Disposal Su

2102273441, TX

Killion, Ryan

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Wm Supercenter #1837

Humble, TX

1,274.26
39.92
1,314.18

Krause, Josh

10/20/2020

10/22/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Krause, Josh

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Amz Ring Wi-Fi Enabl

866-216-1072, WA

174.29

39.97

Krause, Josh

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

In Ardent Fire Equipm

832-3608288, TX

144.78
359.04

Langenberg, David

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Mcw#9-Humble

Humble, TX

Langenberg, David

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Mcr Medical

6147822100, OH

32.99

Langenberg, David

10/25/2020

10/26/2020

Amazon.Com 2t0h07s10

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Langenberg, David

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

3,144.44

Langenberg, David

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Mcr Medical

6147822100, OH

-640.20

Langenberg, David

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t3l60p52

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Langenberg, David

10/21/2020

10/21/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t0xz70a2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Langenberg, David

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Vistapr Vistaprint.Com

866-6148002, MA

180.72

Langenberg, David

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t9hl63y2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

123.69

Langenberg, David

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Adobe Products

4085366000, CA

-29.69

Langenberg, David

10/8/2020

10/8/2020

Amazon.Com Mk6m86vn2 AAmzn.Com/Bill, WA

Langenberg, David

10/8/2020

10/8/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk7147vx2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

640.20
192.09

103.60
23.91

35.84
25.98
3,833.57

Lee, Daniel

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Lowes #00750

Kingwood, TX

Legoudes, Melissa

10/28/2020

10/28/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 285st8o91

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Legoudes, Melissa

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

Legoudes, Melissa

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Office Depot #345

Houston, TX

Legoudes, Melissa

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t90u96z1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

57.98

Legoudes, Melissa

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t4dr3do1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

252.28

Legoudes, Melissa

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Amazon Prime 2t0cm15f1 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Legoudes, Melissa

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Tdcaa

Austin, TX

999.95
51.96
23.19
1,539.53

12.99
340.00

Legoudes, Melissa

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Tdcaa

Austin, TX

Legoudes, Melissa

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

In Arrowhead Scientif

913-8948388, KS

Legoudes, Melissa

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk5vo5wu1 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Legoudes, Melissa

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sq Zion Multi Media

Gosq.Com, TX

100.00

Legoudes, Melissa

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Amazon.Com Mk7wl1ks0

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

419.98

Legoudes, Melissa

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Kroger #190

Humble, TX

Legoudes, Melissa

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Amazon.Com Mk03v7sf1 A Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

14.48

Legoudes, Melissa

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Amazon.Com Mk9315h02 AAmzn.Com/Bill, WA

103.80

Legoudes, Melissa

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Amazon.Com Mk4be2mv0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

209.99

Legoudes, Melissa

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Shipley Donuts

Legoudes, Melissa

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Bts Thyssenkrupp

770-799-0400, GA

2,773.20

Legoudes, Melissa

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Cuevas Distribution, I

Fort Worth, TX

1,120.00

Legoudes, Melissa

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Amazon.Com Mk2om2xi0

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

6.97

Legoudes, Melissa

10/7/2020

10/7/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk4ka9pb2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

27.99

Legoudes, Melissa

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

H-E-B #748

Spring, TX

29.64

Legoudes, Melissa

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Kroger #0130

Spring, TX

84.98

Legoudes, Melissa

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Kroger #364

Spring, TX

106.29

Legoudes, Melissa

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Rei Lnrisk Data Eom

866-818-0183, GA

504.30

Legoudes, Melissa

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Tina Cakes

Cypress, TX

352.00

Legoudes, Melissa

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

Qps

Humble, TX

380.00
1,883.38
13.95

15.75

18.68

573.95
11,017.26

Macias, Mayra

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

29.99

Macias, Mayra

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

-19.98

Macias, Mayra

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

-15.99

Macias, Mayra

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

107.96

Macias, Mayra

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

199.95
301.93

Martinez, Fidel

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

Martinez, Fidel

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Bbdiner Humble #237

Humble, TX

240.88
-6.85

Martinez, Fidel

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

43.98

Martinez, Fidel

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Teex Ecommerce

979-458-6898, TX

Martinez, Fidel

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Tita'S Taco House

Humble, TX

Martinez, Fidel

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Simplifile, Lc

Provo, UT

500.00
24.36
-189.50
612.87

Martinez, Joe

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

346-3316500, TX

670.00

May, Brian

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

56.49

May, Brian

10/3/2020

10/5/2020

Harbor Freight Tools 4

Humble, TX

31.97
88.46

Mccaa, George

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

89.94

Mccaa, George

10/26/2020

10/28/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

25.39

Mccaa, George

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Johnson Supply First

281-548-0600, TX

31.90

Mccaa, George

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Johnson Supply First

Humble, TX

42.30

Mccaa, George

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Johnson Supply First

Humble, TX

198.23

Mccaa, George

10/12/2020

10/14/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

5.31

Mccaa, George

9/29/2020

10/1/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

107.96
501.03

Mcdowell, Sean

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

5.11, Inc.

Irvine, CA

Meadows, Gordon

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Ewing Irrigation Prd 1

Humble, TX

Meadows, Gordon

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

79.99
27.71
151.00
178.71

Michaud, Paula

10/27/2020

10/27/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

85.28

Michaud, Paula

10/27/2020

10/27/2020

Vzwrlss My Vz Vb P

800-922-0204, FL

9,418.07

Michaud, Paula

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Att Cons Phone Pmt

800-288-2020, TX

6.00

Michaud, Paula

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Att Cons Phone Pmt

800-288-2020, TX

6.00

Michaud, Paula

10/25/2020

10/26/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

85.28

Michaud, Paula

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Administrative Service

866-219-7924, PA

Michaud, Paula

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

150.00

Michaud, Paula

10/18/2020

10/19/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

Michaud, Paula

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Republic Services Tras

8665765548, AZ

Michaud, Paula

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

147.62

Michaud, Paula

10/15/2020

10/15/2020

Centurylink

800-244-1111, LA

6,419.05

Michaud, Paula

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Fsi Centerpoint Energy

800-967-9649, TX

192.91

Michaud, Paula

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

330.36

Michaud, Paula

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

308.45

Michaud, Paula

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

405.16

Michaud, Paula

10/12/2020

10/12/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

29.80

Michaud, Paula

10/12/2020

10/12/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

147.62

Michaud, Paula

10/10/2020

10/12/2020

Republic Services Tras

8665765548, AZ

Michaud, Paula

10/10/2020

10/12/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

8.07

Michaud, Paula

10/9/2020

10/9/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

125.50

Michaud, Paula

10/9/2020

10/9/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

434.03

Michaud, Paula

10/9/2020

10/9/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

Michaud, Paula

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

-158.70

Michaud, Paula

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Waste Mgmt Wm Ezpay

8668342080, TX

-158.70

Michaud, Paula

10/7/2020

10/7/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

Michaud, Paula

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Alarm Monitoring Srvcs

2818946770, TX

Michaud, Paula

10/3/2020

10/5/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

Michaud, Paula

10/3/2020

10/5/2020

Comcast Of Houston

713-341-1000, TX

6,182.54
312.63
4,925.82

92.79

149.13

147.62
38.95
199.53
149.13
30,179.94

Miller, Missy

10/20/2020

10/20/2020

Texas Municipal League

512-231-7400, TX

75.00

Miller, Thomas

10/27/2020

10/27/2020

Jones & Bartlett Learn

8008320034, MA

62.21

Miller, Thomas

10/21/2020

10/21/2020

Jones & Bartlett Learn

8008320034, MA

62.21

Miller, Thomas

10/20/2020

10/20/2020

Jones & Bartlett Learn

8008320034, MA

497.70

Miller, Thomas

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Astro Lock And Safe

Humble, TX

Miller, Thomas

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

Public Safety Center

559-6510919, OR

Miller, Thomas

10/1/2020

10/1/2020

Jones & Bartlett Learn

8008320034, MA

Miller, Thomas

3/25/2020

10/28/2020

Bound Tree Medical Llc

Tel8002827904, OH

13.50
193.61
16.18
130.30
975.71

Mittag, Jeremy

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

Mittag, Jeremy

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Great Southwest Paper

713-223-5050, TX

575.00

Mittag, Jeremy

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

76.87

Mittag, Jeremy

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

195.63

Mittag, Jeremy

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

56.10

Mittag, Jeremy

10/12/2020

10/14/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

94.01

Mittag, Jeremy

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

33.97

Mittag, Jeremy

10/7/2020

10/7/2020

Amazon.Com Mk5rc2040

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

58.80

Mittag, Jeremy

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

20.65

Mittag, Jeremy

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

105.00

Mittag, Jeremy

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Farmtek

860-528-1119, CT

1,607.86

1,840.00
4,663.89

Moore, Sharon

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

Moore, Sharon

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

American Screen Graphi

9368908473, TX

17.89
406.92
424.81

Moreno, Edis

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Cavenders Boot #26

Humble, TX

175.00

Moreno, Edis

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Cavenders Boot #26

Humble, TX

134.99
309.99

Morgan, Cindy

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

Morgan, Cindy

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Officemax/Officedept#6

800-463-3768, KS

51.30
18.19

Morgan, Cindy

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

405.51
475.00

Morgan, Timothy

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Harris County - Ctyclk

Houston, TX

156.00

Morgan, Timothy

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Harris County - Ctyclk

Houston, TX

78.00
234.00

Murphy, Michael

10/18/2020

10/19/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t9hz5n40

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Murphy, Michael

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

58.98
87.17
146.15

Naquin, Leroy

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Naquin, Leroy

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Mes/Warren Fire/Lawmen

2033640620, CT

130.90
2,102.87
2,233.77

Neeley, William

10/30/2020

10/30/2020

Ram Products, Ltd.

5120800053, TX

286.62

Neeley, William

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

I69 Truck Service Part

New Caney, TX

196.35

Neeley, William

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Atd 660

7139377790, TX

124.98

Neeley, William

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Atd 660

7139377790, TX

1,005.76

Neeley, William

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Atd 660

7139377790, TX

505.40

Neeley, William

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Shraders Automotive Se

Humble, TX

25.50

Neeley, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

21.30

Neeley, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

65.94

Neeley, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

-46.86

Neeley, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

-90.96

Neeley, William

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

11.16

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

13.85

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

29.00

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

26.94

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

26.94

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

90.96

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

46.86

Neeley, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

48.75

Neeley, William

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

191.04

Neeley, William

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

Neeley, William

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

O'Rourke Petroleum

8006831331, TX

Neeley, William

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

Neeley, William

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Sq Allen Matthews Pai

Gosq.Com, TX

Neeley, William

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

10.65

Neeley, William

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Advance Auto Parts 809

Humble, TX

11.23

Neeley, William

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Northside Auto Glass

Humble, TX

39.00

Neeley, William

9/29/2020

10/1/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

56.69
1,014.95
6.99
7,719.97

7.20
11,446.21

Nykaza, James

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 286ua7zx1 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

113.46

Nykaza, James

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Amazon.Com 2t85x1hk2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

109.99

Nykaza, James

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t9dh4ho0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

89.99

Nykaza, James

10/21/2020

10/21/2020

Comcast Houston

Nykaza, James

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk51e7ue0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Nykaza, James

10/13/2020

10/15/2020

Skechers-Usa #766

Nykaza, James

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk6co0hn2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Nykaza, James

10/1/2020

10/5/2020

Galls

800-266-2278, TX
Humble, TX
Lexington, KY

77.10
153.56
64.99
49.00
115.14
773.23

Ortiz, Raul

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

Ortiz, Raul

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Paypal Genaromzamo

4029357733, CA

274.56

Ortiz, Raul

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Harbor Freight Tools 4

Humble, TX

38.94

Ortiz, Raul

10/20/2020

10/22/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

191.83

Ortiz, Raul

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Sign Mart Of Humble

Humble, TX

17.50

Ortiz, Raul

9/29/2020

10/1/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

1,120.00

80.42
1,723.25

Page, Jennifer

9/30/2020

10/1/2020

Kroger #190

Humble, TX

Palla, Paula

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Apic

2024542641, VA

Peters, Richard

10/27/2020

10/29/2020

Shipley Donuts

Q48

Kingwood, TX

28.98
230.00
8.89

Peters, Richard

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Donut Junction

Humble, TX

9.35

Peters, Richard

10/22/2020

10/26/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

23.24

Peters, Richard

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Donut Junction

Humble, TX

Peters, Richard

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Zoom.Us

8887999666, CA

Peters, Richard

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Shipley Donuts

Peters, Richard

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Productivity Center In

7139399777, TX

840.00

Peters, Richard

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Productivity Center In

7139399777, TX

840.00

Peters, Richard

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Productivity Center In

7139399777, TX

Q48

Kingwood, TX

7.95
15.98
14.58

840.00
2,599.99

Phillips, Aimee

10/28/2020

10/28/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t0z37ye0

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

36.63

Phillips, Aimee

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Adobe Creative Cloud

4085366000, CA

52.99

Phillips, Aimee

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Payflow/Paypal

8888839770, NE

30.00
119.62

Pitts, Joshua

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

185.00

Pitts, Joshua

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Champion Rentals, Inc.

Porter, TX

290.36

Pitts, Joshua

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

228.75

Pitts, Joshua

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

2 N 1 Feed And Seed

Humble, TX

Pitts, Joshua

10/21/2020

10/23/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Pitts, Joshua

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

185.00

Pitts, Joshua

10/7/2020

10/8/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

517.50

Pitts, Joshua

10/6/2020

10/8/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Pitts, Joshua

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

Pitts, Joshua

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Warrens Rock N Mulch

Porter, TX

89.50
31.98

37.94
610.00
545.00
2,721.03

Pocock, William

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

24.99

Pocock, William

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Office Depot #262

Humble, TX

46.70

Pocock, William

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Ferguson Wtrwrks #2939

Humble, TX

Pocock, William

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

288.17

Pocock, William

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

49.37

Pocock, William

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Moore Supply Company

Humble, TX

47.40

Pocock, William

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Usps Po 4841900338

Humble, TX

13.90

Pocock, William

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Ferguson Ent #2725

Humble, TX

190.36

95.00

755.89
Rhodes, Victoria

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Amzn Mktp Us

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Amazon.Com 2t3hh0y82

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-94.39

Rhodes, Victoria

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Loop 494 Animal Hospit

2813588893, TX

480.00

Rhodes, Victoria

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Dungarees Llc

5734432565, MO

334.77

Rhodes, Victoria

10/24/2020

10/26/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t5ex9d80

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

16.99

Rhodes, Victoria

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

51.99

Rhodes, Victoria

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

40.79

Rhodes, Victoria

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

6.09

Rhodes, Victoria

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

215.99

Rhodes, Victoria

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

In Texas Promowear Qb

281-5480570, TX

659.00

Rhodes, Victoria

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Office Depot #1127

800-463-3768, TX

93.49

Rhodes, Victoria

10/17/2020

10/19/2020

Zoom.Us

8887999666, CA

15.98

Rhodes, Victoria

10/16/2020

10/16/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t6tj23b1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

99.99

Rhodes, Victoria

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

B2b Prime 2t5nc5tm1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

179.00

Rhodes, Victoria

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Dungarees Llc

5734432565, MO

777.52

Rhodes, Victoria

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Amzn Mktp Us

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

Rhodes, Victoria

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk0aj3sk2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/10/2020

10/12/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk1sm8bs2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Thomson West Tcd

800-328-4880, MN

Rhodes, Victoria

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk7ft7hy2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

In Texas Promowear Qb

281-5480570, TX

89.91

Rhodes, Victoria

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

In Texas Promowear Qb

281-5480570, TX

219.25

Rhodes, Victoria

10/7/2020

10/12/2020

Samsclub.Com

888-746-7726, AR

Rhodes, Victoria

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Amazon.Com Mk9uc9hp1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

111.54

Rhodes, Victoria

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk0th3ex2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

17.95

15.68

-17.95
1,402.05
11.99
53.08
234.00
5.93

81.23

Rhodes, Victoria

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk19a80n2 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Rhodes, Victoria

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Usps Po 4841900338

Humble, TX

Rhodes, Victoria

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Sun Coast Resources In

800-6773835, TX

Rhodes, Victoria

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Esri

Redlands, CA

13.97
6.95
183.52
7,340.74
12,647.05

Richard, Dale

10/30/2020

10/30/2020

Dynamic Controls And S

281-812-9844, TX

65.00

Richard, Dale

10/29/2020

10/29/2020

Teex Ecommerce

979-458-6898, TX

420.00

Richard, Dale

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Fox Family Pools

Humble, TX

467.85

Richard, Dale

10/22/2020

10/22/2020

Nsc Northern Safety Co

800-631-1246, NY

Richard, Dale

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Apple.Com/Bill

866-712-7753, CA

Richard, Dale

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

Richard, Dale

10/20/2020

10/22/2020

Sign Mart Of Humble

Humble, TX

Richard, Dale

10/10/2020

10/12/2020

Teex Ecommerce

979-458-6898, TX

Richard, Dale

10/6/2020

10/6/2020

Nsc Northern Safety Co

800-631-1246, NY

Richard, Dale

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Coburn Supply Company

New Caney, TX

Richard, Dale

10/5/2020

10/9/2020

Hach Company

Loveland, CO

41.50
0.99
481.00
18.50
350.00
73.80
512.93
689.71
3,121.28

Richards, Ryan

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Identogo - Tx Fingerpr

Billerica, MA

39.05

Rodriguez, Jose

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Astro Lock And Safe

Humble, TX

25.55

Rodriguez, Jose

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Fox Family Pools

Humble, TX

479.40

Rodriguez, Jose

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

64.29

Rodriguez, Jose

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Aj'S Small Engine

Humble, TX

26.03

Rodriguez, Jose

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Academy Sports #21

Humble, TX

175.00

Rodriguez, Jose

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

111.85

Rodriguez, Jose

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Aj'S Small Engine

Humble, TX

151.10

Rodriguez, Jose

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Aztec Rental Center No

Houston, TX

14.89

Rodriguez, Jose

10/1/2020

10/2/2020

Aztec Rental Center No

Houston, TX

411.66
1,459.77

Sawyer, Cipriano

10/19/2020

10/20/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

87.17

Schultz, Jacob

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Iws Gas And Supply Of

Humble, TX

Schultz, Jacob

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Amzn Mktp Us 2t8ca92q2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Schultz, Jacob

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Great Southwest Paper

713-223-5050, TX

719.60

Schultz, Jacob

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Great Southwest Paper

713-223-5050, TX

1,284.30

Schultz, Jacob

10/21/2020

10/21/2020

Amazon.Com 2t5ab6pm0

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Schultz, Jacob

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

Georgia Expo Mfg Corp

Suwanee, GA

Schultz, Jacob

10/17/2020

10/19/2020

Amazon.Com 2t9dw2lx0

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Schultz, Jacob

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

791.66

Schultz, Jacob

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Paypal Jrodcontrac

4029357733, CA

420.00

Schultz, Jacob

10/14/2020

10/15/2020

Great Southwest Paper

713-223-5050, TX

100.55

Schultz, Jacob

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Great Southwest Paper

713-223-5050, TX

153.34

Schultz, Jacob

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sunbelt Rentals #385

Spring, TX

Schultz, Jacob

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

Schultz, Jacob

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Sq M & S Electric

Humble, TX

Schultz, Jacob
Schultz, Jacob

10/6/2020
10/1/2020

10/7/2020
10/2/2020

Great Southwest Paper
Sq M & S Electric

713-223-5050, TX
Humble, TX

Simon, Melissa

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Harbor Freight Tools 4

Humble, TX

40.53

Simon, Melissa

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Donut Junction

Humble, TX

10.32

Simon, Melissa

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

Donut Junction

Humble, TX

14.50
152.99

87.30
649.24
29.38

837.59
7,000.00
630.00
1,722.29
210.00
14,802.74

6.52
57.37

Smith, Mark

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Academy Sports #21

Humble, TX

134.99

Stanford, Paul

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

5.11 Tactical

Humble, TX

114.98

Stanford, Paul

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

Mcw#9-Humble

Humble, TX

8.00
122.98

Stephens, Philisa

10/15/2020

10/16/2020

Cdw Govt #2861395

Stephens, Philisa

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Support@Macroplant.Com Boston, MA

800-808-4239, IL

210.36
39.99
250.35

Taska, Allison

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

In Northwest Communic

281-8904724, TX

188.50

Taska, Allison

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Comcast Houston

800-266-2278, TX

102.25

Taska, Allison

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Comcast Houston

800-266-2278, TX

92.21

Taska, Allison

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Comcast Houston

800-266-2278, TX

151.63

Taska, Allison

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Houston Chronicle Circ

8882207211, TX

Taska, Allison

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Mcw#9-Humble

Humble, TX

90.95
24.00
649.54

Thiem, Landon

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

Thiem, Landon

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

6.98
56.49
63.47

Thomas, Jarred

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

In American Patriot I

281-7580502, TX

840.06

Tullos, Bradley

10/22/2020

10/26/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

14.97

Tullos, Bradley

10/21/2020

10/23/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

199.00

Tullos, Bradley

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

The Home Depot 576

Humble, TX

300.00

Tullos, Bradley

10/19/2020

10/21/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

20.85

Tullos, Bradley

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

2 N 1 Feed And Seed

Humble, TX

98.45
633.27

Tunningley, Noah

10/29/2020

10/30/2020

Dshs Regulatory Prog

5124587111, TX

126.00

Tunningley, Noah

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

87.17

Tunningley, Noah

10/12/2020

10/13/2020

Texas Comm Fire Prot

5129363842, TX

56.49
269.66

Vaughn, Travis

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Public Agency Training

3178215085, IN

325.00

Villa, Joel

10/28/2020

10/30/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

Villa, Joel

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

7.99

Villa, Joel

10/26/2020

10/27/2020

Sherwin Williams 70731

Humble, TX

132.25

Villa, Joel

10/26/2020

10/28/2020

The Home Depot #0576

Humble, TX

155.80

Villa, Joel

10/26/2020

10/28/2020

Direct Grass Inc

Humble, TX

17.90

Villa, Joel

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

O'Reilly Auto Parts 41

Humble, TX

7.99

Villa, Joel

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Sherwin Williams 70437

Houston, TX

577.21

Villa, Joel

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Samsclub #6367

Humble, TX

18.98

Villa, Joel

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Samsclub #6367

Humble, TX

62.46

59.30
1,039.88

Waldroup, Bryan

10/18/2020

10/19/2020

Public Agency Training

3178215085, IN

990.00

Watkins, Wyatt

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Stericycle

8667837422, IL

101.78

Watkins, Wyatt

10/8/2020

10/12/2020

Immixtechnology, In

Mclean, VA

Watkins, Wyatt

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Priority Dispatch Corp

8013639127, UT

5.84
500.00
607.62

Watters, Matthew

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Aquasol Controllers

Houston, TX

61.27

Watters, Matthew

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Aquasol Controllers

Houston, TX

102.11

Watters, Matthew

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Aquasol Controllers

Houston, TX

71.48

Watters, Matthew

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Aquasol Controllers

Houston, TX

112.33

Watters, Matthew

10/28/2020

10/29/2020

Aquasol Controllers

Houston, TX

Watters, Matthew

10/9/2020

10/12/2020

Fort Bend Services Inc

281-261-5199, TX

1,473.00

Watters, Matthew

9/29/2020

10/2/2020

Hach Company

Loveland, CO

1,140.44

81.69

3,042.32
Weaver, Traci

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

On-Press/Industry Gree

San Bernardin, CA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/27/2020

10/28/2020

H-E-B #498

Humble, TX

353.39
21.87

Wooden, Jennifer

10/25/2020

10/26/2020

Audible 2t9y496v2

Amzn.Com/Bill, NJ

8.61

Wooden, Jennifer

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Water - Coffee Deliver

800-4928377, GA

46.82

Wooden, Jennifer

10/23/2020

10/26/2020

Amazon.Com

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Adobe 800-833-6687

Adobe.Ly/Enus, CA

52.99

Wooden, Jennifer

10/22/2020

10/23/2020

Amazon.Com

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-164.99

Wooden, Jennifer

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Amazon.Com

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-164.99

Wooden, Jennifer

10/21/2020

10/22/2020

Amazon.Com

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-164.99

Wooden, Jennifer

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Paypal Yourneighbo

4029357733, CA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/20/2020

10/21/2020

Amzn Mktp Us

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-79.35

Wooden, Jennifer

10/16/2020

10/19/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

105.37

Wooden, Jennifer

10/15/2020

10/19/2020

Ashley Homestore

204-9899898, DE

521.94

Wooden, Jennifer

10/13/2020

10/14/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

Wooden, Jennifer

10/13/2020

10/13/2020

Amazon.Com Mk7ul4wt1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

702.80

Wooden, Jennifer

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Minuteman Press

Humble, TX

100.25

Wooden, Jennifer

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Paypal Texasassoci

4029357733, CA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/8/2020

10/9/2020

Amazon.Com Mk6ws3g70 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk5i995b1 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

Amazon.Com Mk7fk3hd1

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/6/2020

10/6/2020

Amazon.Com Mk57n00s2

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

At Home Store 066

Humble, TX

-45.48

Wooden, Jennifer

10/6/2020

10/7/2020

At Home Store 066

Humble, TX

-149.99

Wooden, Jennifer

10/5/2020

10/7/2020

Hobby-Lobby #0160

Humble, TX

23.98

Wooden, Jennifer

10/5/2020

10/6/2020

At Home Store 066

Humble, TX

499.96

Wooden, Jennifer

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Amzn Mktp Us Mk9t75ck0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Wooden, Jennifer

10/2/2020

10/5/2020

Amazon.Com Mk1bu9ol0

Wooden, Jennifer

10/2/2020

10/2/2020

Amzn Mktp Us M41i88ym0 Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

Amzn.Com/Bill, WA

-164.99

540.00

26.88

75.00
228.00
79.35
659.96
37.99

109.95
45.60
46.99
2,999.53

City of Humble
Reported Bank Balance
For the Month of October 2020

General Fund:
Cash & MMF Sweep
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs
Cash & MMF Sweep - METRO
Cash & MMF Sweep - Court Technology Fund
Cash & MMF Sweep - Court Building Security Fund

Fiscal YTD
Earnings
$

Total

270.08
1,678.77
49.30
2.10
1.08

Balance as of
10/31/2020
$

30,228,826.76
2,978,478.72
6,137,075.70
248,394.64
128,617.31

2,001.33

39,721,393.13

Cash & MMF Sweep
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs

132.45
-

15,975,277.78
103,330.00

Total

132.45

16,078,607.78

Cash & MMF Sweep

44.28

5,361,636.21

Total

44.28

5,361,636.21

Cash & MMF Sweep

4.57

561,332.64

Total

4.57

561,332.64

TexStar- Water Well Construction

0.36

4,401.53

Total

0.36

4,401.53

Cash & MMF Sweep - Sewer Rehab
Cash & MMF Sweep - Sewer Capacity Fees

8.25
0.29

971,112.94
34,057.61

Total

8.54

1,005,170.55

512.40
0.36
1,678.77
2,191.53

59,646,331.59
4,401.53
3,081,808.72
62,732,541.84

Water & Sewer Operating Fund:

Photo Traffic Safety Fund:

Hotel Tax Fund:

Capital Projects Fund:

Sewer Plant Construction Fund:

Total All Funds:
Cash & MMF Sweep
TexStar
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs
Total

$

$

City of Humble
Reported Bank Balance
For the Month of November 2020

General Fund:
Cash & MMF Sweep
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs
Cash & MMF Sweep - METRO
Cash & MMF Sweep - Court Technology Fund
Cash & MMF Sweep - Court Building Security Fund

Fiscal YTD
Earnings
$

Total

513.20
3,413.49
100.81
4.15
2.15

Balance as of
11/30/2020
$

28,975,575.05
2,972,119.02
6,780,979.32
251,026.75
131,693.73

4,033.80

39,111,393.87

Cash & MMF Sweep
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs

267.24
-

16,663,335.48
103,139.00

Total

267.24

16,766,474.48

Cash & MMF Sweep

89.38

5,619,334.49

Total

89.38

5,619,334.49

Cash & MMF Sweep

9.24

593,154.67

Total

9.24

593,154.67

TexStar- Water Well Construction

0.69

4,401.86

Total

0.69

4,401.86

Cash & MMF Sweep - Sewer Rehab
Cash & MMF Sweep - Sewer Capacity Fees

16.23
0.57

971,121.19
34,057.90

Total

16.80

1,005,179.09

1,002.97
0.69
3,413.49
4,417.15

60,020,278.58
4,401.86
3,075,258.02
63,099,938.46

Water & Sewer Operating Fund:

Photo Traffic Safety Fund:

Hotel Tax Fund:

Capital Projects Fund:

Sewer Plant Construction Fund:

Total All Funds:
Cash & MMF Sweep
TexStar
Federal Agency Bonds, Commercial Paper, Brokerage CDs
Total

$

$

Humble Fire Rescue
Monthly Council Report

11/1/2020 – 11/30/2020

David Langenberg
Fire Chief

2020 Humble Fire Rescue
Total
Total Humble
Humble
Responses:
Calls:

Humble
Fire Calls:

%

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

287
279
320
217
266
272
275
307
261
210
126

518
523
547
382
443
478
486
511
458
352
198

72
69
79
43
69
75
70
74
73
58
21

25.1%

T:
AVG:

2820
256.36

4896
445.09

703
63.91

Humble
EMS Calls:

74.9%

16.7%

215
210
241
173
197
197
205
233
188
152
104

83.3%

27
45
11
8
15
12
24
41
10
37
36

‐‐‐
24.5%

2115
192.27

‐‐‐
75.5%

266
24.18

24.7%
24.7%
19.8%
25.9%
27.6%
25.5%
24.1%
28.0%
27.6%

Fire / EMS

Mutual Aid /
Help
% of Total:
Required:

%

75.3%
75.3%
80.2%
74.1%
72.4%
74.5%
75.9%
72.0%
72.4%

Needed Help

Mutual Aid
/ Help
Given:

0.3%

28.6%

1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
3

‐‐‐
10.4%

22
2.00

‐‐‐
0.9%

9.4%
16.1%
3.4%
3.7%
5.6%
4.4%
8.7%
13.4%
3.8%
17.6%

C1

C2

C3

BC1

R1

R2

R11

E1

E2

L1

OTHER

MA
Unit

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2
4
4
3
1
2
2
2
2
4
1

2
2
2
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

2
3
3
5
1
5
1
1
1
5
8

39
33
25
22
27
29
26
31
32
21
11

139
137
151
109
109
143
139
160
128
109
65

115
102
134
97
120
105
105
105
107
71
48

0
3
3
1
4
0
5
4
0
0
1

140
156
170
91
118
142
109
150
124
103
44

41
45
50
53
62
51
99
54
63
37
18

37
37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
5
0
1
0
0
3
0
1
2

27
45
11
8
15
12
24
41
10
13
21

T:
AVG:

27
2.45

11
1.00

35
3.18

74
6.73

14
1.27

227
20.64

% of Total:

0.4%
0.6%
1.4%
1.1%
0.4%
0.7%
0.7%
0.8%
1.0%
2.4%

296
1389 1109
26.91 126.27 100.82

1347
573
122.45 52.09

Responses per Unit

Help Given
1600

22

1389

1400
266

1347
1109

1200

703

1000

2820

2115

21
1.91

800

2820

573

600
296

400
200
Humble Fire Calls:

Total Humble Calls:

Humble EMS Calls:

Mutual Aid / Help Required:

27

11

35

C1

C2

C3

227
74

21

14

0
Total Humble Calls:

Mutual Aid / Help Given:

BC1

R1

R2

R11

350

E1

E2

L1

OTHER

Ambulance Use %

300
250
200
150

55.60%

100

44.40%

50
0
Total Humble Calls:

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

287

279

320

217

266

272

275

307

261

210

126

Humble Fire Calls:

72

69

79

43

69

75

70

74

73

58

21

Humble EMS Calls:

215

210

241

173

197

197

205

233

188

152

104

Total Humble Calls:

Humble Fire Calls:

Humble EMS Calls:

Dec

R1

R2

MA Unit

2020 COMPLIANCE DATA
100.00%

CFS
Total

Dispatch

%

Turnout

%

Travel

%

90.00%

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

283
272
319
217
266
272
275
307
261
210
126

36
38
22
22
38
35
32
36
33
24
10

13.14%
14.29%
7.36%
10.48%
14.67%
13.31%
12.17%
12.24%
13.52%
11.94%
8.40%

257
245
282
195
242
257
252
269
248
198
114

90.81%
90.07%
88.40%
89.86%
90.98%
94.49%
91.64%
87.62%
95.02%
94.29%
90.48%

92
95
109
70
99
90
92
104
99
85
54

32.51%
34.93%
34.17%
32.26%
37.22%
33.09%
33.45%
33.88%
37.93%
40.48%
42.86%

80.00%

Total:
AVG:

2808
255.273

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Jan

326
29.64

‐
11.96%

2559
232.64

2020 Response Time
CFS
Total

Dispatch

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

283
272
319
217
266
272
275
307
261
210
126

2:02
1:59
2:10
2:11
2:03
2:01
2:08
2:00
2:08
2:12
2:04

Total:
AVG:

2808
255.273

‐
91.24%

989
89.91

‐
35.71%

Feb

Mar

Dispatch

Apr

Turnout

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Travel

8:00

Response
FD / EMS
Time
5:15
5:04
5:02
5:19
5:02
5:13
5:25
5:06
5:09
4:47
4:43

7:17
7:03
7:13
7:31
7:05
7:15
7:34
7:06
7:17
7:00
6:38

7:00
6:00
5:00
4:00
3:00

0:01
4:00
4:01
5:00
5:01
6:00
6:01

2:00
1:00
0:00
Jan

‐
2:05

‐
5:05

‐
7:10

(+/‐) last Yr
18,987.54
14,682.01
25,316.55
‐1,241.08
‐24,917.18
11,558.96
‐17,168.57
‐22,833.58
4,180.55
7,330.42

(+/‐) 4YA
18,897.08
4,269.91
5,371.19
8,203.00
‐19,512.65
11,720.34
‐6,824.45
‐2,565.89
18,664.24
13,781.16

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun
Dispatch

Jul
FD / EMS

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Response Time

2020 EMS Revenue
2020
January 68,726.01
February 53,394.32
March 50,688.57
April 60,281.19
May 42,982.86
June 64,347.65
July 49,637.49
August 48,730.11
September 61,818.04
October 69,689.64
November
December
TOTAL: 570,295.88

4yr AVG
49,828.93
49,124.41
45,317.38
52,078.19
62,495.51
52,627.31
56,461.94
51,296.00
43,153.80
55,908.48
50,685.90
52,836.02
15,895.62 52,003.92 621,813.88

2019
2018
49,738.47 58,752.82
38,712.31 39,713.66
25,372.02 36,917.35
61,522.27 50,044.79
67,900.04 72,513.94
52,788.69 55,717.22
66,806.06 74,984.65
71,563.69 51,549.76
57,637.49
7,328.12
62,359.22 53,242.06
62,322.05 44,023.61
67,354.45 39,298.58
684,076.76 584,086.56

2017
44,130.58
64,934.90
63,056.13
39,704.18
64,384.05
41,735.74
42,474.72
50,354.36
71,071.09
66,542.32
56,552.09
39,339.01
644,279.17

2016
49,313.29
54,540.70
50,646.03
61,658.98
59,125.04
60,768.53
46,019.36
40,805.15
58,406.05
51,574.02
50,409.07
50,392.39
633,658.61

2015
47,209.51
47,720.49
50,595.38
47,460.72
48,554.48
52,126.39
52,024.91
42,207.03
21,326.24
45,824.80
40,122.67
67,795.67
562,968.29

80,000.00
70,000.00
60,000.00
50,000.00
40,000.00
30,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
0.00

Projected for year: 575,000.00
Remainder for year:
4,704.12
Prorated (2) months: 95,833.33
Delta: ‐474,462.55

January

February

March

April

May
2020

June
2019

July

August

AVG Last 4 Years

September

October

November December

2020 Overtime + Additional Regular Time Usage*
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL:

(+/‐) last Yr (+/‐) 4YA
2020
60.50
‐154.50
‐265.67
85.00
‐458.50
‐476.25
217.75
‐30.25
‐309.18
82.00
‐383.75
‐610.85
112.00
‐186.50
‐487.55
58.00
‐217.50
‐501.20
290.00
‐52.75
‐408.30
203.75
‐102.25
‐761.60
65.00
‐424.5
‐443.03
121.50
‐240.5
‐345.75
158.00
‐73.5
‐533.03
1,453.50

‐2324.50

‐5,142.42

4yr AVG
326.17
561.25
526.93
692.85
599.55
559.20
698.30
965.35
508.03
467.25
691.03
929.90
7,525.82

2019
215.00
543.50
248.00
465.75
298.50
275.50
342.75
306.00
489.50
362.00
231.50
148.75
3,926.75

2018
2017
244.50
521.08
613.50
913.50
590.50
796.17
579.00
753.25
816.25
372.00
712.00
555.25
1,054.00
491.50
752.75 2,824.50
563.00
627.50
532.50
169.50
313.00
664.00
299.00 1,430.75
7,070.00 10,119.00

2016
579.25
630.75
775.50
1,196.00
1,108.75
868.25
1,062.50
384.75
285.25
448.25
1,151.17
1,321.75
9,812.17

2015
71.00
105.00
224.50
470.25
402.25
385.00
540.75
558.75
574.92
824.00
1,095.50
1,449.25
6,701.17

1200.00

1000.00

800.00

600.00

400.00

200.00

0.00
January

*Does not include scheduled overtime for non FLSA 7K exempt employees, training or time accrued from a deployment with EMTF, TIFMAS.

February

March

April

June

July

2020

May

2019

AVG Last 4 Years

August

May

June

July

2020

2019

AVG Last 4 Years

September

October

November December

September

October

November

September

October

November December

2020 Sick Time Usage
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL:

(+/‐) last Yr (+/‐) 4YA
2020
130.50
66.50
37.10
234.00
150.00
59.30
213.00
117.00
28.10
186.00
‐75.00
‐47.50
24.00
‐231.50
‐197.10
143.00
125.50
45.70
137.00
‐47.00
‐122.10
200.00
‐25.00
97.20
48.00
‐156.00
‐84.90
266.00
11.00
‐106.85
250.75
64.25
105.45
1832.25

‐0.25

‐185.60

4yr AVG
93.40
174.70
184.90
233.50
221.10
97.30
259.10
102.80
132.90
372.85
145.30
161.65
2179.50

2019
64.00
84.00
96.00
261.00
255.50
17.50
184.00
225.00
204.00
255.00
186.50
81.50
1914.00

2018
98.50
350.50
287.00
285.50
278.50
173.00
808.50
60.00
194.00
317.25
129.00
253.50
3235.25

2017
168.00
109.00
171.00
81.75
319.00
104.00
121.00
73.00
196.50
284.00
95.00
181.00
1903.25

2016
86.00
150.00
190.00
334.00
96.00
144.00
165.00
36.00
60.00
741.00
88.00
105.00
2195.00

2015
50.50
180.00
180.50
205.25
156.50
48.00
17.00
120.00
10.00
267.00
228.00
187.25
1650.00

400.00
350.00
300.00
250.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
January

February

March

April

August

December

2020 Vacation Time Usage
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL:

(+/‐) last Yr (+/‐) 4YA
2020
44.00
‐132.00
‐111.90
266.50
‐16.00
89.70
399.50
276.00
140.30
330.00
196.50
48.20
378.00
119.00
86.40
416.25
9.25
43.35
590.50
170.50
159.00
498.25
198.25
167.15
569.00
326.00
281.20
879.25
621.25
646.40
894.50
622.50
653.05
5265.75

2391.25

2202.85

4yr AVG
155.90
176.80
259.20
281.80
291.60
372.90
431.50
331.10
287.80
232.85
241.45
217.00
3279.90

2019
176.00
282.50
123.50
133.50
259.00
407.00
420.00
300.00
243.00
258.00
272.00
301.00
3175.50

2018
124.00
60.00
25.50
199.50
113.00
204.00
358.00
292.00
299.00
132.00
281.25
338.00
2426.25

2017
88.50
149.00
187.00
305.00
300.00
732.00
387.00
404.00
276.00
314.50
281.00
223.00
3647.00

2016
108.00
168.00
396.00
364.50
412.00
216.00
374.00
335.50
263.00
217.75
229.00
0.00
3083.75

2015
283.00
224.50
564.00
406.50
374.00
305.50
618.50
324.00
358.00
242.00
144.00
223.00
4067.00

1000.00
900.00
800.00
700.00
600.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00
0.00
January

February

March

April

May
2020

June

July

2019

AVG Last 4 Years

August

Demographics / Retention / Turnover
Full‐Time Employees:

47

Current Vacancies:

2

Sex of Employees

Age of Employees

2

Employee HFR Years of Service VS Years of Experience
17

11
9
8
6

7
5

2

Female

10
8

5

45
Male

10

6

≤ 25

2

26‐30

31‐35

36‐40

41‐45

46‐50

51‐55

2

>55

3

2

0‐2

3‐5

1

6‐8

4

4
1

9‐11

Turnover % vs Attrition % of FTE's

6

12‐14

2

2

15‐17

18‐20

1

3

3
1

21‐23

24‐26

3

1
27‐29

30+

YOS at Employee Departure

18.00%
30+

16.00%

0

27‐29

14.00%

3

24‐26

12.00%

21‐23

10.00%
8.00%

18‐20

6.00%

15‐17

4.00%

12‐14

2.00%

9‐11

0.00%

6‐8
3‐5
Turnover

Attrition

0‐2

3
1
6
4
1
3
12
14
24

Humble Fire Marshal’s Office
110 W. Main St., Humble, Texas, 77338
Phone- (281) 446-4928 Fax- (281) 446-3960

November 2020 Monthly Report
1. Fire Inspections:
a. Inspections: 215
2. New Construction Inspections:
a. Fire Marshal Final Inspection: 5
b. Fire Sprinkler Installation Inspection: 4
c. Fire Alarm Installation Inspection: 2
d. Ansul Vent Hood Installation Inspection: 1
3. Plans Review: 23
4. Fire Investigation:
a. Vehicle Fire
i. 1710 Humble Place
ii. Cleared by: Mechanical failure
b. Trash Fire
i. 19645 US 59
ii. Cleared by: Unintentional
c. Vehicle Fire
i. 17700 Will Clayton Pkwy
ii. Cleared by: Mechanical failure
d. Trash Fire
i. 8440 Will Clayton Pkwy.
ii. Cleared by: trash truck load fire, unintentional
e. Residential Fire
i. 7730 Goldfinch Dr.
ii. Cleared by: Accidental
5. Emergency Management:
a. Severe Weather Conference calls for weather after Thanksgiving.
6. Personnel
a. One employee retired on November 19, 2020.
b. Posted position for a Deputy Fire Marshal on City website and TCFP.

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #5C
Correspondence

November 13, 2020
Number 45

Senate State Affairs to Hear Community Censorship Charge
Next Week
The Senate State Affairs Committee will meet next week (Wednesday, November 18th) to hear
invited testimony on the interim charge below. The official notice can be found here.
Study how governmental entities use public funds for political lobbying purposes.
Examine what types of governmental entities use public funds for lobbying purposes.
Make recommendations to protect taxpayers from paying for lobbyists who may not
represent the taxpayers’ interests.
Although no public testimony will be taken, we encourage city officials to continue discussing this
issue with your state representative and state senator as it will continue to be a priority issue for
state leadership.

Stay Engaged During the Legislative Session: Grassroots
Involvement Program
During the upcoming Texas legislative session, Texas cities will face many challenges and
opportunities. TML will need to mobilize our membership at key points during session. The
Grassroots Involvement Program (GRIP) is one way to do so. Our GRIP survey focuses on a

variety of items including your areas of expertise and involvement with other professional
organizations. Most importantly, the GRIP survey asks how well you know various state legislators
and if you are willing to communicate with those legislators during the session. With many
unknowns on how the capitol will operate during a pandemic, TML’s grassroots approach will be
crucial to our efforts.
If you have a relationship with your legislator(s) or want to be more involved during session, please
take the time to complete the GRIP survey. Past efforts have proven that such participation is a
highly effective tool.
We ask that you complete the survey as soon as possible, preferably before January 8, 2021.

2020 City Property Tax Rate Survey Results
TML previously requested that the membership complete a one-question survey on city property
tax rates. In total, 344 cities responded to the survey. The results are below.
The city’s adopted tax rate for tax year 2020 was:
Less than or equal to the city’s no new revenue rate.
Higher than the no-new-revenue rate, but less than or equal to the 3.5%
voter approval rate.
Higher than the 3.5% voter approval rate, but less than the equivalent
of an 8% voter approval rate.
Equal to or greater than the equivalent of an 8% voter-approval rate.

51.2% (176 cities)
40.4% (139 cities)
4.9% (17 cities)
3.5% (12 cities)

Thanks to all the cities that responded to the survey.

House Ways and Means Committee: League Submits Comments
on Senate Bill 2 Charge
This week, the League submitted this letter to the House Ways and Means committee in response
to the committee’s recent Request for Information. The League’s comments were made
regarding the following interim charge:
Charge 1.1: Monitor the agencies and programs under the Committee's jurisdiction and
oversee the implementation of relevant legislation passed by the 86th Legislature. Conduct
active oversight of all associated rulemaking and other governmental actions taken to
ensure intended legislative outcome of all legislation, including the following: SB 2, which
is the Texas Property Tax Reform and Transparency Act of 2019. Monitor the
implementation of the legislation, including a review of the tax rates adopted by taxing
units in 2019 and 2020, the appraisal review board survey system, and progress in

onboarding the tax rate notices and websites. Make recommendations for modifications as
necessary and appropriate.

Legislative Committees Request Information
on Interim Charges
Due to the ongoing pandemic and the uncertainty as to scheduling interim hearings, several
legislative committees have issued notices of formal “requests for information” (“RFIs”) to which
the public, including cities, may respond. The following is a non-exhaustive list of RFIs on cityrelevant interim charges, sorted by the deadline for submitting comments. Interested city officials
may follow the links associated with each committee for more details about the procedure to
submit comments:
November 13, 2020 – House Ways and Means Committee


Interim Charge 1.1: Monitor the agencies and programs under the Committee's
jurisdiction and oversee the implementation of relevant legislation passed by the 86th
Legislature. Conduct active oversight of all associated rulemaking and other governmental
actions taken to ensure intended legislative outcome of all legislation, including the
following:
o S.B. 2, which is the Texas Property Tax Reform and Transparency Act of 2019.
Monitor the implementation of the legislation, including a review of the tax rates
adopted by taxing units in 2019 and 2020, the appraisal review board survey
system, and progress in onboarding the tax rate notices and websites. Make
recommendations for modifications as necessary and appropriate.

City-Related Bills Filed
(Editor’s Note: These summaries stop at H.B. 210 and S.B. 75. Summaries of higher numbered bills will
appear in next week’s edition. Also, some lower numbered bills won’t be filed until later in the process.)

Property Tax
H.B. 59 (Murr) – School District Property Taxes: would: (1) provide for the elimination of
school district maintenance and operations property taxes by January 1, 2024, with certain
exceptions; and (2) create a joint interim committee on the elimination of school district
maintenance and operations property taxes.
H.B. 96 (Toth) – Appraisal Cap: would, among other things: (1) provide that the appraised value
of residence homestead for a tax year is equal to the market value of the property for the first tax
year that the owner qualified the property for a homestead exemption; and (2) require an owner of
property to apply for the appraisal cap under (1), above, using an application form prescribed by

the comptroller that includes, among other information, the purchase price of the property paid by
the applicant. (See H.J.R. 8, below.)
H.B. 122 (Bernal) – Property Tax Exemption: would provide that a qualifying caregiver is
entitled to a property tax exemption of the total appraised value of the qualifying caregiver’s
residence homestead for the period during which the qualifying individual for whom the qualifying
caregiver provides care is on an interest list for long-term services and supports under the Medicaid
program. (See H.J.R. 14, below.)
H.B. 125 (Buckley) – Disabled Veteran Grants: would provide that, for purposes of the law
governing the provision of state aid to certain local governments disproportionately affected by
the granting of property tax relief to disabled veterans, the term “local government” includes a city
with extraterritorial jurisdiction located within two miles of the boundary line of a United States
military installation.
H.B. 186 (Zwiener) – Property Tax Exemption: would exempt from property taxation the
portion of the appraised value of a person’s property that is attributable to the installation in or on
the property of a rainwater harvesting or graywater system. (See H.J.R. 17, below.)
H.B. 203 (Bernal) – Sales Price Disclosure: would require the comptroller to conduct a study of
the impact, feasibility, and advisability of adopting a property tax system in which the disclosure
of the sales price of real property is required by law.
H.J.R. 8 (Toth) – Appraisal Cap: would amend the Texas Constitution to provide that the
appraised value of residence homestead for a tax year is equal to the market value of the property
for the first tax year that the owner qualified the property for a homestead exemption. (See H.B.
96, above.)
H.J.R. 14 (Bernal) – Property Tax Exemption: would amend the Texas Constitution to authorize
the legislature to exempt from property taxes the total assessed value of the residence homestead
of an unpaid caregiver of an individual who is eligible to receive certain long-term services. (See
H.B. 122, above.)
H.J.R. 17 (Zwiener) – Property Tax Exemption: would amend the Texas Constitution to
authorize the legislature to exempt from property taxation the portion of the appraised value of a
person’s property that is attributable to the installation in or on the property of a rainwater
harvesting or graywater system. (See H.B. 186, above.)
S.B. 63 (Nelson) – Appraisal Process: would make several changes to the property tax appraisal
process, including: (1) imposing term limits on appraisal district board of directors members; (2)
prohibiting certain former employees of an appraisal district from later serving on an appraisal
district board of directors; (3) prohibiting certain former members of the appraisal review board
from serving as an employee of the appraisal district; (4) imposing a 90-day time limit on various
determinations that a chief appraiser can make on certain exemptions and other appraisal
applications; and (5) limiting the ability of a chief appraiser to offer evidence at certain protest and
appraisal hearings in support of modifying or denying an application.

Public Safety
H.B. 43 (Dominguez) – Medical Marihuana: would: (1) authorize the possession, use,
cultivation, distribution, transportation, and delivery of medical cannabis for medical use by
qualifying patients with certain debilitating medical conditions; and (2) authorize the licensing of
dispensing organizations with a fee not to exceed $30,000 for licenses to dispense medical
cannabis.
H.B. 54 (Talarico) – Police Reality TV Shows: would prohibit a law enforcement department
that employs peace officers from authorizing a television crew to film peace officers while acting
in the line of duty for the purpose of creating a reality television show.
H.B. 71 (J. Johnson) – Motor Vehicle Search: would provide that: (1) a peace officer is
prohibited from searching a motor vehicle that is stopped for a traffic violation unless the peace
officer: (a) has probable cause; (b) obtains written consent from the vehicle’s operator on a specific
form; (c) obtains oral consent from the vehicle’s operator that is evidenced by an audio and video
recording on a body worn camera; or (d) has reasonable and articulable fear that the vehicle’s
operator and/or passengers pose a threat to the safety of the peace officer or another person; and
(2) the Texas Commission of Law Enforcement shall promulgate rules related to the required
written consent form and audio and video recording.
H.B. 73 (Hinojosa) – Criminal Defense Limitations: would: (1) define the terms “gender
identity” and “sexual orientation;” (2) limit the use of certain criminal defenses if they are based
on the actor’s or defendant’s discovery or knowledge of, or the victim’s disclosure or potential
disclosure of, the gender identity or sexual orientation of the victim or a nonviolent romantic or
sexual advance made by the victim toward the actor; and (3) apply regardless of whether a
defendant’s knowledge, discovery, or belief regarding the victim’s gender identity or sexual
orientation was accurate.
H.B. 86 (Swanson) – Wireless Devices: would prohibit a local authority from regulating or
prohibiting the use of a wireless communication device while operating a motor vehicle.
H.B. 88 (Thompson) – Police Reform: this bill, known as the “George Floyd Act,” would make
numerous changes related to interactions between peace officers and individuals detained or
arrested on the suspicion of the commission of crimes, peace officer liability for those interactions,
and the disciplinary of peace officers in certain cities. Of primary importance to cities, the bill
would:
1. With respect to officer liability:
a. provide that a person may bring an action for any appropriate relief against a
peace officer who, under the color of law, deprived the person or caused the
person to be deprived of any rights under the Texas Constitution, provided that
such action is brought not later than two years after the day the cause of action
accrues;

b. provide that statutory immunity or a limitation on liability, damages, or
attorney’s fees does not apply to the action described in (1)(a), above, and a
court shall award reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs to a prevailing
plaintiff and if judgment is entered in favor of the defendant, the court may
award reasonable attorney’s fees and costs to the defendant only for defending
claims the court finds frivolous;
c. provide that qualified immunity or the defendant’s good faith but erroneous
belief in the lawfulness of the defendant’s conduct is not a defense to an action
brought under (1)(a), above; and
d. require a public entity, including a city, to indemnify a peace officer employed
by the entity for liability incurred by and a judgement imposed against the
officer in an action brought under (1)(a), above, except that the entity shall not
be required to indemnify the peace officer if the officer was convicted for the
conduct that is the basis for the action;
2. With respect to the duties and powers of a peace officer:
a. amend current law to provide that a peace officer has the discretion on whether
or not, if authorized, to:
i. interfere without a warrant to prevent or suppress a crime; or
ii. arrest offenders without warrant so that they may be taken before the
proper magistrate or court and be tried;
b. provide that a peace officer shall:
i. identify as a peace officer before taking any action within the course
and scope of the officer’s official duties unless the identification would
render the action impracticable;
ii. intervene if the use of force by another peace officer:
1. violates state or federal law or a policy of any entity service by
the other officer;
2. puts any person at risk of bodily injury, unless the officer
reasonably believes that the other officer’s use of force is
immediately necessary to avoid imminent harm to a peace
officer or other person; or
3. is not required to apprehend or complete the apprehension of a
suspect; and
4. shall provide aid immediately to any person who needs medical
attention, including a person who needs medical attention as a
result of the use of force by a peace officer;
c. provide that a defendant may not be convicted of an offense related to controlled
substances on the testimony of person acting covertly on behalf of a law
enforcement agency unless the testimony is corroborated by evidence tending
to connect the defendant with the offense committed;
3. With respect to issuing citations in lieu of arrest for misdemeanor offenses:
a. provide that the Texas Southern University, in consultation with other law
enforcement organizations, shall publish a model policy related to the issuance
of citations for misdemeanor offenses, including traffic offenses, that are
punishable by fine only, that includes the procedure for a peace officer, upon a

person’s presentation of appropriate identification, to verify the person’s
identity and issue a citation to the person;
b. provide that each law enforcement agency shall adopt a written policy regarding
the issuance of citations for misdemeanor offenses, including traffic offenses,
that are punishable by fine only, provided that such policy meets the
requirements of the model policy described in (3)(a), above;
c. provide that a law enforcement agency may adopt the model policy developed
under (3)(a), above;
d. provide that, with the exception of certain assault offenses and for the offense
of public intoxication, a peace officer or any other person may not, without a
warrant, arrest an offender for a misdemeanor punishable by fine only or arrest
a person who commits one or more offenses punishable by fine only;
e. provide that a peace officer who is charging a person, including a child, with
committing an offense that is a misdemeanor punishable by fine only, other than
an offense of public intoxication, shall, instead of taking the person before a
magistrate, issue a citation to the person;
f. provide that a peace officer who is charging a person, including a child, with
committing certain assault offenses that are a misdemeanor, punishable by fine
only, may, instead of taking the person before a magistrate, issue a citation to
the person;
g. provide that a peace officer may not arrest, without warrant, a person found
only committing one or more misdemeanors related to certain traffic offenses
that are punishable by fine only, and in such instances shall issue a written
notice to appear to the person;
4. With respect to de-escalation and proportionate response:
a. provide that a law enforcement agency shall adopt a detailed written policy
regarding the use of force by peace officers that must:
i. emphasize the use of force in a manner proportionate to the threat posed
and to the seriousness of the alleged offense;
ii. mandate that deadly force is only to be used by peace officers as a last
resort; and
iii. affirm the sanctity of human life and the importance of treating all
persons with dignity and respect;
b. provide that a law enforcement agency may adopt the model policy on use of
force developed by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement and described
in (6)(a), below;
5. With respect to disciplinary procedures in certain cities:
a. require a civil service commission to implement a progressive disciplinary
matrix for infractions committed by police officers that consists of a range of
progressive disciplinary actions applied in a standardized way based on the
nature of the infraction and the officer’s prior conduct record, and such matrix
must include:
i. standards for disciplinary actions related to use of force against another
person, including the failure to de-escalate force incidents in accordance
with departmental policy;

ii. standards for evaluating the level of discipline appropriate for
uncommon infractions; and
iii. presumptive actions to be taken for each type of infraction and any
adjustment to be made based on a police officer’s previous disciplinary
action;
b. make changes to the meet and confer provisions applicable to police officers to
provide that certain cities that have adopted a meet and confer agreement but
are not subject to civil service rules or collective bargaining shall implement a
progressive disciplinary matrix as described in (5)(a), above, for its police
officers, and that such agreement may not conflict or supersede a rule
concerning the disciplinary actions that may be imposed under the disciplinary
matrix;
c. provide that a hearing examiner in a city subject to civil service rules must
presume a disciplinary action applied to a police officer under a progressive
disciplinary matrix is reasonable unless the facts indicate that the department
inappropriately applied a category of offense to the particular violation; and
d. make changes to the collective bargaining statute to provide that a city that has
adopted a collective bargaining agreement but is not subject to civil service
rules shall implement a progressive disciplinary matrix as described in (5)(a),
above, for its police officers, and that such agreement may not conflict with an
ordinance, order, statute, or rule related to disciplinary actions that may be
imposed on its police officers under a disciplinary matrix implemented by the
city;
6. With respect to use of force:
a. provide that the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement shall develop and
make available to all law enforcement agencies a model policy and associated
training materials regarding the use of force by peace officers;
b. make changes to the instances in which a person, including a peace officer and
a person in the presence of and at the direction of a peace officer, may be
justified in using nonlethal force in connection with making or assisting in
making an arrest or search, or preventing or assisting in preventing escape after
an arrest,
c. make changes to instances in which a peace officer or a person in the presence
of and at the direction of a peace officer may be justified in using deadly force
in connection to making an arrest or preventing escape after an arrest;
d. provide that the use of force against a person in connection with making or
assisting in making an arrest or search, or preventing or assisting in preventing
an escape after an arrest, is not justified if the force is used in a manner that
impedes the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of the person by
applying pressure to the person’s throat or neck or by blocking the person’s
nose or mouth; and
e. repeal the Penal Code provision that provides that a peace officer or a person
other than a peace officer acting in the officer’s presence and direction has no
duty to retreat before using deadly force in connection with making an arrest or
preventing escape after arrest.

(Companion bill is S.B. 161 by West.)
H.B. 94 (Reynolds) – Medical Marihuana: would: (1) authorize the possession, use, cultivation,
distribution, transportation, and delivery of medical cannabis for medical use by qualifying
patients with certain debilitating medical conditions; (2) provide for medical cannabis registry
identification cards; (3) authorize the licensing of dispensing organizations and testing facilities;
and (4) authorize an application fee for licenses to operate a dispensing organization. (Companion
bill is S.B. 90 by Menéndez.)
H.B. 95 (Meza) – Discharge of Weapon: would: (1) require a law enforcement agency that is
authorized to employ peace officers to adopt a policy regarding a peace officer discharging a
firearm at or in the direction of a moving vehicle; and (2) provide that such policy must prohibit a
police officer from discharging a firearm at or in the direction of a moving vehicle unless the peace
officer discharges the firearm only when and to the degree the officer reasonably believes is
immediately necessary to protect the officer or another person from the use of unlawful deadly
force by an occupant of the vehicle by means other than by using the moving vehicle to strike any
person. (Companion bill is S.B. 72 by Miles.)
H.B. 99 (Toth) – Criminal Penalties for Possession of Marihuana: would: (1) reduce criminal
penalties for the possession of two ounces or less of marihuana; (2) provide that a peace officer
may not arrest an individual without a warrant for possession of two ounces or less of marihuana;
and (3) provide that the driver’s license of a person convicted of possession of two ounces or less
of marihuana is not automatically suspended.
H.B. 100 (Gervin-Hawkins) – Dangerous Dogs: would provide that a municipal animal control
authority may impound and manage dangerous dogs and aggressive dogs in the extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ) of the city if: (1) the authority receives a petition: (a) signed by at least three
residents from three different households in the ETJ requesting assistance from the authority; and
(b) alleging that dangerous or aggressive dogs have repeatedly attacked humans, domestic animals,
or livestock within the ETJ, and due to their presence, the ETJ is an unsafe environment for
humans, domestic animals, or livestock; and (2) no other animal control authority is authorized to
operate in the ETJ, or the operating animal control authority does not provide for the impoundment
or management of dangerous dogs or aggressive dogs.
H.B. 101 (Toth) – Immigration Detainers: would provide that a city that releases from custody
a person who is the subject of an immigration detainer request issued by United State Immigration
and Customs Enforcement is liable for damages resulting from a felony committed by the person
in Texas within 10 years following the person’s release if: (1) the city did not retain the person as
requested; (2) the person was not a citizen at the time of release; and (3) the attorney general has
filed a petition or applied for equitable relief against the city.
H.B. 103 (Landgraf) – Active Shooter Alert System: would require the Texas Department of
Public Safety to establish the Texas Active Shooter Alert System and allow local law enforcement
agencies to request activation of the system when certain criteria are met.

H.B. 118 (Ortega) – Private Firearms Transfers: would impose regulations on a person who
sells or otherwise transfers a firearm to another person, and provide criminal penalties for a failure
to comply with such regulations.
H.B. 127 (Ortega) – Firearms: would, with certain exceptions, make it an offense for a person to
intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly carry on or about his person a firearm, other than a handgun,
at any time in which the firearm is in plain view.
H.B. 132 (Canales) – Forfeiture Proceeding: would: (1) raise the state’s burden of proof from
preponderance of the evidence to clear and convincing evidence in proceedings related to the
seizure of property and criminal forfeiture hearings; (2) limit the transfer of criminal forfeitable
property to the federal government; and (3) limit law enforcement agency or Texas National Guard
cooperation in federal criminal forfeiture actions.
H.B. 138 (Landgraf) – Disorderly Conduct: would increase, to a Class B misdemeanor, the
penalty for the offense of, for a lewd or unlawful purpose: (1) entering into property of another
and looking into a dwelling on the property through any window or other opening in the dwelling;
(2) while on the premises of a hotel or comparable establishment looking into a guest room not the
person’s own through the window or other opening in the room; or (3) while on the premises of a
public place, looking into an area such as a restroom or shower stall or changing or dressing room
that is designed to provide privacy to a person using the area.
H.B. 162 (Thierry) – Prostitution: would: (1) provide that a child may not be referred to juvenile
court for the crime of prostitution; (2) provide that a law enforcement officer taking possession of
a child suspected of engaging in prostitution shall: (a) use best efforts to deliver the child to the
child’s parent or another person entitled to take possession of the child; (b) in the event the officer
cannot find an individual under (a), take the child to a local service provider who will facilitate the
assignment of a caseworker; or (c) in the event an individual under (a) and (b) is unavailable,
transfer possession of the child to the Department of Family Protective Services; and (3) provide
that a person may not be prosecuted for prostitution that the person committed when younger than
17 years of age.
H.B. 169 (S. Thompson) – Criminal Penalties for Drug Possession: would reduce the criminal
penalties for possession of small amounts of Penalty Group 1 controlled substances and marihuana.
H.B. 170 (Ortega) – Alcoholic Beverages: would provide that the prohibition on the consumption
of alcoholic beverages in a public place during certain hours applies to all public places, regardless
of whether it is a licensed or permitted premises.
H.B. 175 (Thierry) – Arrest Without Warrant: would eliminate a Penal Code provision that
provides that a peace officer or any other person may arrest, without a warrant, an offender who
commits a felony or offense against the public peace when the offense is committed in the presence
or view of the officer or person.

H.B. 177 (Bernal) – Immigration Enforcement: would provide that a law enforcement agency
is not required to comply with, honor, or fulfill a detainer request provided by the federal
government with respect to a person who is younger than 18 years of age.
H.B. 182 (Bernal) – Immigration Enforcement: would repeal certain provisions governing state
and local enforcement of immigration laws and other provisions related to immigration law, such
as the requirement that a law enforcement agency honor a detainer request.
H.B. 184 (Thierry) – Civilian Complaint Review Board: would create, in a city with a
population of one million or more and in a county with a population of two million or more, a
civilian complaint review board with, among other things, the authority to: (1) investigate
allegations of peace officer misconduct involving excessive use of force or abuse of authority; and
(2) issue subpoenas.
H.B. 196 (Meza) – Stand Your Ground: would, among other things, amend current law to
provide that: (1) a person is not justified in using deadly force against another individual: (a) if the
person is able to safely retreat, unless the person is in his or her own habitation; or (b) to prevent
the individual’s imminent commission of robbery or aggravated robbery.
H.J.R. 11 (Reynolds) – Medical Marihuana: would amend the Texas Constitution to provide
that the legislature shall authorize and regulate the possession, cultivation, and sale of cannabis for
medical use in Texas.
H.J.R. 13 (Canales) – Legalization of Marihuana: would amend the Texas Constitution to
provide that the legislature shall authorize and regulate the possession, cultivation, and sale of
cannabis in Texas.
S.B. 42 (Zaffirini) – Cell Phone Ban: would provide: (1) that a vehicle operator commits an
offense if the operator uses a portable wireless communication device while operating a motor
vehicle, unless the vehicle is stopped outside a lane of travel; and (2) for an affirmative defense
(except for a person under 18 years of age or by a person operating a school bus with a minor
passenger on the bus) for the use of a portable wireless communications device: (a) in conjunction
with a hands-free device; (b) to contact emergency services; or (c) that was mounted in or on the
vehicle solely to continuously record or broadcast video inside or outside of the vehicle.
S.B. 64 (Nelson) – Mental Health Programs: would require: (1) the executive commissioner of
the Health and Human Services Commission to develop a mental health intervention program for
peace officers that includes, among other things, peer-to-peer counseling, access to licensed mental
health professionals, training, including suicide prevention training, technical assistance, and
coordination of mental health first aid for law enforcement officers and their immediate family
members; and (2) require the commission submit an annual report to the governor and legislature
that includes the number of peace officers who received services through the program, the number
of peers and peer service coordinators trained, an evaluation of the services provided, and any
recommendations for program improvements.

S.B. 66 (Miles) – Retention and Disclosure of Police Complaints: would, among other things,
provide that: (1) a complaint that alleges conduct by a peace officer employed by a municipality
that constitutes official oppression by the police officer must be retained on file by the city for at
least five years after the officer’s employment with the city ends; (2) an abstract of the complaint
described in (1), above, must be created and retained indefinitely once the original complaint is
destroyed; and (3) such complaint is not excepted from disclosure under a discretionary exception
or the law enforcement exception of the Public Information Act.
S.B. 67 (Miles) – Civilian Complaint Review Boards: would create, in cities with a population
of 200,000 or more, a municipal civilian complaint review board with, among other things, the
authority to: (1) investigate a complaint of alleged misconduct by a peace officer involving: (a)
excessive use of force; (b) improper use of power to threaten, intimidate, or otherwise mistreat a
member of the public; (c) threat of force; (d) an unlawful act, search, or seizure; or (e) other abuses
of authority; and (2) issue subpoenas.
S.B. 68 (Miles) – Excessive Force Reporting: would provide that: (1) a peace officer has a duty
to intervene to stop or prevent another peace officer from using excessive force against a person
suspected of committing an offense if an ordinary, prudent peace officer would intervene under
the same or similar circumstances; and (2) a peace officer who witnesses the use of excessive force
by another peace officer shall promptly make a detailed report of the incident and deliver the report
to the supervisor of the peace officer making the report and the supervisor of the peace officer who
used the excessive force.
S.B. 69 (Miles) – Prohibiting Chokeholds: would provide that the use of any force, by any person,
including a peace officer or person acting in and the direction of an officer, in connection with the
arrest of another person, is not a justified use of force if such force is used in a manner that impedes
the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of the person by applying pressure to the person’s
throat, neck, or torso or by blocking the person’s nose or mouth. (This bill is identical to H.B. 346
and H.B. 418 by Rose and Sherman, respectively.)
S.B. 70 (Miles) – Use of Force Reporting: would provide that: (1) a law enforcement agency,
including an agency of a political subdivision, authorized by law to employ peace officers shall
require each police officer employed by the agency to submit a detailed report to the agency
regarding each incident in which the officer uses force, or witnesses another officer use force,
against a person suspected of committing an offense; and (2) the report described in (1), above,
must include: (a) a description of the force used by the peace officer; (b) an explanation as to why
the degree of force used was necessary; and (c) if applicable, a description of any attempt that was
made by the officer to de-escalate the situation before the force was used.
S.B 71 (Miles) – Use of Force Policy: would provide that: (1) no later than January 1, 2022, a law
enforcement agency, including an agency of a political subdivision authorized by law to employ
police officers, shall adopt a detailed written policy regarding the use of force by police officers;
and (2) such policy must provide peace officers employed by the agency with explicit guidelines
for the use of force that ensure that force will only be used against a person in a manner
proportionate to the threat posed by the person.

S.B. 72 (Miles) – Discharge of Firearms Policy: would provide that: (1) a law enforcement
agency, including an agency of a political subdivision authorized by law to employ police officers,
shall adopt a policy regarding the discharge of a firearm by a peace officer at or in the direction of
a moving vehicle; and (2) such policy must prohibit a peace officer from discharging a firearm at
or in the direction of a moving vehicle unless the peace officer discharges the firearm only when
and to the degree the officer reasonably believes is immediately necessary to protect the officer or
another person from the use of unlawful deadly force by an occupant of the vehicle by means other
than by using the moving vehicle to strike any person. (Companion bill is H.B. 95 by Meza.)
Sales Tax
H.B. 89 (Canales) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the following from sales and use taxes
as “emergency preparation items”: (1) medical or other face masks used to protect the nose and
mouth of a person wearing the mask from potential contaminants, or from transmission of particles
from the person wearing the mask; (2) disposable gloves the primary purpose of which is to act as
a protective barrier to prevent the possible transmission of disease; and (3) disinfectant cleaning
supplies, including bleach products and sanitizing wipes.
H.B. 174 (Canales) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the sale, use, or consumption of
college textbooks from sales taxes during two seven-day periods, one beginning in August and one
beginning in January.
S.B. 61 (Zaffirini) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the sale, storage, use, or other
consumption of firearm safety supplies from the sales tax.

Community and Economic Development
H.B. 84 (Hinojosa) – Home and Residential Lot Sales Price: would repeal the provision in
current state law that prohibits a city from adopting a requirement that establishes a maximum
sales price for a privately produced housing unit or residential building lot.
H.B. 128 (Landgraf) – Economic Development Corporations: would: (1) expand the definition
of “primary job” for purposes of Type A and Type B EDC projects to include certain health care
and mental health care facilities; and (2) expand the scope of projects related to the creation or
retention of primary jobs to include facilities for the provision of health care or mental health care
to the public.
H.B. 149 (Reynolds) – Group Homes Study: would direct the Texas Health and Human Services
Commission to conduct a study on the regulation of group homes, and provide that the study
analyze, among other things: (1) city authority to enforce boarding home regulations; and (2)
whether the prohibition against a city excluding board homes from residential areas prevents cities
from regulating boarding homes.
H.B. 206 (Bernal) – Payday and Auto Title Lending: would provide for the statewide regulation
of payday and auto title lenders. Of primary importance for cities, the bill would: (1) provide that
a municipal ordinance regulating credit access businesses is not preempted by state law; and (2)
provide that, if a municipal ordinance conflicts with a provision of state law, the more stringent
regulation controls.
Additionally, the bill would, among other things:
(1) require the contract and other documents provided by a credit access business to be written
wholly in English or the language in which the contract is negotiated, and read in their entirety in
the language in which the contract is negotiated to any consumer who cannot read; (2) prohibit a
credit services organization from assisting a consumer in obtaining an extension of consumer credit
in any form other than a single-payment payday loan, multiple-payment payday loan, single
payment auto title loan, or multiple-payment auto title loan; (3) provide that each day of a
continuing violation of a provision related to state notice and disclosure requirements or state
licensing and regulation requirements by a credit services organization constitutes a separate
offense; (4) provide that the general limitations on payday and auto title loans in the bill apply to
any consumer physically located in this state at the time the loan is made, regardless of whether
the loan was made in person in this state; (5) require a credit access business to require certain
types of documentation to establish a consumer’s income for purposes of extending credit; (6)
provide specific limitations on the structure of single-payment and multiple-payment payday and
auto title loans; (7) require any refinance of a payday or auto title loan to: (a) be authorized by
state law; (b) be in the same form as the original loan; and (c) meet all requirements applicable to
the original loan; and (8) require a credit access business to maintain a complete set of records of
all loans and retain the records until the third anniversary of the date of the loan.
S.B. 46 (Zaffirini) – Homelessness: would provide that: (1) a city zoning or land use ordinance
may not prohibit a religious organization from using the organization’s facility as housing for

homeless individuals, or from having housing units for the homeless on the organization’s
property; and (2) a city may adopt or enforce an ordinance that imposes reasonable health and
safety regulations on housing for homeless individuals provided on a religious organization’s
property, including requirements that the organization provide electricity and heat for each housing
unit, and at least one kitchen and bathroom on the property.
Elections
H.B. 22 (Swanson) – Polling Place Parking: would require: (1) that a polling place have two
parking spaces reserved for the use of a voter who is unable to enter the polling place without
personal assistance or likelihood of injuring the voter’s health; and (2) that each parking space
must be clearly marked with a sign indicating that the space is reserved for use by a voter who is
unable to enter the polling place and displaying, in large font, a telephone number that a voter may
call to request assistance from an election official at the polling place.
H.B. 25 (Swanson) – Early Voting Ballot Application: would prohibit an officer or employee of
the state or a political subdivision from distributing an official application form for an early voting
ballot to a person, except for reasons already defined in current law.
H.B. 32 (Fierro) – Voting Outside Polling Place: would, on the voter’s request, require an
election officer to deliver a ballot to the voter at the polling place entrance or curb if a voter is: (1)
physically unable to enter the polling place without personal assistance or likelihood of injuring
the voter’s health (Note: (1) is current law); or (2) a parent or legal guardian accompanied by the
parent’s or legal guardian’s child (Note: this is new law added by the bill).
H.B. 46 (Fierro) – Vote by Mail Application: would: (1) provide that the officially prescribed
application form for an early voting ballot must include, among other things, a space for entering
an applicant’s email address; (2) require the early voting clerk, before rejecting an application for
a ballot to be voted by mail, to make a reasonable effort to contact the applicant by e-mail, at any
e-mail address provided on the application, to ask questions about the application; (3) provide that
if the early voting clerk does not receive a response before the fourth day after the date the clerk
tries to contact an applicant as described in (2), the clerk may reject the application; (4) authorize
an applicant for an application for a ballot to be voted by mail to make clerical corrections to the
application by email; (5) require the early voting clerk to attach to and maintain with the original
application submissions and corrections provided by email; and (6) prohibit an applicant from
changing the address or county of residence submitted on the original application to a different
address or county of residence by email.
H.B. 61 (Swanson) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among other things: (1) require that an
application for an early voting ballot to be voted by mail be signed by the applicant using ink on
paper; and (2) provide that an electronic signature or photocopied signature is not permitted.
H.B. 76 (Meza) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among many other things, authorize early voting
by mail for any qualified voter and provide for implementing procedures. (Companion bill is S.B.
95 by Menéndez.)

H.B. 110 (Reynolds) – Voter Identification: would, among other things, eliminate the photo
identification requirement and expand the types of documentation that are considered acceptable
forms of identification for purposes of voting.
H.B. 123 (Meza) – Countywide Polling Place: would authorize the secretary of state to select
any county, not just certain pilot program counties, to participate in the countywide polling place
program.
H.B. 142 (Meza) – Voter Registration: would, among other things: (1) require the voter registrar
to appoint at least one election officer serving each polling place as a regular deputy registrar; and
(2) provide that a person may register to vote at the polling place located in the precinct of the
person’s residence if the person submits a voter registration application and presents adequate
proof of identification on the day the person offers to vote.
H.B. 160 (Zwiener) – Voter Identification: would provide that an identification card issued by a
public institution of higher education in the state that contains the person’s photograph, full legal
name, and a date of expiration that has not expired or that expired no earlier than four years before
the date of presentation, is an acceptable form of identification for voting.
H.J.R. 18 (Canales) – Resign to Run: would amend the Texas Constitution to allow judges of
the county courts at law, county criminal courts, county probate courts, and county domestic
relations courts to become candidates for another office without automatically resigning from the
office already held.
Emergency Management
H.B. 26 (Swanson) – Weapons: would eliminate the governor’s authority to: (1) limit the sale,
dispensing, or transportation of firearms during a state of disaster; and (2) issue directives on the
control of the sale, transportation, and use of weapons during a state of emergency.
H.B. 173 (Springer) – Emergency Powers Board: would: (1) establish the Emergency Powers
Board to provide oversight during a declared state of disaster, including a declared public health
disaster; (2) provide that the Board is made up of the governor, lieutenant governor, the speaker of
the house, the chair of the Senate State Affairs Committee; and the chair of the House State Affairs
Committee; (3) provide that after the eighth day after the date the governor issues an executive
order, proclamation, or regulation related to a declared state of disaster or public health disaster,
the Board, by a majority vote, may set an expiration date for the order, proclamation, or regulation;
(4) the board may meet by telephone conference, videoconference, or other similar
telecommunication method provided that the requirements of the Open Meetings Act are met; and
(5) if an executive order, proclamation, or regulation issued by the governor has an expiration date
set by the governor and not modified by the Board that is on or after the 22nd day after the date the
order, proclamation, or regulation is issued, the governor shall convene a special legislative session
to determine whether any legislation is necessary to implement, modify, or repeal the order,
proclamation, or regulation.

H.J.R. 15 (Springer) – Emergency Special Session: would provide that: (1) the governor shall
convene a special session of the legislature: (a) if a state of disaster or emergency declared by the
governor continues for more than 21 days; or (b) on receipt of a petition from any member of the
legislature requesting legislative review of a declared state of disaster or emergency if the petition
is signed by at least two-thirds of the members of the house of representatives and at least twothirds of the members of the senate; (2) in such convened special session, the Legislature may: (a)
review an order, proclamation, or other instrument issued by the governor during the 90 days
before the special session begins declaring a state of disaster or emergency or in response to an
emergency declared by any federal, state, or local official or entity; (b) terminate or modify an
order, proclamation, or other instrument described in (2)(a), above, by passage of a resolution
approved by a majority voted of the members of the members present in each house of the
legislature; (c) respond to the state of disaster or emergency, including by passing laws and
resolutions related to the state of disaster or emergency; and (d) consider any other subjects stated
in the governor’s proclamation convening the legislature.
Municipal Courts
H.B. 80 (J. Johnson) – Municipal Court: would provide, when fines and costs are being imposed
on a defendant under the conservatorship of the Department of Family and Protective Services or
in extended foster care, that a municipal judge: (1) may not require a defendant to pay any amount
of fines and costs; and (2) shall require the defendant to perform community services to discharge
fines and costs if the fines and costs are not waived.
H.B. 210 (Meza) – Family Violence Cases: would: (1) require a court, in regard to a person
convicted of certain family violence offenses or subject to a family violence protective order, to
provide written notice to the person that he/she is prohibited from acquiring, possessing, or
controlling a firearm, and order the person to surrender all firearms; and (2) provide various ways
a person in (1) may surrender a firearm, including surrender to a law enforcement agency.
Open Government
No open government bills were summarized this week.
Other Finance and Administration
H.B. 29 (Swanson) – Temporary Weapon Storage: would authorize several methods to
temporarily store firearms and certain other weapons for a person who enters a building used by a
political subdivision in which carrying the weapon is prohibited by law or the political subdivision.
H.B. 35 (Swanson) – Local Debt: would, among other things: (1) provide that an election held by
a political subdivision to authorize the issuance of bonds or a tax increase has no effect regarding
the issuance of the bonds or the tax increase unless more than 25 percent of the registered voters
of the political subdivision vote in the election; (2) require an election for the issuance of bonds or
a tax increase by a political subdivision to be held on the November uniform election date, except
for an automatic election to approve a tax rate; (3) provide that in an election held by a political
subdivision for which the ballot includes a proposition seeking voter approval of the issuance of

bonds or a tax increase, a temporary branch polling place must: (a) remain at the same location for
the entire period during which early voting by personal appearance is conducted in the district; and
(b) allow for early voting by personal appearance to be conducted during the same days and hours
as voting is conducted at the main early voting polling place; (4) require an election authorizing
the issuance of bonds or a tax increase by a political subdivision to be held as a joint election, and
provide that a single ballot containing all the offices or propositions stating measures to be voted
on at a particular polling place must be used in a joint election; (5) require a political subdivision
to hold an election prior to issuing all bonds, including revenue bonds; and (6) provide that
refunding bonds and bonds issued in an amount less than $2,000 to repair a building or structure
that may be built using the proceeds of bonds are subject to the election and notice requirements
applicable to other bond issuances.
H.B. 36 (J. Johnson) – Abolish Confederate Heroes Day: would abolish Confederate Heroes
Day as a state holiday. (Companion bill is H.B. 219 by Thierry.)
H.B. 66 (Fierro) – Election Day Holiday: would designate every day on which a statewide
election, including a primary election, is held as a state holiday.
H.B. 67 (Toth) – Restrictive Covenants: would prevent a property owners’ association from
enforcing a restrictive covenant prohibiting a property owner from installing a swimming pool
enclosure that conforms to applicable state or local requirements.
H.B. 83 (Toth) – Firework Sales: would extend the ending date when a retail fireworks permit
holder may sell fireworks to the public for the 4th of July holiday from midnight on July 4 to
midnight on July 5.
H.B. 112 (Toth) – Firearm Regulation: would: (1) prohibit a city from adopting a rule, order,
ordinance, or policy under which the city enforces certain federal provisions enacted after January
1, 2021, that regulate a firearm, a firearm accessory, or firearm ammunition; and (2) provide that
a violation of the prohibition in (1) may be enforced: (a) by denying state grant funds to the city;
(b) through court action by the attorney general; and (c) by imposing criminal penalties against
officials, employees, and persons acting under control of the city.
H.B. 167 (Ortega) – Common Nuisance: would authorize a court to issue a temporary restraining
order in a suit to abate certain common nuisances.
H.B. 188 (Bernal) – Discrimination: would, among other things: (1) prohibit a person, other than
certain religious organization, from denying an individual full and equal accommodation in any
place of public accommodation or otherwise discriminating against or segregating the person
because of or based on the individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity or expression; (2)
allow a person described in (1), above, who is aggrieved to file a civil cause of action in district
court to recover actual and punitive damages, attorney’s fees, and injunctive relief, provided that
such action is brought not later than the second anniversary of the occurrence or termination of the
alleged discriminatory practice; (3) prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of an
individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity or expression; and (4) prohibit a person from

refusing to sell or rent a dwelling to an individual because of such individual’s sexual orientation
or gender identity or expression.
H.J.R. 12 (Meza) – Constitutional Amendments: would amend the Texas Constitution to
provide that an election on a proposed amendment to the Texas Constitution must be held in
November of even-numbered years.
S.B. 61 (Zaffirini) – Unfunded Mandates: would establish an unfunded mandate interagency
workgroup and require the group to, among other things, publish an advisory list of mandates for
which the legislature has not provided reimbursement following each regular or special session of
the legislature.
S.B. 65 (Miles) – Official Oppression: would make the offense of official oppression a second
degree felony if the public servant, at the time of the offense, is a licensed peace officer and: (1)
causes bodily injury to another or threatens another with imminent bodily injury; and (2) while
engaging in the conduct described in (1), causes serious bodily injury to another, or uses or exhibits
a deadly weapon.
S.B. 73 (Miles) – Local Health Departments: would provide that the executive commissioner of
Health and Human Services Commission shall establish a separate provider type for local health
departments, including health service regional offices acting in the capacity of local health
departments, for purposes of enrollment as a provider for and reimbursement under the medical
assistance program.
Personnel
H.B. 21 (Neave) – Sexual Harassment: would expand the deadline by which an employee must
file a complaint alleging sexual harassment with the Texas Workforce Commission from not later
than the 180th day of the date the unlawful employment practice occurred to not later than the 300th
day after the date the alleged sexual harassment occurred.
H.B. 34 (Canales) – Disease Presumption: would, among other things, add a diagnosis of SARSCoV-2 or COVID-19 by a test approved by the CDC to the workers’ compensation disease
presumption statute.
H.B. 48 (Zwiener) – Sexual Harassment: would provide that an employer, including a city or a
person who acts directly in the interests of an employer in relation to an employee, commits an
unlawful employment practice if sexual harassment of an employee occurs and the employer or
the employer’s agents or supervisors: (1) know or should have known that the conduct constituting
sexual harassment was occurring; and (2) fail to take immediate and appropriate corrective action.
(Companion bill is S.B. 45 by Zaffirini.)
H.B. 60 (Reynolds) – Minimum Wage: would increase the minimum wage to not less than the
greater of $15 an hour or the federal minimum wage (currently at $7.25).

H.B. 87 (Reynolds) – Paid Sick Leave: would: (1) require certain employers to provide annual
paid sick leave to each employee, accruing on the date the employee is hired at a rate of one hour
paid sick leave for each 30 hours worked by the employee; and (2) provide that an employee may
use such leave for specific reasons, including to attend: (a) to the employee’s or the employee’s
family member’s health condition; (b) to family violence related matters; and (c) a meeting at a
child family member’s school.
H.B. 145 (Rodriguez) – Unemployment Benefits: would, among other things, eliminate the
requirement that an individual have been totally or partially unemployed for a waiting period of at
least seven consecutive days before being eligible for unemployment benefits.
S.B. 32 (Zaffirini) – Student Loan Repayment: would direct the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board to establish a student loan repayment assistance program for certain eligible
frontline workers (including peace officers, fire fighters, and emergency medical technicians) for
exceptional service to the State of Texas during the pandemic.
S.B. 45 (Zaffirini) – Sexual Harassment: would provide that an employer, including a city or a
person who acts directly in the interests of an employer in relation to an employee, commits an
unlawful employment practice if sexual harassment of an employee occurs and the employer or
the employer’s agents or supervisors: (1) know or should have known that the conduct constituting
sexual harassment was occurring; and (2) fail to take immediate and appropriate corrective action.
(Companion bill is H.B. 48 by Zwiener.)
Purchasing
S.B. 58 (Zaffirini) – Cloud Computing Services: would add cloud computing services to the
definition of the term “personal property” for purposes of the Public Property Finance Act.
S.B. 59 (Zaffirini) – Comptroller Purchasing Program: would authorize the comptroller to
advertise its state purchasing program for local governments in any available media or otherwise
promote the purchasing program.
Transportation
H.B. 114 (Toth) – High-Speed Rail: would restrict certain state agency actions in relation to highspeed rail projects.
Utilities and Environment
H.B. 37 (Zwiener) – Oil and Gas Pipeline Routing: would, among other things: (1) provide that,
with certain exceptions, a person may not begin construction of a pipeline before the person obtains
a permit from the Public Utility Commission (PUC) that authorizes the route of the pipeline; (2)
provide that the PUC may only approve an application and grant a permit if the PUC determines
that the route of the pipeline moderates negative effects on the affected community and landowners
after the consideration of: (a) community values; (b) recreational and park areas; (c) historical and
aesthetic values; (d) environmental integrity; (e) public safety; and (f) economic development; (3)

require the PUC to grant or deny a permit not later than the first anniversary of the date the
application for the permit is filed; (4) provide that the PUC and the attorney general may enforce
the routing permit requirements through judicial review and by imposing administrative penalties;
and (5) authorize a procedure for a person to complain to the PUC of a claimed violation of the
pipeline routing process.
H.B. 50 (J. Johnson) – Concrete Plants: would limit the state law under which the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality may issue an air quality permit for a concrete plant located
in an area of a city not subject to zoning regulations, and require that such a plant comply with
certain notice and hearing requirements.
H.B. 56 (J. Johnson) – Concrete Plants: would extend the distance within which a concrete plant
or crushing facility must be from a single- or multi-family residence, school, or place of worship
from 440 yards to 880 yards.
H.B. 65 (J. Johnson) – Concrete Plants: would require that an applicant for a standard permit for
certain concrete plants mail notice of the application to each household within 880 yards of the
proposed plant.
H.B. 176 (Zwiener) – Plastic Bag Regulation: would delete the provision in the Texas Health
and Safety Code that the Texas Supreme Court held preempts city plastic bag regulations.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Updates
The Texas Municipal League is open for business. The building is closed to all but essential
personnel and most staff is working remotely, but the League remains open for business and is
fully ready to serve. Cities are encouraged to call or email for legal assistance, help with
ordinances, or for general advice or assistance. Let us know how we can assist you and your city.
Call TML staff at 512-231-7400, or email the legal department for legal assistance at
legalinfo@tml.org; Rachael Pitts for membership support at RPitts@tml.org; and the training team
for questions about conferences and workshops at training@tml.org.
The League has prepared a coronavirus clearinghouse web page to keep cities updated. In addition,
everyone who receives the Legislative Update should receive an email update each Tuesday and
Thursday with information on new developments. The email updates will be our primary means
of communication during the pandemic. Those emails are being archived chronologically as well
as by subject matter.
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Rescheduled: Senate State Affairs to Hear Community
Censorship Charge on December 7th
The Senate State Affairs Committee will meet Monday, December 7th, to hear invited testimony on the
interim charge below. The official notice can be found here.
Study how governmental entities use public funds for political lobbying purposes. Examine what
types of governmental entities use public funds for lobbying purposes. Make recommendations to
protect taxpayers from paying for lobbyists who may not represent the taxpayers’ interests.
Although no public testimony will be taken, we encourage city officials to continue discussing this issue
with your state representative and state senator as it will continue to be a priority issue for state leadership.

Stay Engaged During the Legislative Session: Grassroots
Involvement Program
During the upcoming Texas legislative session, Texas cities will face many challenges and
opportunities. TML will need to mobilize our membership at key points during session. The
Grassroots Involvement Program (GRIP) is one way to do so. Our GRIP survey focuses on a
variety of items including your areas of expertise and involvement with other professional
organizations. Most importantly, the GRIP survey asks how well you know various state legislators
and if you are willing to communicate with those legislators during the session. With many
unknowns on how the capitol will operate during a pandemic, TML’s grassroots approach will be
crucial to our efforts.

If you have a relationship with your legislator(s) or want to be more involved during session, please
take the time to complete the GRIP survey. Past efforts have proven that such participation is a
highly effective tool.
We ask that you complete the survey as soon as possible, preferably before January 8, 2021.

City-Related Bills Filed
(Editor’s Note: You will find all of this session’s city-related bill summaries online at
https://www.tml.org/319/Legislative-Information.)
Property Tax
H.B. 281 (Stephenson) – Appraisal Review Board: would, among other things, provide that: (1)
an appraisal review board consists of five members elected at the general election for state and
county officers; (2) the board members are elected from each of the four commissioners precincts
in the county in which the appraisal district is established and one member is elected at large from
the county; and (3) the members serve two-year terms beginning on January 1 of odd-numbered
years.
H.B. 283 (Stephenson) – Appraisal District: would, among other things, require the chief
appraiser of an appraisal district to be elected at the general election for state and county officers
every two years.
H.B. 288 (Stephenson) – Property Tax Exemption: would exempt the total appraised value of
an adult’s residence homestead from school district maintenance and operations property taxes and
offset the resulting revenue loss to school districts with state sales and use tax revenue. Of
importance to cities, the bill would repeal several sales tax exemptions for purposes of both state
and local sales taxes, including: (1) accounting and auditing services; (2) engineering services; (3)
legal services; and, (4) real estate brokerage and agency services. (See H.J.R. 19, below.)
H.B. 381 (Pacheco) – Property Tax Limitation: would establish a mandatory property tax freeze
for all taxing units on the residence homesteads of individuals who are disabled or over 65 and
their surviving spouses. (See H.J.R. 22, below.)
H.B. 469 (J. Gonzalez) – Property Tax Collection: would entitle an individual to defer collection
of a tax imposed on the portion of the appraised value of the property the individual owns and
occupies as the individual’s residence homestead that exceeds the sum of: (1) 105 percent of the
appraised value of the property for the preceding year; and (2) the market value of all new
improvements to the property.
H.B. 475 (Lopez) – Property Tax Exemption: would exempt from property taxes the residence
homestead of the surviving spouse of a member of the armed services who is fatally injured in the
line of duty. (See H.J.R. 29, below.)

H.B. 494 (White) – Property Tax Appraisal: would: (1) for real property omitted from the tax
roll in any one of the five preceding tax years, provide that the chief appraiser may, or shall if
otherwise required by law, appraise the property as of January 1 of each tax year that it was omitted
and enter the property and its appraised value in the appraisal records; and (2) provide that if the
chief appraiser enters the property in the appraisal records under (1), above, the entry must show
that the appraisal is for the property that was omitted from an appraisal roll in a prior year and
must indicate the year and the appraised value for each year.
H.B. 528 (White) – Appraisal Cap: would establish a 3.5 percent appraisal cap on commercial
real property. (See H.J.R. 30, below.)
H.B. 529 (White) – Appraisal Cap: would reduce the property tax appraisal cap on residence
homesteads from ten to 2.5 percent. (See H.J.R. 31, below.)
H.B. 522 (Shine) – Property Tax Sales: would, for property tax sales of personal property seized
under a tax warrant, require that the posting of the notice and the sale of the property be conducted:
(1) by the peace officer or collector, as specified in the warrant, in the manner required for the sale
under execution of personal property; or (2) pursuant to an agreement with an auctioneer.
H.B. 534 (Shine) – Appraisal Methods: would require the chief appraiser to reduce the sales
price of a comparable property for appraisal purposes by an amount equal to the amount of the
commission that would typically be paid for the sale or purchase of such property.
H.B. 535 (Shine) – Property Tax Collection: would provide that the interest rate associated with
a tax lien during a period of deferred collection of taxes on the residence homestead of an elderly
or disabled individual or a disabled veteran is the ten-year Constant Maturity Treasury Rate
reported by the Federal Reserve as of January 1 of the year in which the deferral or abatement was
obtained. (Note: Current law provides for a five percent interest rate.)
H.J.R. 19 (Stephenson) – Property Tax Exemption: would amend the Texas Constitution to
authorize the legislature to exempt from maintenance and operations property taxation by a school
district all or part of the appraised value of the residence homestead of a married or unmarried
adult, including one living alone. (See H.B. 288, above.)
H.J.R. 22 (Pacheco) – Property Tax Limitation: would amend the Texas Constitution to
establish a mandatory property tax freeze for all taxing units on the residence homesteads of
individuals who are disabled or over 65 and their surviving spouses. (See H.B. 381, above.)
H.J.R. 29 (Lopez) – Property Tax Exemption: would amend the Texas Constitution to authorize
the legislature to exempt from property taxes the residence homestead of the surviving spouse of
a member of the armed services who is fatally injured in the line of duty. (See H.B. 475, above.)
H.J.R. 30 (White) – Appraisal Cap: would amend the Texas Constitution to authorize the
legislature to limit increases in the appraised value of commercial real property for property tax
purposes to 3.5 percent per year. (See H.B. 528, above.)

H.J.R. 31 (White) – Appraisal Cap: would amend the Texas Constitution to authorize the
legislature to reduce the property tax appraisal cap on residence homesteads from ten to 2.5
percent. (See H.B. 529, above.)
S.B. 134 (Johnson) – Property Tax Appraisal: would provide that in a property tax protest or
appeal on the grounds of unequal appraisal of property based upon the value relative to the median
appraised value of a reasonable number of comparable properties, the appraisal district must
generally use comparable properties located within the appraisal district, unless a reasonable
number of comparable properties does not exist in the appraisal district, in which case the median
appraised value of a reasonable number of comparable properties may be calculated using
comparable properties in other parts of the state.
Public Safety
H.B. 164 (Meza) – Extreme Risk Protective Orders: would, among other things: (1) provide
that, in certain circumstances, courts may issue an extreme risk protective order against a person
exhibiting dangerous behavior or conduct as a result of a serious mental illness, including any
behavior or conduct related to the person’s use of firearms, requiring the person to relinquish his
or her firearms; (2) require local law enforcement agencies to: (a) take possession of a person’s
firearms when a court issues an extreme risk protective order against that person and to
immediately provide the person a written copy of the receipt for the firearm and written notice of
the procedure for return of the firearm; (b) if applicable, notify the court that issued the extreme
risk protective order that the person who is the subject of the order has relinquished the firearm
not later than seven days after the law enforcement agency receives the firearm; (c) conduct a
check of state and national criminal history record information to verify whether the person may
lawfully possess a firearm not later than 30 days after receiving notice from the court that the
extreme risk protective order has expired; (d) if the check described in (c) verifies that the person
may lawfully possess a firearm, provide written notice to the person by certified mail stating that
the firearm may be returned to the person if the person submits a written request before the 121st
day after the date of the notice; (3) provide that a local law enforcement agency in possession of a
firearm relinquished because of an extreme risk protective order may not destroy the firearm but
may sell the firearm to a licensed firearms dealer if the check in (2)(c) shows that the person may
not lawfully possess a firearm or the person does not submit a written request as required by (2)(d);
(4) provide that the proceeds from the sale of a firearm in (3), above, shall be paid to the owner of
the seized firearm, less the cost of administering the bill with respect to the firearm; and (5) provide
that a law enforcement officer or other employee of a law enforcement agency is subject to
punishment for contempt of court if the officer or employee violates the bill with the intent to
withhold a firearm from a person who, at the time the violation occurred: (a) was the subject of an
extreme risk protective order that was rescinded or that expired; and (b) may lawfully possess the
firearm. (Companion bill is H.B. 395 by Moody.)
H.B. 229 (Meza) – Reporting Protective Orders and Convictions: would: (1) provide that, on
receipt of an original or modified protective order from the clerk of the court, a law enforcement
agency must immediately, and not more than 48 hours later, enter the information into the
statewide law enforcement information system; and (2) require a local entity to report a conviction

that would prohibit a person from possessing a firearm under state or federal law to the Texas
Department of Public Safety not later than 48 hours after the judgment of conviction is entered.
H.B. 234 (Ortega) – Large-Capacity Magazines: would: (1) create a criminal offense for the
unlawful possession or transfer of a large-capacity magazine; and (2) provide that it is a defense
to prosecution under (1) if the actor engaged in the conduct while in the discharge of official duties,
or directly in route to an assignment, as a peace officer.
H.B. 236 (Bernal) – Licensed Carry: would provide that, in relation to the notice required to
prohibit licensed carry (e.g., “30.06” and “30.07” signs): (1) the Department of Public Safety
(DPS) shall adopt rules that prescribe the size of a sign and the lettering on the signs; (2) the rules
may not require that the signs be larger than 8.5 inches by 11 inches for each language in which
the sign must be posted; (3) DPS by rule shall adopted a Spanish translation of the language
required to be on the signs; and (4) DPS shall make available on its website a printable copy of the
English and Spanish versions of the signs.
H.B. 238 (Meza) – Ammunition and Firearms: would remove certain prohibitions against a city
adopting regulations related to ammunition and firearms.
H.B. 239 (Murr) – Drug Free Zones: would increase certain controlled substance offenses to a
felony of the first degree if it is shown at trial that the offense was committed in, on, or within
1,000 feet of any real property that is owned, rented, or leased to a school or school board, the
premises of public or private youth center, a playground, or on a school bus.
H.B. 241 (Ortega) – Assault Weapons: would: (1) create a criminal offense for the unlawful
possession or transfer of an assault weapon; (2) provide that it is a defense to prosecution under
(1) if the actor engaged in the conduct while in the discharge of official duties, or directly in route
to an assignment, as a peace officer; (3) except assault weapons from certain requirements when a
law enforcement agency holds the weapon in connection with a seizure; (4) prohibit a peace officer
or retired peace officer from purchasing an assault weapon from his/her department; and (5) amend
certain use of force provisions.
H.B. 251 (S. Thompson) – Asset Forfeiture: would, with certain exceptions, repeal the law
related to civil asset forfeiture and establish criminal asset forfeiture in this state, and among other
things: (1) authorize a convicting court to order a person convicted of an offense subject to
forfeiture to forfeit certain property, but only after the state establishes by clear and convincing
evidence that the requirements for forfeiture are met or enters into a court-approved plea agreement
for the forfeiture of the property; (2) provide that contraband is not subject to forfeiture, but is
subject to seizure and must be disposed in accordance with state law; (3) establish procedures for
the seizure of real and personal property and for the defendant to challenge the seizure; (4) provide
that a forfeiture proceeding must be held following the trial of the related alleged offense; (5)
authorize a defendant, at any time following a forfeiture determination, to petition the court to
determine whether the forfeiture is unconstitutionally excessive; (6) prohibit the property of an
innocent owner from being forfeited; (7) prohibit a law enforcement agency from: (a) retaining
any forfeited or abandoned property for the agency’s use; or (b) selling any forfeited or abandoned
property directly or indirectly to an employee, a person related to an employee, or another law
enforcement agency; (8) require law enforcement agencies to report certain forfeiture information

to the Department of Public Safety; (9) require a law enforcement agency to return property under
certain circumstances and make the agency responsible for any damage, storage fees, and related
costs applicable to the property; and (10) prohibit the transfer of seized property to the federal
government, with some exceptions.
H.B. 266 (S. Thompson) – Criminal Penalties for Drug Possession: would reduce the criminal
penalties for possession of small amounts of Penalty Group 1 controlled substances.
H.B. 268 (Meza) – Prohibiting Chokeholds: would provide that the use of any force, by any
person, including a peace officer or person acting in and at the direction of an officer, in connection
with the arrest of another person, is not a justified use of force if such force is used in a manner
that impedes the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of the person by applying pressure
to the person’s throat or neck or by blocking the person’s nose or mouth.
H.B. 272 (Meza) – No-Knock Entries: would, among other things, provide that not later than
December 1, 2022, a law enforcement agency that employs peace officers who enter, for the
purpose of executing a warrant, into a building or other place without giving notice of the officer’s
authority or purpose before entering (no-knock entry) shall report to the Department of Public
Safety, on a form prescribed by the department, the following information for the period beginning
on November 1, 2021, and ending on October 31, 2022: (1) the number of no-knock entries
performed by peace officers employed by the law enforcement agency; and (2) for each no-knock
entry performed: (a) whether any peace officer suffered an injury or death as a result of the entry
and a description of each injury and cause of death, as applicable; (b) whether any other person
suffered an injury or death as a result of the entry and a description of each injury and cause of
death, as applicable; (c) if the entry was performed for the purpose of executing a search warrant,
a description of the property to be searched for and of any property seized; (d) if the entry was
performed for the purpose of executing an arrest warrant, the name of the person whose arrest was
ordered and the offense the person was accused of committing; and (e) the name of the person
arrested.
H.B. 274 (Meza) – Cite and Release: would: (1) provide that each law enforcement agency, in
consultation with judges, prosecutors, commissioners courts, city council, and residents located
within the agency’s jurisdiction, shall adopt a written policy regarding the issuance of citations for
misdemeanor offenses, including traffic offenses, that are punishable by fine only; (2) provide that
such policy must: (a) provide a procedure for a peace officer, on a person’s presentation of
appropriate identification, to verify the person’s identity and issue a citation to the person; (b)
comply with current law; and (c) ensure judicial efficiency, law enforcement efficiency and
effectiveness, and community safety; (3) provide that a peace officer or any other person may not,
without a warrant, arrest an offender who commits only one or more offenses punishable by fine
only, other than certain assaultive offense, public intoxication, or offenses related to alcohol and
minors, unless the officer or person has probable cause to believe that: (a) the failure to arrest the
offender creates a clear and immediate danger to the offender or the public; (b) the failure to arrest
the offender will allow the continued breach of the public peace; or (c) the offender will not appear
in court in accordance with the citation; (4) provide that, notwithstanding current law, a peace
officer may not arrest, without a warrant, a person who commits one or more offenses punishable
by fine only, other than certain assaultive offenses, public intoxication or offenses related to minors
and alcohol, unless the officer has probable cause as described in (3), above; (5) amend current

law to provide that a peace officer who is charging a person, including a child, with committing a
misdemeanor punishable by fine only, other than for certain assaultive offenses, public
intoxication or offenses related to minors and alcohol, shall instead of taking the person before a
magistrate, issue a citation to the person; (6) provide that peace officer charging a person, including
a child, with committing an offense that is a misdemeanor punishable by fine only for certain
assaultive offenses or offenses related to minors and alcohol, may instead of taking such person
before a magistrate, issue a citation to that person; (7) amend current law to provide that a peace
officer may not arrest a person found committing only one or more misdemeanors, related to traffic
offenses, punishable by fine only unless the person has probable cause as described in (3), above;
and (8) amend current law to provide that unless authorized to arrest a person for violation of a
traffic rule, an peace officer shall issue a citation to a person if the offense for violation of a traffic
rule is a misdemeanor that is punishable by fine only.
H.B. 299 (Springer) – Unlicensed Carry: would: (1) grant authority to carry a handgun to an
unlicensed person who is at least 21 years old, has not been convicted of a felony, is qualified
under federal law to purchase and possess a handgun, is not a member of a criminal gang, carries
the handgun in a concealed manner or in a holster, and meets certain other legal requirements; and
(2) provide various regulatory changes to address a person who is unlicensed, but otherwise legally
authorized to carry a handgun under (1).
H.B. 304 (Springer) – Licensed Carry: would, among other things: (1) authorize a license holder
to carry in many places that carrying is currently prohibited, such as any property owned by a
governmental entity, in a bar, in a courtroom, or into the secured area of an airport; (2) attempt to
clarify that a license holder is prohibited from carrying a handgun only on the portion of: (a) any
grounds or building on which an activity sponsored by a school or educational institution is being
conducted; or (b) the premises of a polling place where voting or other election-related activities
are occurring on the day of an election or during early voting; and (3) reduce the penalties that can
be imposed when a license holder carries into an impermissible area.
H.B. 307 (Collier) – Criminal Penalties for Marihuana Possession: would provide a defense to
possession of certain consumable hemp products containing a controlled substance or marihuana
if: (1) the person possesses a product that purports by the product’s label to contain a consumable
hemp product that is authorized under state or federal law; (2) the product described by (1), above,
contains a controlled substance or marihuana, other than the substances extracted from hemp in
the otherwise legal concentrations; and (3) the person purchased the product described by (1),
above, from a retailer the person reasonably believed was authorized to sell a consumable hemp
product.
H.B. 312 (Collier) – Implicit Bias Training: would provide that: (1) as part of the minimum
curriculum requirements for law enforcement training, each officer shall complete an implicit bias
training program developed by the State Board of Education and the Texas Commission on Law
Enforcement not later than the second anniversary of the date the officer is licensed unless the
officer completes the training as part of the officer’s basic training course; and (2) provide that the
required police officer continuing education program shall include training that consists of deescalation techniques to facilitate interaction with members of the public, including techniques to
recognize and address implicit bias.

H.B. 313 (Collier) – Mental Health Police Certification: would amend the requirements for
certifying an peace officer as a special officer for offenders with mental impairments to include:
(1) completion of a training program on acquired and traumatic brain injuries; (2) completion of a
training program on veterans with combat-related trauma, post-traumatic stress, post-traumatic
stress disorder, or a traumatic brain injury; and (3) passing an examination that includes knowledge
and recognition of a person with the characteristics and symptoms of mental illness or an
intellectual or developmental disability.
H.B. 323 (P. King) – Accreditation Grant Program: would, among other things, provide that
the Governor’s criminal justice division shall establish and administer a grant program to provide
financial assistance, in an amount that does not exceed $5,000, to a law enforcement agency for
purpose of: (1) obtaining or maintaining recognition through the Texas Police Chiefs Association
Law Enforcement Best Practices Recognition Program; (2) becoming accredited or maintaining
accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc.; or (3)
becoming accredited or maintaining accreditation by an association or organization designated by
the division.
H.B. 336 (Cain) – Prohibition of Extreme Risk Protective Orders: would, among other things:
(1) define an “extreme risk protective order” as a court order, warrant, or executive order issued
against a person that is not issued based on the person’s conduct constituting an offense and has
the primary purpose of reducing the risk of death or injury related to a firearm by: (a) prohibiting
a person from owning, possessing, or receiving a firearm; or (b) requiring a person to surrender a
firearm or otherwise removing a firearm from a person; (2) preempt cities from adopting a rule,
ordinance, order, policy, or other similar measure relating to an extreme risk protective order
unless state law specifically authorizes it; and (3) create a state jail offense if a person enforces or
attempts to enforce an extreme risk protective order against another person in this state.
H.B. 345 (Rose) - Authority of Peace Officers: would: (1) amend current law to give a peace
officer discretion to, if authorized: (a) interfere without warrant to prevent or suppress a crime;
and (b) arrest offenders without warrant so that they may be taken before a magistrate and tried;
(2) repeal current law requiring a peace officer to summon aid from a sufficient number of citizens
of his county whenever such officer meets resistance in discharging any duty imposed upon him
by laws; and (3) repeal current law requiring a peace officer to report to the district or county
attorney any person who, after being summoned by the officer to assist the officer in performing
any duty, refuses to obey the officer.
H.B. 346 (Rose) – Prohibiting Chokeholds: would provide that the use of any force, by any
person, including a peace officer or person acting in and at the direction of an officer, in connection
with the arrest of another person, is not justified if such force is used in a manner that impedes the
normal breathing or circulation of the blood of the person by applying pressure to the person’s
throat, neck, or torso or by blocking the person’s nose or mouth.
H.B. 356 (Sherman) – Affidavit for Installation and Use of Mobile Tracking Device: would,
among other things, require a peace officer’s affidavit to provide facts and circumstances in his or
her affidavit that show probable cause (instead of reasonable suspicion under current law) that

criminal activity has been, is, or will be committed and the installation and use of a mobile tracking
device is likely to produce information that is material to an ongoing criminal investigation of that
criminal activity in order for a district judge to issue an order for the installation and use of a
mobile tracking device. (Companion bill is S.B. 112 by West.)
H.B. 367 (Sherman) – Hate Crimes: would: (1) require a local law enforcement agency receiving
notice of a judgment of a crime committed because of bias or prejudice promptly to enter the
information into the National Crime Information Center and the Texas Crime information Center;
and (2) create a criminal offense for a person convicted of certain crimes based on bias or prejudice
to possess a weapon before the fifth anniversary of the later of the date of the person’s release from
confinement following the conviction or the date of the person’s release from supervision under
community supervision, parole, or mandatory supervision, as applicable.
H.B. 377 (R. Smith) – Alert for Missing Persons Experiencing Mental Health Crisis: would:
(1) add a missing person experiencing a mental health crisis to the list of persons for which a local
law enforcement agency may request the Department of Public Safety to issue a statewide alert;
and (2) define “person experiencing a mental health crisis” as a person who is experiencing a
mental health crisis and, due to that crisis, poses a danger to the person or to others.
H.B. 395 (Moody) – Extreme Risk Protective Orders: would, among other things: (1) provide
that, in certain circumstances, courts may issue an extreme risk protective order against a person
exhibiting dangerous behavior or conduct as a result of a serious mental illness, including any
behavior or conduct related to the person’s use of firearms, requiring the person to relinquish his
or her firearms; (2) require local law enforcement agencies to: (a) take possession of a person’s
firearms when a court issues an extreme risk protective order against that person and to
immediately provide the person a written copy of the receipt for the firearm and written notice of
the procedure for return of the firearm; (b) if applicable, notify the court that issued the extreme
risk protective order that the person who is the subject of the order has relinquished the firearm
not later than seven days after the law enforcement agency receives the firearm; (c) conduct a
check of state and national criminal history record information to verify whether the person may
lawfully possess a firearm not later than 30 days after receiving notice from the court that the
extreme risk protective order has expired; (d) if the check described in (c) verifies that the person
may lawfully possess a firearm, provide written notice to the person by certified mail stating that
the firearm may be returned to the person if the person submits a written request before the 121st
day after the date of the notice; (3) provide that a local law enforcement agency in possession of a
firearm relinquished because of an extreme risk protective order may not destroy the firearm but
may sell the firearm to a licensed firearms dealer if the check in (2)(c) shows that the person may
not lawfully possess a firearm or the person does not submit a written request as required by (2)(d);
(4) provide that the proceeds from the sale of a firearm in (3), above, shall be paid to the owner of
the seized firearm, less the cost of administering the bill with respect to the firearm; and (5) provide
that a law enforcement officer or other employee of a law enforcement agency is subject to
punishment for contempt of court if the officer or employee violates the bill with the intent to
withhold a firearm from a person who, at the time the violation occurred: (a) was the subject of an
extreme risk protective order that was rescinded or that expired; and (b) may lawfully possess the
firearm. (Companion bill is H.B. 164 by Meza.)

H.B. 402 (Hernandez) – Asset Forfeiture: would allow the head of a law enforcement agency to
use any portion of the gross amount credited to the agency’s special forfeited property fund from
the forfeiture of contraband gained from a human trafficking offense to cover the costs of a contract
with a city program to provide services to domestic victims of trafficking.
H. B. 418 (Sherman) - Prohibiting Chokeholds: would provide that the use of any force, by any
person, including a peace officer or person acting in and the direction of an officer, in connection
with the arrest of another person, is not a justified use of force if such force is used in a manner
that impedes the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of the person by applying pressure
to the person’s throat, neck, or torso or by blocking the person’s nose or mouth. (This bill is
identical to H.B. 346 and S.B. 69 by Rose and Miles, respectively.)
H.B. 421 (Cortez) – Notice to Adult Victims of Family Violence: would add to the notice of
victim’s legal rights and remedies that a peace officer who investigates a family violence allegation
or who responds to a disturbance call that may involve family violence gives to the victim: (1)
information about terminating a lease; (2) information about retrieving important items of personal
property from a residence; and (3) an instruction to consult a legal aid office, prosecuting attorney,
or private attorney for assistance obtaining the proper document or court order to terminate a lease
or enter a residents to get important personal property.
H.B. 435 (Gervin-Hawkins) – Public Transportation System Vehicles: would increase the
criminal penalty for certain offenses committed in a vehicle operated by a public transportation
system.
H.B. 439 (Canales) – Marihuana Concentrate: would: (1) define marihuana concentrate as the
resin extracted from marihuana or a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of the resin; and (2) add marihuana concentrate as a controlled substance subject to
criminal penalties for possession or delivery or marihuana concentrate. (Companion bill is S.B.
151 by N. Johnson.)
H.B. 441 (Zwiener) – Criminal Penalties for Possession of Marihuana: would: (1) reduce
criminal penalties for the possession of one ounce or less of marihuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia; (2) provide that a peace officer may not arrest an individual without a warrant for
possession of one ounce or less of marihuana or possession of drug paraphernalia; and (3) provide
that a person may apply and pay a fee to expunge a criminal complaint for possession of one ounce
or less of marihuana or drug paraphernalia in certain circumstances.
H.B. 446 (Allison) – Public Monuments: would increase the criminal penalty for the offense of
criminal mischief involving the damage or destruction of a public monument.
H.B. 447 (Moody) – Cannabis: would: (1) authorize the possession, use, cultivation, manufacture,
distribution, sale, and testing of cannabis and cannabis products; (2) authorize the licensing of
dispensing organizations; (3) authorize an application fee for licenses to operate a dispensing
organization; (4) preempt cities from enacting, adopting, or enforcing a rule, ordinance, order,
resolution, or other regulation that prohibits or unreasonably restricts the cultivation, production,
processing, dispensing, transportation, or possession of cannabis or cannabis products or the

operation of a cannabis grower, cannabis establishment, cannabis secure transporter, or cannabis
testing facility as authorized by the bill; (5) provide that cities may adopt regulations consistent
with the bill governing the hours of operation, location, manner of conducting business, and
number of cannabis growers, cannabis establishments, or cannabis testing facilities; (6) provide
for certain criminal penalties; and (7) provide for a tax on cannabis or cannabis products, 10% of
which would go to cities in which cannabis establishments are located in proportion to number of
cannabis establishments.
H.B. 459 (Shaheen) - Suspicious Activity: would prohibit a civil lawsuit against a person who
reports suspicious activity to an appropriate law enforcement authority if the person acted: (1) as
a reasonable person would in the same or similar circumstances; and (2) with a reasonable belief
that the suspicious activity constituted or was in furtherance of a crime, including an act of
terrorism.
H.B. 461 (Shaheen) – Super-Intensive Supervision Program: would require a law enforcement
agency to execute, as soon as practicable, a warrant: (1) that is directed to the agency; and (2)
issued for the return of a releasee in the super-intensive supervision program based on a violation
of a condition of parole or mandatory supervision related to the electronic monitoring of the
releasee.
H.B. 492 (Wu) – No-Knock Entries: would prohibit a magistrate, including a municipal judge,
from issuing an arrest or search warrant that authorizes a peace officer from entering, for the
purpose of executing a warrant, into a building or other place without giving notice of the officer’s
authority or purpose before entering (a no-knock entry). (Companion bill is S.B. 175 by Miles.)
H.B. 496 (Wu) – Display of Identification: provides that a peace officer: (1) who is discharging
an official duty and not undercover shall: (a) display in a visible manner at all times the officer’s
first and last name and badge number or other identification number; and (b) provide the officer’s
first and last name and badge number of other identification number to any person on request; (2)
wearing riot gear that includes a helmet or a shield is considered to have complied with (1), above,
only if the officer displays the required information on each of those items, as applicable; and (3)
commits an offense if the officer violates (1)(b), and such offense is a Class C misdemeanor.
H.B. 498 (Wu) – Criminal Penalties for Possession of Marihuana: would reduce criminal
penalties for the possession of one ounce or less of marihuana.
H.B. 558 (White) – Blood Specimen: would, for certain arrests for an intoxication and alcoholic
beverage offense involving the operation of a motor vehicle or a watercraft: (1) require the taking
of a specimen of a person’s blood if at the time of the arrest, the arresting peace officer reasonably
believes that as a direct result of the accident any individual has died or will die; and (2) require
the taking of a specimen of a person’s blood or breath at the time of the arrest, if the arresting
peace officer reasonably does not believe that as a direct result of the accident any individual has
died or will die, but believes as a direct result of the accident, an individual other than the person
has: (a) suffered serious bodily injury; or (b) has suffered bodily injury and has been transported
to a hospital or other medical facility.

H.B. 562 (Meza) – De-escalation Policy: would provide that, no later than January 1, 2022, each
law enforcement agency adopt a detailed written policy regarding the use of force by its peace
officers that must: (1) emphasize the use of conflict de-escalation techniques; and (2) authorize
force to be used only after attempts to de-escalate a situation have failed.
H.B. 563 (Meza) – Law Enforcement Intervention Policy: would provide that, no later than
January 1, 2022, each law enforcement agency shall adopt a detailed written policy requiring its
peace officers to intervene to stop or prevent another peace officer from: (1) using excessive force
against a person suspected of committing an offense, if an ordinary, prudent peace officer would
intervene under the same or similar circumstances; or (2) committing an offense.
H.B. 579 (Dutton) – SWAT Teams: would provide that: (1) a law enforcement agency may not
create or administer a SWAT team unless: (a) each law enforcement officer on that team is
equipped with a body worn camera; and (b) the law enforcement agency establishes policies and
procedures to ensure that body worn cameras: (i) are activated and recording during all team
action; and (ii) continue recording until all suspects present at the scene have been arrested or
released from custody or all law enforcement personnel have left the premises; (2) a law
enforcement agency administering a SWAT team shall adopt a policy designed to limit the
deployment of that team to situations involving an imminent threat of serious bodily injury to law
enforcement officers or the public, except that the existence of a legally owned firearm in the home
of an individual does not in itself constitute evidence of an imminent threat; (3) the decision to
deploy a SWAT team must be based on consideration of: (a) any available evidence indicating an
imminent threat to a person or officer; and (b) whether conditions are such that the suspect cannot
reasonably be apprehended using routine methods; (4) when a SWAT team is deployed for a
planned warrant service or for an incident not involving ongoing violence: (a) the basis for
believing an imminent threat exists must be reviewed and approved by a supervisor at the level of
captain or above before the deployment occurs; and (b) the supervisor described by (4)(a), above,
must provide in advance of the deployment written justification for any execution of a warrant
after sunset and before sunrise; (5) each law enforcement agency administering a SWAT team
shall annually report, to the agency’s local governing body, information about team deployments
and training that include: (a) each date on which the SWAT team was deployed; (b) the location
for each incident involving the deployment of the SWAT team; (c) the specific reason for the
deployment, including a short description of the evidence of an imminent threat or the existence
of a tip by an undercover or anonymous informant; (d) a listing of military or forcible entry
equipment used, if any; (e) if known, the age, gender, and race or ethnicity of each injured or
deceased person involved in the incident; (f) list of any controlled substances, weapons,
contraband, or other evidence of crime seized from the premises or from any persons; (g) whether
any person used, exhibited, or carried a deadly weapon during the incident; (h) whether the incident
occurred as a result of an investigation of an offense involving a controlled substance; and (i) the
training and education completed by the SWAT team collectively and for the SWAT team certified
officers individually; (6) a person who suffers serious bodily injury as a result of a SWAT team
action, or an immediate family member of a person who suffered serious bodily injury or died as
a result of a SWAT team action, is entitled to receive a copy of any video or audio recording made
by the team and containing footage of the action, and such person or family member must submit
a request for the recording to the law enforcement agency administering the applicable SWAT

team; and (7) the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement shall create, among other things,
training curriculum and standards for certification as a SWAT team member.
H.B. 585 (Cole) – Criminal Penalties for Possession of Marihuana: would reduce criminal
penalties for certain crimes involving the possession of marihuana.
H.J.R. 28 (Larson) – Medical Marihuana: would amend the Texas Constitution to provide that
the legislature by law shall authorize and regulate the possession, cultivation, and sale of cannabis
for medical use in Texas. (Companion bill is H.J.R. 11 by Reynolds.)
S.B. 84 (Miles) – Extreme Risk Protective Orders: would, among other things: (1) provide that,
in certain circumstances, courts may issue a lethal violence protective order against a person
exhibiting dangerous behavior or conduct, including any behavior or conduct related to the
person’s use of firearms, requiring the person to relinquish his or her firearms; (2) require local
law enforcement agencies to: (a) take possession of a person’s firearms when a court issues an
lethal violence protective order against that person and to immediately provide the person a written
copy of the receipt for the firearm and written notice of the procedure for return of the firearm; (b)
if applicable, notify the court that issued the lethal violence protective order that the person who
is the subject of the order has relinquished the firearm not later than seven days after the law
enforcement agency receives the firearm; (c) conduct a check of state and national criminal history
record information to verify whether the person may lawfully possess a firearm not later than 30
days after receiving notice from the court that the lethal violence protective order has expired; (d)
if the check described in (c) verifies that the person may lawfully possess a firearm, provide written
notice to the person by certified mail stating that the firearm may be returned to the person if the
person submits a written request before the 121st day after the date of the notice; (3) provide that
a local law enforcement agency in possession of a firearm relinquished because of a lethal violence
protective order may not destroy the firearm but may sell the firearm to a licensed firearms dealer
if the check in (2)(c) shows that the person may not lawfully possess a firearm or the person does
not submit a written request as required by (2)(d); and (4) provide that the proceeds from the sale
of a firearm in (3) shall be paid to the owner of the seized firearm, less the cost of administering
this article with respect to the firearm.
S.B. 90 (Menéndez) – Medical Marihuana: would: (1) authorize the possession, use, cultivation,
distribution, transportation, and delivery of medical cannabis for medical use by qualifying
patients with certain debilitating medical conditions; (2) provide for medical cannabis registry
identification cards; (3) authorize the licensing of dispensing organizations and testing facilities;
and (4) authorize an application fee for licenses to operate a dispensing organization. (Companion
bill is H.B. 94 by Reynolds.)
S.B. 92 (Menéndez) – Immigration: would repeal certain provisions governing state and local
enforcement of immigration laws and other provisions related to immigration law, such as the
requirement that a law enforcement agency honor a detainer request.
S.B. 110 (West) – Extreme Risk Protective Orders: would, among other things: (1) provide that,
in certain circumstances, courts may issue an extreme risk protective order against a person
exhibiting dangerous behavior or conduct as a result of a serious mental illness, including any

behavior or conduct related to the person’s use of firearms, requiring the person to relinquish his
or her firearms; (2) require local law enforcement agencies to: (a) take possession of a person’s
firearms when a court issues an extreme risk protective order against that person and to
immediately provide the person a written copy of the receipt for the firearm and written notice of
the procedure for return of the firearm; (b) if applicable, notify the court that issued the extreme
risk protective order that the person who is the subject of the order has relinquished the firearm
not later than seven days after the law enforcement agency receives the firearm; (c) conduct a
check of state and national criminal history record information to verify whether the person may
lawfully possess a firearm not later than 30 days after receiving notice from the court that the
extreme risk protective order has expired; (d) if the check described in (c) verifies that the person
may lawfully possess a firearm, provide written notice to the person by certified mail stating that
the firearm may be returned to the person if the person submits a written request before the 121st
day after the date of the notice; (3) provide that a local law enforcement agency in possession of a
firearm relinquished because of an extreme risk protective order may not destroy the firearm but
may sell the firearm to a licensed firearms dealer if the check in (2)(c) shows that the person may
not lawfully possess a firearm or the person does not submit a written request as required by (2)(d);
(4) provide that the proceeds from the sale of a firearm in (3) shall be paid to the owner of the
seized firearm, less the cost of administering this article with respect to the firearm; and (5) provide
that a law enforcement officer or other employee of a law enforcement agency is subject to
punishment for contempt of court if the officer or employee violates the bill with the intent to
withhold a firearm from a person who, at the time the violation occurred: (a) was the subject of an
extreme risk protective order that was rescinded or that expired; and (b) may lawfully possess the
firearm.
S.B. 111 (West) – Duties of Law Enforcement Agency: would provide: (1) that a law
enforcement agency filing a case with an attorney representing the state in a criminal case,
including a city attorney, shall submit to the attorney a written statement by an employee of such
agency with knowledge of the case acknowledging that all documents, items, and information in
the possession of the agency that are required to be disclosed to the defendant as discovery have
been transmitted to the attorney; and (2) that at any time after the case is filed with the attorney
representing the state the law enforcement agency discovers or acquires any additional document,
item, or information required to be disclosed to the defendant, an employee of the agency shall
promptly transmit such document to the attorney.
S.B. 112 (West) – Affidavit for Installation and Use of Mobile Tracking Device: would, among
other things, require a peace officer’s affidavit to provide facts and circumstances in his or her
affidavit that show probable cause (instead of reasonable suspicion under current law) that criminal
activity has been, is, or will be committed and the installation and use of a mobile tracking device
is likely to produce information that is material to an ongoing criminal investigation of that
criminal activity in order for a district judge to issue an order for the installation and use of a
mobile tracking device. (Companion bill is H.B. 356 by Sherman.)
S.B. 140 (Gutierrez) – Marihuana: would, among other things: (1) authorize the cultivation,
manufacture, distribution, sale, testing, possession, and use of cannabis and cannabis products; (2)
authorize the possession, use, cultivation, distribution, transportation, and delivery of medical
cannabis and the licensing of medical cannabis dispensing organizations; (3) prohibit a political

subdivision from enacting, adopting, or enforcing a rule, ordinance, order, resolution, or other
regulation that prohibits or unreasonably restricts the cultivation, production, processing,
dispensing, transportation, or possession of cannabis or cannabis products or the operation of a
cannabis grower, cannabis establishment, cannabis secure transporter, or cannabis testing facility;
(4) provide that a political subdivision may adopt regulations consistent with the bill governing
the hours of operation, location, manner of conducting business, and number of cannabis growers,
cannabis establishments, or cannabis testing facilities; (5) provide that a city, county, or other
political subdivision may not enact, adopt, or enforce a rule, ordinance, order, resolution, or other
regulation that prohibits the cultivation, production, dispensing, or possession of medical cannabis;
(6) authorize the imposition of taxes and fees on the sale of cannabis; (7) require an occupational
license to operate as a cannabis grower, cannabis establishment, cannabis secure transporter, or
cannabis testing facility; (8) allocate the net revenue derived from a tax on the sale of cannabis as
follows: (a) five percent to the Border Security Enhancement Fund; (b) five percent to the
Municipal Security Enhancement Fund; (c) one percent to the cannabis testing and quality control
fund; (d) an amount certified to the comptroller by the commission to the Cannabis Regulation
Fund; and (e) the remainder to the Foundation School Program; (9) provide that in determining
the local share for each municipality in which one or more cannabis establishments are located,
the comptroller shall allocate funds under Subsection (8)(b) in proportion to the number of
cannabis establishments located in each municipality; and (10) create a fund to pay for to border
security enhancement projects including: (a) the Border Security Fund, which the governor shall
administer and dispense money in the fund to local law enforcement authorities in counties located
on an international border or municipalities located within 50 miles of an international border for
certain purposes, including the pay and salary of peace officers and other law enforcement
personnel; and (b) the Municipal Security fund, which the governor shall administer and shall
dispense money in this fund to local law enforcement authorities in municipalities with a
population of at least 1.2 million for the following purposes: (i) the prevention and investigation
of violent crimes, family violence, and intoxication offenses; and (ii) the pay and salary of peace
officers and other law enforcement personnel.
S.B. 151 (N. Johnson) – Marihuana Concentrate: would: (1) define marihuana concentrate as
the resin extracted from marihuana or a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or
preparation of the resin; and (2) add marihuana concentrate as a controlled substance subject to
criminal penalties for possession or delivery or marihuana concentrate. (Companion bill is H.B.
439 by Canales.)
S.B. 161 (West) – Police Reform: this bill, known as the “George Floyd Act,” would make
numerous changes related to interactions between peace officers and individuals detained or
arrested on the suspicion of the commission of crimes, peace officer liability for those interactions,
and the disciplinary of peace officers in certain cities. Of primary importance to cities, the bill
would:
1.

With respect to officer liability:
a. provide that a person may bring an action for any appropriate relief against a peace
officer who, under the color of law, deprived the person or caused the person to be deprived

of any rights under the Texas Constitution, provided that such action is brought not later
than two years after the day the cause of action accrues;
b. provide that statutory immunity or a limitation on liability, damages, or attorney’s fees
does not apply to the action described in (1)(a), above, and a court shall award reasonable
attorney’s fees and court costs to a prevailing plaintiff and if judgment is entered in favor
of the defendant, the court may award reasonable attorney’s fees and costs to the defendant
only for defending claims the court finds frivolous;
c. provide that qualified immunity or the defendant’s good faith but erroneous belief in
the lawfulness of the defendant’s conduct is not a defense to an action brought under (1)(a),
above; and
d. require a public entity, including a city, to indemnify a peace officer employed by the
entity for liability incurred by and a judgement imposed against the officer in an action
brought under (1)(a), above, except that the entity shall not be required to indemnify the
peace officer if the officer was convicted for the conduct that is the basis for the action;
2.

With respect to the duties and powers of a peace officer:
a. amend current law to provide that a peace officer has the discretion on whether or not,
if authorized, to:
i.

interfere without a warrant to prevent or suppress a crime; or

ii. arrest offenders without warrant so that they may be taken before the proper
magistrate or court and be tried;
b.

provide that a peace officer shall:
i. identify as a peace officer before taking any action within the course and scope
of the officer’s official duties unless the identification would render the action
impracticable;
ii.

intervene if the use of force by another peace officer:
1. violates state or federal law or a policy of any entity service by the other
officer;
2. puts any person at risk of bodily injury, unless the officer reasonably
believes that the other officer’s use of force is immediately necessary to
avoid imminent harm to a peace officer or other person; or
3. is not required to apprehend or complete the apprehension of a suspect;
and

4.
shall provide aid immediately to any person who needs medical
attention, including a person who needs medical attention as a result of the
use of force by a peace officer;
c. provide that a defendant may not be convicted of an offense related to controlled
substances on the testimony of person acting covertly on behalf of a law enforcement
agency unless the testimony is corroborated by evidence tending to connect the defendant
with the offense committed;
3.

With respect to issuing citations in lieu of arrest for misdemeanor offenses:
a. provide that the Texas Southern University, in consultation with other law enforcement
organizations, shall publish a model policy related to the issuance of citations for
misdemeanor offenses, including traffic offenses, that are punishable by fine only, that
includes the procedure for a peace officer, upon a person’s presentation of appropriate
identification, to verify the person’s identity and issue a citation to the person;
b. provide that each law enforcement agency shall adopt a written policy regarding the
issuance of citations for misdemeanor offenses, including traffic offenses, that are
punishable by fine only, provided that such policy meets the requirements of the model
policy described in (3)(a), above;
c. provide that a law enforcement agency may adopt the model policy developed under
(3)(a), above;
d. provide that, with the exception of certain assault offenses and for the offense of public
intoxication, a peace officer or any other person may not, without a warrant, arrest an
offender for a misdemeanor punishable by fine only or arrest a person who commits one
or more offenses punishable by fine only;
e.
provide that a peace officer who is charging a person, including a child, with
committing an offense that is a misdemeanor punishable by fine only, other than an offense
of public intoxication, shall, instead of taking the person before a magistrate, issue a
citation to the person;
f.
provide that a peace officer who is charging a person, including a child, with
committing certain assault offenses that are a misdemeanor, punishable by fine only, may,
instead of taking the person before a magistrate, issue a citation to the person;
g. provide that a peace officer may not arrest, without warrant, a person found only
committing one or more misdemeanors related to certain traffic offenses that are
punishable by fine only, and in such instances shall issue a written notice to appear to the
person;

4.

With respect to de-escalation and proportionate response:

a. provide that a law enforcement agency shall adopt a detailed written policy regarding
the use of force by peace officers that must:
i. emphasize the use of force in a manner proportionate to the threat posed and to
the seriousness of the alleged offense;
ii. mandate that deadly force is only to be used by peace officers as a last resort;
and
iii. affirm the sanctity of human life and the importance of treating all persons
with dignity and respect;
b. provide that a law enforcement agency may adopt the model policy on use of force
developed by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement and described in (6)(a), below;
5.

With respect to disciplinary procedures in certain cities:
a. require a civil service commission to implement a progressive disciplinary matrix for
infractions committed by police officers that consists of a range of progressive disciplinary
actions applied in a standardized way based on the nature of the infraction and the officer’s
prior conduct record, and such matrix must include:
i. standards for disciplinary actions related to use of force against another person,
including the failure to de-escalate force incidents in accordance with departmental
policy;
ii. standards for evaluating the level of discipline appropriate for uncommon
infractions; and
iii. presumptive actions to be taken for each type of infraction and any adjustment
to be made based on a police officer’s previous disciplinary action;
b. make changes to the meet and confer provisions applicable to police officers to provide
that certain cities that have adopted a meet and confer agreement but are not subject to civil
service rules or collective bargaining shall implement a progressive disciplinary matrix as
described in (5)(a), above, for its police officers, and that such agreement may not conflict
or supersede a rule concerning the disciplinary actions that may be imposed under the
disciplinary matrix;
c. provide that a hearing examiner in a city subject to civil service rules must presume a
disciplinary action applied to a police officer under a progressive disciplinary matrix is
reasonable unless the facts indicate that the department inappropriately applied a category
of offense to the particular violation; and
d. make changes to the collective bargaining statute to provide that a city that has adopted
a collective bargaining agreement but is not subject to civil service rules shall implement

a progressive disciplinary matrix as described in (5)(a), above, for its police officers, and
that such agreement may not conflict with an ordinance, order, statute, or rule related to
disciplinary actions that may be imposed on its police officers under a disciplinary matrix
implemented by the city;
6.

With respect to use of force:
a. provide that the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement shall develop and make
available to all law enforcement agencies a model policy and associated training materials
regarding the use of force by peace officers;
b. make changes to the instances in which a person, including a peace officer and a person
in the presence of and at the direction of a peace officer, may be justified in using nonlethal
force in connection with making or assisting in making an arrest or search, or preventing
or assisting in preventing escape after an arrest,
c. make changes to instances in which a peace officer or a person in the presence of and
at the direction of a peace officer may be justified in using deadly force in connection to
making an arrest or preventing escape after an arrest;
d. provide that the use of force against a person in connection with making or assisting
in making an arrest or search, or preventing or assisting in preventing an escape after an
arrest, is not justified if the force is used in a manner that impedes the normal breathing or
circulation of the blood of the person by applying pressure to the person’s throat or neck
or by blocking the person’s nose or mouth; and
e. repeal the Penal Code provision that provides that a peace officer or a person other
than a peace officer acting in the officer’s presence and direction has no duty to retreat
before using deadly force in connection with making an arrest or preventing escape after
arrest.

(Companion bill is H.B. 88 by Thompson.)
S.B. 175 (Miles) – No-Knock Entries: would prohibit a magistrate, including a municipal judge,
from issuing an arrest or search warrant that authorizes a peace officer from entering, for the
purpose of executing a warrant, into a building or other place without giving notice of the officer’s
authority or purpose before entering (a no-knock entry). (Companion bill is H.B. 492 by Wu.)
S.J.R. 16 (Eckhardt) – Legalization of Marihuana: would amend the Texas Constitution to
provide that the legislature by law shall authorize and regulate the possession, cultivation, and sale
of cannabis in Texas. (Companion bill is H.J.R. 13 by Canales.)
Sales Tax
H.B. 321 (Howard) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt feminine hygiene products from the
sales tax.

H.B. 322 (Howard) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt child and adult diapers from the sales
tax.
H.B. 387 (Pacheco) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt child and adult diapers from the sales
tax.
H.B. 388 (Pacheco) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt feminine hygiene products from the
sales tax.
H.B. 406 (Hernandez) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the sale, use, or consumption of
college textbooks from sales taxes during two seven-day periods, one beginning in August and one
beginning in January.
H.B. 490 (Wu) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt feminine hygiene products from the sales
tax.
H.B. 524 (Rosenthal) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt firearm safety equipment from
sales taxes.
H.B. 592 (C. Turner) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the sale of an animal by an animal
rescue group from sales and use taxes.
S.B. 148 (Powell) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt feminine hygiene products from the
sales tax.
S.B. 153 (Perry) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt from sales taxes data processing services
designed to process payment made by credit card or debit card.
S.B. 197 (Nelson) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt the sale of an animal by a nonprofit
animal welfare organization from sales and use taxes.
S.B. 200 (Nelson) – Sales Tax Exemption: would exempt internet access service from sales and
use taxes. (Note: this legislation brings state law into conformity with federal law, which already
preempts the ability of state and local governments to collect sales taxes on internet access.)
Community and Economic Development
H.B. 233 (Murr) – Building Materials and Methods: would provide that the prohibition on city
regulation of building products, materials, or methods passed by H.B. 2439 in 2019 does not apply
to a city with a population of less than 25,000.
H.B. 258 (Bernal) – Broadband: would provide, among other things, that a governmental entity
(including a city) may not contract with a broadband Internet access service provider, unless the
contract contains a written verification from the provider that the provider does not: (a) block
lawful content, applications, or services or the use of non-harmful devices; (b) impair or degrade

lawful Internet traffic for the purpose of discriminating against or favoring certain Internet content,
applications, or services or the use of non-harmful devices; or (c) engage in paid prioritization.
H.B. 311 (Springer) – Monuments and Memorials: would, among other things: (1) provide that
a monument or memorial located on city property: (a) for at least 40 years may not be removed,
relocated, or altered; (b) for at least 20 years but less than 40 years may be removed, relocated, or
altered only by approval of a majority of the voters of the city at an election held for that purpose;
or (c) for less than 20 years may be removed, relocated, or altered only by the governing body; (2)
define “monument or memorial” as used in (1), above, to mean a permanent monument, memorial,
or other designation, including a statute, portrait, plaque, seal, symbol, cenotaph, building name,
bridge name, park name, area name, or street name, that honors an event or person of historic
significance; (3) authorize an additional monument or memorial to be added to the surrounding
city property on which a monument or memorial is located to complement or contrast with the
monument or memorial; (4) authorize a city resident to file a complaint with the attorney general
if the resident asserts facts supporting an allegation that the city has violated (1), above; and (5)
authorize civil penalties against a city for intentional violations of (1), above.
H.B. 417 (Walle) – Payday Lending: would provide that a credit services organization or a
representative of a credit services organization may not, unless the credit services organization or
representative of the credit services organization has evidence sufficient prove that the consumer
has committed theft or issued a bad check: (1) file a criminal complaint or threaten to file a criminal
complaint related to an extension of consumer credit or provision of credit services against the
consumer; or (2) refer or threaten to refer a consumer to a prosecutor for the collection and
processing of a check or similar sight order that was issued in relation to an extension of consumer
credit.
H.B. 425 (K. King) – Rural Broadband: would, among other things: (1) create a rural broadband
service program; and (2) require the Public Utility Commission to provide financial assistance
from the universal service fund for broadband service providers who elect to participate in the rural
broadband service program for the purpose of offering retail broadband service in underserved
rural areas of the state at rates comparable to the benchmark rates established by the Federal
Communications Commission.
H.B. 467 (J. Gonzalez) – Tax Increment Financing: would, among other things: (1) require a
city, before adopting an ordinance designating a tax increment reinvestment zone, to prepare or
have prepared an affordable housing impact statement; (2) require the statement in (1), above, to
be made available to the public and posted on the city’s Internet website at least 60 days before
the city holds the hearing on the tax increment reinvestment zone; and (3) provide that the
statement under (1), above, must include estimates of the impact on the availability of affordable
housing in the area of the proposed zone for the 30-year period following designation of the
proposed zone.
H.B. 545 (E. Thompson) – Annexation: would authorize a city to annex a portion of the state
highway system or right-of-way of a portion of the state highway system if the city receives
consent for the annexation from the Texas Department of Transportation.

H.B. 539 (Patterson) – Economic Development Corporation: would authorize an economic
development corporation, by election, to spend on a project for: (1) general infrastructure, limited
to the development, improvement, maintenance, or expansion of streets and roads, water supply
facilities, or sewage facilities; or (2) improving, enhancing, or supporting public safety, including:
(a) expenditures for improving public safety facilities; (b) expenditures for public safety equipment
and for first responders and other personnel; and (c) other expenditures that enhance the level of
services provided by public safety facilities.
H.B. 544 (Minjarez) – Recovery Housing: would, among other things: (1) define the term
“recovery house” as a shared living environment that promotes sustained recovery from substance
use disorders by integrating residents into the surrounding community and providing a setting that
connects residents to supports and services promoting sustained recovery from substance use
disorders, is centered on peer support, and is free from alcohol and drug use; (2) prohibit a city or
county from adopting or enforcing an ordinance, order, or other regulation that prevents a recovery
house from operating in a residential community; and (3) require the Health and Human Services
Commission to adopt minimum standards for certification as a recovery house that are consistent
with standards from the National Alliance for Recovery Residences and authorize one or more
credentialing organizations to develop and administer a voluntary certification program for
recovery housing.
S.B. 113 (West) – Community Land Trusts: would, among other things: (1) expand the type of
nonprofit organizations that may constitute a community land trust; (2) provide that, once adopted
by the governing body of a taxing unit, certain community land trust tax exemptions continue to
apply to the property until the governing body rescinds the exemption in the manner provided by
law; and (3) impose certain requirements on a chief appraiser who is appraising land or a housing
unit leased by a community land trust, including that the chief appraiser use the income method of
appraisal.
S.B. 144 (Powell) – School Property Tax Limitations: would extend the expiration date of the
Texas Economic Development Act from December 31, 2022, to December 31, 2032.
S.B. 154 (Perry) – Broadband Office: would, among other things: (1) establish the broadband
office within the Texas Public Utility Commission to: (a) facilitate and coordinate the efforts of
state agencies and local units of government, including regional planning commissions, in
connection with the planning and deployment of broadband projects; (b) develop broadband
investment and deployment strategies for rural communities and other areas of this state that are
underserved and unserved with respect to broadband; (c) promote and coordinate public sector and
private sector broadband solutions in support of statewide broadband development goals; (d) assist
and promote local and regional broadband planning; (e) pursue and obtain federal sources of
broadband funding; (f) develop a framework to measure broadband access in and designate areas
of this state that are underserved and unserved with respect to broadband; (g) develop statewide
goals for broadband deployment in rural communities and other underserved and unserved areas;
(h) manage and award funds allocated to the broadband office for broadband projects; and (i) serve
as an information clearinghouse in relation to federal programs providing assistance to local
entities with respect to broadband; and (2) provide that the broadband office shall establish a

program to provide grants to private sector broadband providers for projects to provide broadband
service in an unserved area.
Elections
H.B. 221 (Ortega) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among many other things, authorize early
voting by mail for any qualified voter and provide for implementing procedures. (Companion bill
is S.B. 95 by Menéndez.)
H.B. 230 (Bernal) – Voter Identification: would, among other things, expand the list of
acceptable forms of identification for the purposes of voting and allow a voter to present two forms
of certain types of identification from the expanded list as proof of identification, so long as one
form of identification contains the name and address of the voter. (Companion is S.B. 100 by
Menéndez.)
H.B. 329 (Cain) – Election Integrity: would: (1) require the secretary of state and Department of
Public Safety to take certain actions to ensure a person who is not a citizen of the United States
may not register to vote or vote; and (2) require the secretary of state to create an examination of
election law and procedures that a person must pass before serving as an election judge during
early voting by personal appearance or on election day.
H.B. 330 (Cain) – Election Procedures: would, among other things: (1) provide that an election
held by a political subdivision to authorize the issuance of bonds does not authorize the issuance
of bonds unless at least: (a) two-thirds of the voters voting in the election vote in favor of
authorizing the issuance of bonds; and (b) 20 percent of the registered voters eligible to vote in the
election vote in the election; (2) provide that, for a political subdivision located entirely in a county
with a population of 250,000 or more, the governing body of the political subdivision shall request
an election services contract with the county elections administrator to perform all duties and
functions of the political subdivision in relation to an election held on the May uniform election
date; (3) prohibit a ballot proposition from exceeding 400 characters; (4) provide that an election
judge commits a state jail felony if: (a) the judge accepts a voter for voting under the regular
procedure for voting if the voter is only permitted to vote a provisional ballot in the election; (b)
the judge, in one election, accepts for voting under the regular procedure for voting three or more
voters whose names are not on the list of registered voters for the precinct; or (c) the judge provides
a voter with a form for an affidavit required under the regular procedure for voting if the form
contains false information; and (5) would require early voting to take place at a residential care
facility if five or more voters residing in the same residential care facility apply to vote early by
mail on the grounds of age or disability.
H.B. 400 (Bucy) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among many other things, authorize early voting
by mail for any qualified voter and provide for implementing procedures. (Companion bill is S.B.
95 by Menéndez.)
H.B. 463 (Shaheen) – Poll Watchers: would provide that a person is ineligible to serve as a poll
watcher in an election if the person has been finally convicted of a felony.

H.B. 478 (J. Gonzalez) – Polling Place Parking: would require an election officer to designate a
clearly-marked parking space at each polling place for voters that are unable to enter the polling
place.
H.B. 479 (J. Gonzalez) – Early Voting by Mail: would require the secretary of state to implement
a program allowing a person to complete an application for an early voting ballot by mail over the
internet from the official website of the state.
H.B. 482 (J. Gonzalez) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among other things, provide that a
marked ballot voted by mail must arrive at the address on the carrier envelope not later than the
fifth day after the date of the election, if the carrier envelope was placed for delivery by mail or
common or contract carrier before election day and bears a cancellation mark of a common or
contract carrier or a courier indicating a time not later than 7:00 p.m. at the location of the election
on election day.
H.B. 519 (Beckley) – Voter Registration: would, among other things, provide that: (1) an election
officer serving a polling place for early voting by personal appearance is a deputy voter registrar
and has the same authority as a regular deputy registrar; (2) a person who would be eligible to vote
in an election but for the requirement to be a registered voter must be accepted during early voting
by personal appearance for voting the ballot for the precinct of the person’s residence as shown by
the identification presented if the person: (a) submits a voter registration application that complies
with state law to an election officer at the polling place; and (b) presents adequate proof of
residence; (3) an election officer must make a copy of the proof of residence, attach it to the
registration application, and return the original proof of residence to the voter; (4) a person voting
under (2), above, shall vote a provisional ballot; and (5) the secretary of state may, by rule,
designate additional documents that a person may offer to prove the person’s residence to register
and vote.
H.B. 530 (Patterson) – Handguns: would allow a person to carry a handgun at a polling place if
the person is licensed to carry a handgun and is working as an election judge during early voting
or on election day.
H.B. 583 (Cole) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among many other things, authorize early voting
by mail for any qualified voter and provide for implementing procedures. (Companion bill is S.B.
95 by Menéndez.)
S.B. 95 (Menéndez) – Early Voting by Mail: would, among many other things, authorize early
voting by mail for any qualified voter and provide for implementing procedures. (Companion bill
is H.B. 76 by Meza.)
S.B. 99 (Menéndez) – Countywide Polling Place: would authorize the secretary of state to select
any county to participate in the countywide polling place program. (Companion bill is H.B. 123
by Meza.)
S.B. 100 (Menéndez) – Voter Identification: would, among other things, expand the list of
acceptable forms of identification for the purposes of voting and allow a voter to present two forms

of certain types of identification from the expanded list as proof of identification, so long as one
form of identification contains the name and address of the voter. (Companion is H.B. 230 by
Bernal.)
S.B. 131 (Johnson) – Uniform Election Dates: would: (1) authorize a city council to change the
date on which it holds its general election for officers to the November uniform election date if the
change is approved by at least two-thirds of the governing body; and (2) provide that a change
made under (1), above, supersedes a city charter provision that requires a different general election
date.
Emergency Management
H.B. 340 (Cain) – Weapons: would eliminate the governor’s authority: (1) during a state of
emergency, to issue directives on the control of: (a) the sale, transportation, and use of weapons;
and (b) the storage, use, and transportation of explosives or flammable materials considered
dangerous to public safety; and (2) during a declared state of disaster to suspend or limit the sale,
dispensing, or transportation of alcoholic beverages, firearms, explosives, and combustibles.
H.B. 429 (K. King) – Texas Windstorm Insurance Association: would: (1) add the provision of
an adequate market for tornado insurance and wildfire insurance statewide to the primary purpose
of the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association; (2) define “tornado insurance,” “wildfire,” and
“wildfire insurance”; and (3) require the Department of Insurance to (a) maintain a list of all
insurers that engage in the business of property and casualty insurance in the voluntary market in
a city or county that includes a catastrophe area and (b) develop incentive programs to encourage
authorized insurers to write insurance on a voluntary basis and to minimize the use of the
association as a means to obtain insurance.
H.B. 431 (K. King) – Insurance Rates in Disaster Area: would provide that if the governor
designates a disaster area, an insurer may not consider loss and expense experience caused by the
disaster in the designated area to set rates for risks outside of the designated area.
H.B. 525 (Shaheen) – Religious Organizations: would: (1) provide that a religious organization
is an essential business and that its activities are essential activities; (2) provide that a governmental
entity, including a city, may not prohibit a religious organization from operating, including during
a declared state of disaster; and (3) authorize a person to sue, and the attorney general to seek
injunctive or declaratory relief, for a violation of the prohibition in (2).
S.B. 114 (Lucio) – Border Health: would require the Texas Department of State Health Services
to establish a border public health response team to deploy in response to certain public health
threats and declared disasters in border counties.
Municipal Courts
H.B. 267 (Canales) – Municipal Court: would: (1) require the Office of Court Administration to
create, promulgate, and update standard forms for use in criminal actions for: (a) waiving a jury
trial and entering a plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a misdemeanor case; (b) a trial court to

admonish a defendant; and (c) a defendant who receives admonitions in writing to acknowledge
that the defendant understands the admonitions and is aware of the consequences of the
defendant’s plea; and (2) provide that the Texas Supreme Court by rule shall set the date by which
all courts must adopt and use the forms.
H.B. 489 (Wu) – Guilty Plea Admonitions: would, among other things, require a court to, before
accepting a guilty plea or a nolo contender plea for an offense punishable as a felony, give an
admonition regarding: (1) the applicable provisions governing whether a judge or jury will assess
punishment; (2) the range of punishments; and (3) the effect of judge or jury sentencing on the
eligibility of the defendant for judge-ordered community supervision, jury-recommended
community supervision, or deferred adjudication community supervision.
H.B. 569 (Sanford) – Misdemeanor Fines: would, among other things, provide that in imposing
a fine and costs in a case involving a misdemeanor punishable by a fine only, the justice or judge
shall credit the defendant for any time the defendant was confined in jail or prison while serving a
sentence for another offense at a rate of $200 for each day of confinement if that confinement
occurred after the commission of the misdemeanor. (Companion bill is S.B. 192 by West.)
S.B. 164 (Blanco) – Family Violence: would require notice to certain defendants regarding the
unlawful possession or acquisition of a firearm or ammunition, including notice given by: (1) a
peace officer who issues a citation; and (2) a court to a person convicted of a misdemeanor
involving family violence.
S.B. 192 (West) – Misdemeanor Fines: would, among other things, provide that in imposing a
fine and costs in a case involving a misdemeanor punishable by a fine only, the justice or judge
shall credit the defendant for any time the defendant was confined in jail or prison while serving a
sentence for another offense at a rate of $200 for each day of confinement if that confinement
occurred after the commission of the misdemeanor. (Companion bill is H.B. 569 by Sanford.)
Open Government
No open government bills were summarized this week.
Other Finance and Administration
H.B. 219 (Thierry) – Abolish Confederate Heroes Day: would abolish Confederate Heroes Day
as a state holiday. (Companion bill is H.B. 36 by J. Johnson.)
H.B. 285 (Murr) – Obstruction or Retaliation: would make the punishment for conduct
constituting the criminal offense of obstruction or retaliation a second degree felony if the victim
is harmed or threatened because of the victim’s service or status as a public servant.
H.B. 292 (Murr) – Recovery Housing: would, among other things: (1) prevent a city from
adopting or enforcing an ordinance, order, or other regulation that prevents a recovery house from
operating in a residential community; (2) define a “recovery house” as a shared living environment
that promotes sustained recovery from substance use disorders by integrating residents into the
surrounding community and providing a setting that connects residents to supports and services

promoting sustained recovery from substance use disorders, is centered on peer support, and is
free from alcohol and drug use; (3) require the Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC)
to adopt standards for certification of a recovery house consistent with the quality standards from
the National Alliance for Recovery Residences; (4) require each recovery house to be managed by
a certified recovery house administrator who has completed required training; (5) require the
revocation of a recovery house’s certification if it is without a recovery house administrator for
more than 30 days; and (6) require HHSC to prepare an annual report regarding recovery houses,
including the number of certified recovery houses and any revocations of their certifications.
H.B. 298 (Zwiener) – Dark Sky Communities: would provide that: (1) a city that has applied for
or received the International Dark Sky Community designation may regulate by ordinance the
installation and use of outdoor lighting in the city and the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction; (2) a
city may sue in any court to enjoin a violation of an ordinance under (1); and (3) a person who
violates an ordinance adopted under (1) commits a Class C misdemeanor offense.
H.B. 337 (Rosenthal) – Animal Shelter Records: would require each animal shelter operated by
a city to prepare and maintain monthly records on the intake and disposition of animals, and
provide for how such records must be made available to the public.
H.B. 371 (Fierro) – State Holidays: would designate the day after the Super Bowl as a state
holiday.
H.B. 386 (Pacheco) – Unlawful Restraint of Dog: would: (1) prohibit and create a criminal
offense for the unlawful restraint of a dog; and (2) provide that the prohibition in (1) does not
preempt a local regulation relating to the restraint of a dog or affect the authority of a political
subdivision to adopt or enforce an ordinance or requirement relating to the restraint of a dog if the
regulation, ordinance, or requirement: (a) is compatible with and equal to, or more stringent than,
the prohibition; or (b) relates to an issue not specifically addressed by the prohibitions.
H.B. 409 (Cortez) – First Responder Admission to State Parks: would: (1) provide that the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department shall waive the park entrance fees and certain license fees
for an individual who is a first responder and who has completed at least 20 years of continuous
service as a first responder or has certain disabilities connected to service as a first responder; and
(2) define “first responder” as, among others: (a) a firefighter certified by the Texas Commission
on Fire Protection or by the State Firefighters’ and Fire Marshals’ Association of Texas; (b) an
individual certified as emergency medical services personnel by the Department of State Health
Services; or (c) a municipal police officer.
H.B. 433 (K. King) – Electric Generation Tax: would: (1) impose a tax on each electric generator
in the state that generates electricity using an energy source other than natural gas at the rate of
one cent for each kilowatt hour of electricity generated; and (2) require revenue collected form the
tax to be deposited to the credit of the foundation school fund.
H.B. 477 (Deshotel) – Casino Gaming: would: (1) provide for casino gaming in certain state
coastal areas; and (2) provide for a casino gaming tax equal to 18 percent of a casino's gross gaming
revenue to provide additional money for residual windstorm insurance coverage and catastrophic
flooding assistance in coastal areas.

H.B. 504 (White) – Fireworks: would expand the days that a retail fireworks seller may sell
fireworks to individuals beginning June 14 and ending on June 19.
H.B. 505 (White) – Fireworks: would expand the days that a retail fireworks seller may sell
fireworks to individuals to five days before Labor Day through midnight on Labor Day.
H.B. 537 (Patterson) – County Internet Notice: would: (1) authorize a county governmental
entity to satisfy a requirement to provide notice by publication in a newspaper by posting the notice
on the county’s Internet website; and (2) require an electronic display of information under (1),
above, to meet the time, content, appearance, and other requirements provided by law for posting
the notice, to the extent possible.
H.B. 543 (White) – Working Animals: would: (1) define “working animal” as an animal used
for the purpose of performing a specific duty or function, including entertainment, transportation,
or education; and (2) preempt a political subdivision from imposing a governmental requirement
that terminates, bans, or effectively bans by imposing an undue financial hardship, the job or use
of a working animal or an enterprise that employs a working animal.
H.B. 561 (Israel) – Juvenile Curfew: would, except for purposes of emergency management,
prohibit a political subdivision from adopting or enforcing an order, ordinance, or other measure
that imposes a curfew to regulate the movements or actions or persons younger than 18 years of
age.
H.B. 587 (Cole) – Public Facility Study: would require the Texas Facilities Commission to
conduct a study to assess the availability and suitability of existing unused and underused public
facilities for joint use by two governmental entities, including the economic advantages of that
use.
H.B. 596 (Sherman) – Election Day Holiday: would designate the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November of an even-numbered year as a state holiday.
H.J.R. 21 (Craddick) – Infrastructure Funding: would amend the Texas Constitution to create
the Grow Texas fund and authorize the appropriation of money from the Grow Texas fund only
for use in areas of the state from which oil and gas are produced and only to address infrastructure
needs in the manner provided by general law in areas of the state determined by the legislature to
be significantly affected by oil and gas production.
H.J.R. 32 (Shine) – Unfunded Mandates: would amend the Texas Constitution to provide that a
law enacted by the legislature on or after January 1, 2022, that requires a city or county to establish,
expand, or modify a duty or activity that requires the expenditure of revenue is not effective unless
the legislature appropriates or otherwise provides, from a source other than the city or county
revenue, for the payment or reimbursement of the costs incurred for the biennium in complying
with the requirement.

S.B. 128 (N. Johnson) – State Holidays: would: (1) abolish Confederate Heroes Day as a state
holiday; and (2) create a new state holiday on June 28 as the “Celebration of Suffrage Day” in
honor of the centuries-long struggle to bring the right of suffrage to all Americans.
S.B. 133 (Johnson) – Inflation Report by Comptroller: would require the comptroller to: (1)
maintain a list of each dollar amount of certain taxes, fees, fines, and exemptions specified in
state statute; and (2) not later than November 1 of each even-numbered year: (a) determine the
inflation-adjusted amount of each dollar amount identified in (1), above; and (b) estimate the
fiscal effects the inflation-adjusted amounts determined under (1), above, would have on the
state and political subdivisions of the state if those amounts had applied during the preceding
state fiscal biennium.
S.B. 149 (Powell) – Unmanned Aircraft: would provide that is a criminal offense for a person to
intentionally or knowingly operate an unmanned aircraft over a military installation owned or
operated by the federal government, the state, or another governmental entity.
S.B. 150 (Powell) – State Agency Rules: would require a state agency that is made aware that a
proposed rule may have an adverse economic effect on small businesses, micro-businesses, or rural
communities after notice of the proposed rule has been published to: (1) prepare an economic
impact statement and regulatory flexibility analysis; (2) publish the statement and analysis in the
Texas Register as an amendment to the proposed rule; and (3) provide a copy of the statement and
the analysis to the standing committee of each house of the legislature charged with reviewing the
proposed rule.
S.B. 157 (Perry) – Eminent Domain Reporting Requirements: would: (1) exempt a city with a
population of less than 25,000 from eminent domain reporting requirements if the city’s eminent
domain authority information has not changed from the information reported in the city’s most
recently filed report; and (2) provide that for a city described by (1), above, if the city’s eminent
domain authority information is the same as the information in the eminent domain database from
the previous reporting period, the city, not later than February 1 of the current reporting period,
shall confirm the accuracy of the information by electronically updating the city’s previously filed
report with the comptroller.
Personnel
H.B. 224 (Ortega) – Local Minimum Wage: would, among other things, allow: (1) a city to adopt
a minimum wage that exceeds the federal minimum wage to be paid by an employer to each of its
employees for services performed in the city; and (2) a county to adopt a minimum wage that
exceeds the federal minimum wage to be paid by an employer to each of its employees for services
performed in the unincorporated areas of the county, including areas located within the
extraterritorial jurisdiction of a city.
H.B. 247 (Meza) – Family and Medical Leave: would create a state family and medical leave
law that, among other things: (1) requires an employer, including a city, to provide an employee
who has been employed for at least one year not less than 30 days of leave for specific family and
medical reasons; (2) creates a wage replacement fund administered by the Texas Workforce

Commission that is funded by an assessment on each employee’s wages in an amount equal to one
quarter of one percent of the employee’s average monthly pay; (3) provides that if an employer
provides paid sick leave to its employees, an employee is entitled to use such paid leave for the
specific family and medical reasons described in (1), above, in an amount not to exceed the lesser
or of the paid leave or 30 days; (4) provides that if an employer does not provide paid leave to its
employees, or provides paid leave that may not be used for the specific family and medical reasons
described in (1), above, the employee is entitled to wage replacement benefits for leave taken for
such reasons; and (5) provides that an employer may not interfere with an employee’s attempt to
take leave, discharge an employee or otherwise discriminate against an individual for opposing an
practice made unlawful by the bill, or discriminate or discharge an employee for exercising the
employee’s rights to leave.
H.B. 255 (Terry) – Adjusted Minimum Wage: would: (1) eliminate the current minimum wage
($7.25 per hour) and replace it with an adjusted minimum wage to be paid to an employee by
certain employers, including a city; and (2) provide that on December 1 of each year, the
comptroller shall determine the adjusted minimum wage to be paid for the next calendar year by
increasing the adjusted minimum wage for that calendar year by the percentage increase, if any, in
the consumer price index for the 12 months preceding that date.
H.B. 310 (Springer) –Disease Presumption: would, among other things, provide: (1) that for
purposes of reimbursement of medical expenses for public safety employees, including peace
officers, firefighters, and emergency medical services personnel, who are exposed to a contagious
disease, a disease is not an “ordinary disease of life” if the disease is the basis for a disaster
declared by the governor for all or part of the state; (2) that a firefighter, peace officer, or
emergency medical technician who contracts a disease that is the basis for a state declared disaster
that results in total or partial disability is presumed to have contracted the disease during the course
and scope of employment as a peace officer, firefighter, or emergency medical technician.
H.B. 318 (VanDeaver) – Employment Discrimination: would prohibit a city that employs 20 or
more employees from terminating or suspending the employment of, or in any other manner
discriminating against, an employee who is a volunteer emergency responder and who is absent
from or late to the employee’s employment because the employee is responding to an emergency.
H.B 360 (Sherman) – Pay Discrimination: would provide that: (1) an employer, including a city,
commits an unlawful employment action if the employer: (a) includes a question regarding an
applicant’s wage history information on an employment application form; (b) inquires into an
applicant’s wage history information; (c) considers an applicant’s wage history information in
determining whether to hire the applicant or the wages to pay the applicant; or (d) obtains an
applicant’s wage history information from a previous employer of the applicant or other source,
unless the wages in that previous employment are subject to disclosure under the Public
Information Act; (2) an employer may consider an applicant’s wage history information in
determining an applicant’s wages if such information is voluntarily disclosed by the employee; (3)
upon reasonable request following an initial interview, an employer shall provide to an applicant
a pay scale for the employment position for which the applicant is applying; (4) an employer may
ask an applicant the applicant’s expectation of wages for the prospective employment position; (5)
with certain exceptions, an employer discriminates on the basis of sex by paying wages to an

employee at a rate less than the rate at which the employer pays wages to another employee of the
opposite sex for the same or substantially similar work on jobs, the performance of which requires
equal or substantially similar skill, effort, and responsibility; (6) an employer may not enter into
an agreement with an employee that provides that employer may pay the employee a wage at a
rate that violates the provisions of the bill, and may not justify a wage differential based on wage
history; and (7) require each employer to compile and maintain for a period of at least three years
records that: (a) contain the wages paid to each employee; (b) the method, system, computations,
and other factors used to establish, adjust, and determine the wage rates paid to the employee; and
(c) any other conditions of employment.
H.B. 383 (Pacheco) – Minimum Wage: would provide that the minimum wage shall be not less
than the greater of $12 an hour or the federal minimum wage (currently $7.25).
H.B. 396 (Moody) – Disease Presumption: would provide that a nurse, including a nurse
employed by a political subdivision, who suffers from COVID-19 on or after February 1, 2020,
resulting in disability or death is presumed for workers’ compensation benefit purposes to have
contracted the disease during the course and scope of employment as a nurse if the nurse: (1) is
assigned to treat a patient diagnosed with the disease or to duties that require the nurse to come in
contact with a patient diagnosed with the disease; and (2) contracts the disease during the patient’s
admission to the health care facility at which the nurse treated or came in contact with the patient
or not later than the 14th day following the date of the patient’s discharge from the facility.
H.B. 419 (Sherman) – Pay Discrimination: would, among other things: (1) provide that an
employer, including a city, commits an unlawful employment practice if the employer: (a) relies
on an applicant’s or employee’s wage history information in determining whether to hire the
applicant, the wages to pay the applicant or employee, or whether to promote or continue to
employ the employee; (b) seeks, requests, or requires an applicant’s or employee’s wage history
information as a condition of: (i) an applicant being interviewed or receiving an offer of
employment; or (ii) a current employee’s continued employment or promotion; (c) seeks, requests,
or requires an applicant’s or employee’s wage history information from a previous employer of
the applicant or employee or other source, unless the wages in that previous employment are
subject to the Public Information Act; (d) refuses to interview, hire, promote or otherwise employ,
or retaliates against, an applicant or employee based on wage history information; or (e) refuses to
interview, hire, promote or otherwise employ, or retaliates against, an applicant or employee who
did not provide wage history information; (2) provide that if an applicant or employee voluntarily
discloses the applicant’s or employee’s wage history information to an employer, the employer
may consider that information in determining the applicant’s or employee’s wages; (3) provide
that an employer may confirm wage history information if at the time an offer of employment with
compensation is made, the employee or applicant responds to the offer by providing wage history
information to support a wage higher than that offered by the employer; (4) prohibit discrimination
or retaliation against person for taking action that is protected by this bill; (5) provides that the
bill does not diminish the rights, privileges or remedies of an applicant or employee under any
other law or rule or collective bargaining or employment agreement, and (5) an aggrieved applicant
or employee may bring a civil action to enforce rights protected by this bill, and an employer may
be liable for damages, including injunctive relief and reasonable attorney’s fees and other costs.

H.B. 499 (Wu) – Pay Equity Task Force: would: (1) create the Texas Pay Equity Task Force,
consisting of, among others, one appointed representatives of a city, to: (a) conduct a study to
determine whether a disparity exists on the basis of gender, disability, or race in compensation
paid to employees of state agencies, counties, and cities; and (b) develop and submit a written
report on the study and any recommendations developed to the governor, the lieutenant governor,
the speaker of the house, and each member of the legislature no later than November 1, 2022.
H.B. 540 (Patterson) – Labor Peace Agreement: would: (1) define a “labor peace agreement”
as any agreement between a person and the employees of the person or an entity that represents or
seeks to represent those employees that limits or otherwise interferes with the rights of the person
under federal labor law; and (2) provide that a city or county may not adopt or enforce an
ordinance, order, or other measure that requires a person to enter into a labor peace agreement or
to waive or limit any right of the person under federal law as a condition of: (i) being considered
for or awarded a contract; or (ii) otherwise engage in a commercial transaction with the city or
county.
H.B. 541 (Patterson) – Disease Presumption: would: (1) provide that a public safety employee,
including a peace officer, firefighter, and emergency medical services employee, who suffers from
COVID-19 resulting in disability or death is presumed to have contracted the disease during the
course and scope of employment as a public safety employee; and (2) retroactively apply the
provisions of this bill to a person who on or after February 1, 2020, but before the effective date
of this bill filed a claim for benefits or compensation related to COVID-19 and whose claim was
subsequently denied may file another claim on or after the effective date of the bill, and the changes
made by this bill would apply to that claim.
H.B. 550 (Israel) – Whistleblowing: would: (1) for purposes of anti-retaliation provisions of the
Whistleblower Act, expand the persons to whom a public employee may report certain violations
of law to include: (a) the employee’s immediate supervisor, or an individual who holds a position
above the reporting employee’s immediate supervisor, at the employing entity; (b) an individual
or office designated by the employing entity as the individual or office for reporting such
grievances; or (c) or a member of the human resources staff of the employing entity; (2) require a
public employer, including a city, to: (a) develop and adopt an anti-retaliation policy that: (i)
informs its employees of their rights; and (ii) lists the individual to whom its employees may report
a violation of law; (b) provide a copy of the anti-retaliation policy to each employee of the first
day of the employee’s employment; and (c) notify its employees of any change made to its antiretaliation policy by e-mail, memorandum, or any other manner that ensures each employee will
be information of the change; (3) require the individuals described in (1), above, to provide a copy
of the entity’s anti-retaliation policy if an employee requests such policy; and (4) require the
attorney general to post in a prominent location on the attorney general’s internet website: (a) a
summary of the rights of public employees under the whistleblower statute; and (b) a notice
informing public employees of: (i) the ability to obtain a copy of the anti-relation policy adopted
by their employment governmental entity or the individuals described in (1), above, and (ii) the
requirement that an employing governmental entity provide a copy of the entity’s anti-retaliation
policy to each public employee on the first day of their employment. (Companion bill is S.B. 132
by Johnson.)

H.B. 455 (Deshotel) – Criminal History Inquiries: would: (1) prohibit an employer, including a
city, from including a question regarding an applicant’s criminal history record information on an
initial employment application form; (2) provide that an employer may inquire into or consider an
applicant’s criminal history record information after the employer has determined that the
applicant is otherwise qualified and has conditionally offered the applicant employment or has
invited the applicant to an interview; and (3) provide that the provisions of this bill do not apply
to an applicant for a position for which consideration of criminal history record information is
required by law.
H.B. 582 (Cole) – Paramedics Tuition Exemption: would provide, among other things, that an
institution of higher education shall exempt, from the payment of tuition and laboratory fees, any
student who is enrolled in one or more courses offered as part of an emergency medical services
curriculum and is employed as a paramedic by the city.
S.B. 107 (Powell) – Disease Presumption: would, among other things: (1) provide that for
purposes of reimbursement of medical expenses for public safety employees, including peace
officers, firefighters, and emergency medical services personnel, who are exposed to a contagious
disease, a disease is not an “ordinary disease of life” if the disease is the basis for a disaster declared
by the governor for all or part of the state; (2) expand the applicability of the disease presumption
statute to include detention officers, including such officers who are employed by a city; and (3)
expand the disease presumption statute to provide that a detention officer, firefighter, peace officer,
or emergency medical technician who contracts a disease that is the basis of a state declared
disaster for all or part of the state and dies or is totally or partially disabled is presumed to have
contracted such disease in the course and scope of employment as a detention officer, firefighter,
peace officer, or emergency medical technician.
S.B. 132 (Johnson) – Whistleblower Act: would: (1) for purposes of anti-retaliation provisions
of the Whistleblower Act, expand the persons to whom a public employee may report certain
violations of law to include: (a) the employee’s immediate supervisor, or an individual who holds
a position above the reporting employee’s immediate supervisor, at the employing entity; (b) an
individual or office designated by the employing entity as the individual or office for reporting
such grievances; or (c) or a member of the human resources staff of the employing entity; (2)
require a public employer, including a city, to: (a) develop and adopt an anti-retaliation policy that:
(i) informs its employees of their rights; and (ii) lists the individual to whom its employees may
report a violation of law; (b) provide a copy of the anti-retaliation policy to each employee of the
first day of the employee’s employment; and (c) notify its employees of any change made to its
anti-retaliation policy by e-mail, memorandum, or any other manner that ensures each employee
will be information of the change; (3) require the individuals described in (1), above, to provide a
copy of the entity’s anti-retaliation policy if an employee requests such policy; and (4) require the
attorney general to post in a prominent location on the attorney general’s internet website: (a) a
summary of the rights of public employees under the whistleblower statute; and (b) a notice
informing public employees of: (i) the ability to obtain a copy of the anti-relation policy adopted
by their employment governmental entity or the individuals described in (1), above, and (ii) the
requirement that an employing governmental entity provide a copy of the entity’s anti-retaliation
policy to each public employee on the first day of their employment. (Companion bill is H.B. 550
by Israel.)

Purchasing
H.B. 263 (Meza): – Rest Breaks: would provide that: (1) a governmental entity, including a city,
that enters into a contract with a contractor for general construction services shall require such
contractor and any subcontractor to provide at least a 10-minute paid rest break within every fourhour period of work to each employee performing work under the contract; (2) each construction
contract shall include terms that: (a) authorize an employee of a contractor or subcontractor
required to work without a rest break to make a verbal or written complaint to the governmental
entity contracting with the contractor; (b) explain that, on confirmation of such violation, the
governmental entity shall provide to the contractor written notice of the violation by hand delivery
or certified mail; (c) inform a contractor that the governmental entity may impose an administrative
penalty if the contractor fails to comply after the date on which the contractor receives notice of
the violation; and (d) explain that a penalty amount may be withheld from a payment otherwise
owed to a contractor; (3) a governmental entity may impose an administrative penalty in an amount
of not less than $100 and not more than $500 per day if any employee is required to work without
a rest break, and that a proceeding to impose an administrative penalty is a contested case under
the Administrative Procedure Act; (4)each governmental shall develop procedures for the
administration of the provisions of this bill; and (5) the bill does not preempt a local ordinance,
rule, or other measure by a city requiring rest breaks in accordance with a construction contract,
provided that such ordinance, rule, or measure is compatible with and equal to or more stringent
than the provisions of the bill.
Transportation
H.B. 427 (K. King) – Electric/Hybrid Vehicles: would add an additional annual vehicle
registration fee for electric ($200) and hybrid ($100) vehicles.
H.B. 442 (Israel) – Speed Limits: would provide that the prima facie speed limit in an urban
district is: (1) 30 miles per hour on a street, or 25 miles per hour if the street is located in a
residential district and is not officially designated or marked as part of the state highway system;
and (2) 15 miles per hour in an alley.
H.B. 443 (Israel) – Pedestrians: would require the operator of a vehicle to stop and yield the
right-of-way to a pedestrian in various instances.
H.B. 502 (Wu) – License Plates: would require the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles to
include in its rules for the placement of license plates authorization for a motor vehicle to display
only a rear license plate, if the application for the vehicle’s registration pays an annual fee of $50.
H.B. 555 (Lopez) – Road Construction Vehicles: would: (1) require a driver to change lanes or
slow down on approaching certain highway or construction vehicles, utility service vehicles, and
solid waste vehicles; and (2) require a vehicle repairing a guardrail, doing sign maintenance, and
placing/removing temporary traffic-control devices to be equipped with lamps and comply with
lighting standards established by the Texas Department of Transportation.

S.B. 206 (Schwertner) – Golf Carts: would: (1) allow a neighborhood electric
vehicle and golf cart to be operatedin a master planned community: (a) that is a residential
subdivision or has in place a uniform set of restrictive covenants; and (b) for which a county or
city has approved one or more plats; (2) provide that a person may operate a golf cart in a master
planned community described in (1) without a golf cart license plate; and (3) allow a city to
prohibit the operation of a golf cart on a highway in the following areas if the city council
determine the prohibition is necessary in the interest of safety: (a) master planned community
described in (1); (b) on a public or private beach that is open to vehicular traffic; or (c) on a
highway for which the posted speed limit is not more than 35 miles per hour.
Utilities and Environment
H.B. 289 (Collier) – Concrete Plant: would provide that a representative of a school, place of
worship, licensed day-care center, hospital, or medical facility or a person residing within 880
yards of a proposed concrete plant may request a public hearing from the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality regarding the construction of a concrete plant.
H.B. 291 (Murr) – Aggregate Production Operations: would: (1) require an aggregate
production operation first required to be registered on or after January 1, 2016, that occupies at
least 10 acres, and is located in the boundaries or extraterritorial jurisdiction of a city, to file a
reclamation plan and provide a related performance bond; and (2) provide that the reclamation
plan described in (1) may be amended with approval of the city.
H.B. 416 (Walle) – Concrete Batch Plants: would require a plot plan for an application for a
standard permit for a concrete batch plant issued by the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality.
H.B. 448 (Bailes) – Eminent Domain for Pipeline Companies: would provide that if an entity
regulated by the Railroad Commission proposes to acquire property by eminent domain, a property
owner may file a written complaint with the commission regarding alleged misconduct by the
entity while exercising that authority.
H.B. 520 (Beckley) – Utility Right-of-Way Planting: would provide that the Texas Department
of Transportation – in consultation with the Department of Agriculture – by rule shall require a
utility (including a city utility) that disturbs the right-of-way of a state highway while constructing
or maintaining a utility facility in the right-of-way to install, at the utility’s expense, in the rightof-way after the construction or maintenance is complete plants that: (1) are native, regionally
appropriate, and pollinator-friendly; and (2) generally grow roots less than four feet below the
surface.
S.B. 182 (Schwertner) – Municipally-Owned Utilities: would: (1) require certain municipallyowned electric utilities (MOUs) to provide customer choice if the five-year average electric rate
paid by customers of a MOU is 10 percent greater than the five-year average electric rate paid by
customers in a similarly situated region open to customer choice; (2) require the Public Utility
Commission (PUC) to make an electric rate comparison of approximately one-fifth of MOUs
located in the ERCOT power region and not open to customer choice by comparing the average

electric rate paid in the previous five years by: (a) customers of the MOU; and (b) customers who
are located in a region that is open to customer choice and similarly situated to the region served
by the utility, as determined by the PUC; and (3) provide that the PUC may not make a rate
comparison of an MOU if the MOU was the subject of a rate comparison under (2) in the previous
four years.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Updates
The Texas Municipal League is open for business. The building is closed to all but essential
personnel and most staff is working remotely, but the League remains open for business and is
fully ready to serve. Cities are encouraged to call or email for legal assistance, help with
ordinances, or for general advice or assistance. Let us know how we can assist you and your city.
Call TML staff at 512-231-7400, or email the legal department for legal assistance at
legalinfo@tml.org; Rachael Pitts for membership support at RPitts@tml.org; and the training team
for questions about conferences and workshops at training@tml.org.
The League has prepared a coronavirus clearinghouse web page to keep cities updated. In addition,
everyone who receives the Legislative Update should receive an email update each Tuesday and
Thursday with information on new developments. The email updates will be our primary means
of communication during the pandemic. Those emails are being archived chronologically as well
as by subject matter.
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Texas Cities Receive PIA Request for Lobby Expenditure
Information
Many, if not all, Texas cities recently received a Public Information Act (PIA) request from State
Representative Mayes Middleton (R - Wallisville) relating to lobby expenditures. Specifically,
Representative Middleton requested “the line items in the adopted 2021 budget showing any
planned expenses for directly or indirectly attempting to influence legislation.”
The request references Local Government Code Section 140.0045. That section provides, among
other things, that the proposed budget of a political subdivision must include, in a manner allowing
for as clear a comparison as practicable between those expenditures in the proposed budget and
actual expenditures for the same purpose in the preceding year, a line item indicating expenditures
for directly or indirectly influencing or attempting to influence the outcome of legislation or
administrative action, as those terms are defined in the state’s lobby law.
Current law does not define what it means to “directly or indirectly influence or attempt to
influence legislation.” It is safe to say that money spent on a contract lobbyist should be included,
but what about internal expenditures related to influencing legislation? Those internal expenditures
might include staff travel time to Austin and related expenses to meet with a legislator or testify
before a committee. What to include in the city’s budget pursuant to Section 140.0045 (if anything)
is ultimately up to each city to decide in good faith based on the advice of local legal counsel.
TML member service fees are not spent to influence legislation. As such, the League’s
interpretation is that member service fees are not required to be included in the city’s budget
comparison under Section 140.0045. Still, some cities may have included a line item in their

budgets relating to lobbying expenditures that included TML member service fees out of an
abundance of caution.
Based on numerous questions received by the TML Legal Department about how to respond to
the letter, the League's best advice is to take the following actions:


If the city included a comparison of expenditures for “directly or indirectly influencing or
attempting to influence the outcome of legislation or administrative action” in its budget,
the city should send that comparison to Representative Middleton by December 14, 2020.



If the city did not include a line item in its budget pursuant to Section 140.0045, the city
will not have any information that is directly responsive to Representative Middleton’s
request. Under the PIA, the city may advise Representative Middleton that it does not have
any responsive records. If there is other information in the city’s budget that indicates any
planned expenses for influencing legislation, independent of the Section 140.0045 line
item, the city should consider sending that information to Representative Middleton in the
interest of transparency.



A city should consult its local legal counsel in making a final decision about how to respond
to this request.

If you have further questions please contact Bill Longley, TML Legislative Counsel,
at bill@tml.org or (512) 231-7400.

Rescheduled: Senate State Affairs to Hear Community
Censorship Charge Next Week
The Senate State Affairs will meet Tuesday, December 8, to hear invited testimony on the interim
charge below. The official notice can be found here.
Study how governmental entities use public funds for political lobbying purposes. Examine
what types of governmental entities use public funds for lobbying purposes. Make
recommendations to protect taxpayers from paying for lobbyists who may not represent the
taxpayers’ interests.
Although no public testimony will be taken, we invite all mayors to sign onto a letter encouraging
state and local cooperation. Mayors interested in signing onto the letter, please email your name,
city and electronic signature to JJ Rocha at jj@tml.org by 12:00 p.m. Monday, December 7 to be
included.
We encourage city officials to continue discussing this issue with your state representative and
state senator as it will continue to be a priority issue for state leadership.

Stay Engaged During the Legislative Session: Grassroots
Involvement Program
During the upcoming Texas legislative session, Texas cities will face many challenges and
opportunities. TML will need to mobilize our membership at key points during session. The
Grassroots Involvement Program (GRIP) is one way to do so. Our GRIP survey focuses on a
variety of items including your areas of expertise and involvement with other professional
organizations. Most importantly, the GRIP survey asks how well you know various state legislators
and if you are willing to communicate with those legislators during the session. With many
unknowns on how the capitol will operate during a pandemic, TML’s grassroots approach will be
crucial to our efforts.
If you have a relationship with your legislator(s) or want to be more involved during session, please
take the time to complete the GRIP survey. Past efforts have proven that such participation is a
highly effective tool.
We ask that you complete the survey as soon as possible, preferably before January 8, 2021.

City-Related Bills Filed
(Editor’s Note: You will find all of this session’s city-related bill summaries online at
https://www.tml.org/319/Legislative-Information.)
Property Tax
H.B. 649 (Raymond) – Property Tax Exemption: would exempt from property taxes real
property owned by a charitable organization for the purpose of providing: (1) housing counseling
services without regard to the beneficiaries’ ability to pay; and (2) rental housing to low-income
and moderate-income individuals and families at below-market rates.
H.B. 650 (Raymond) – Property Tax Exemption: would, among other things, provide a local
option property tax exemption for a residence homestead owned by a parent or guardian of a person
who is disabled and who resides with the parent or guardian. (See H.J.R. 38, below.)
H.J.R. 38 (Raymond) – Property Tax Exemption: would, among other things, amend the Texas
Constitution to authorize a local option property tax exemption for a residence homestead owned
by a parent or guardian of a person who is disabled and who resides with the parent or guardian.
(See H.B. 650, above.)

Public Safety
H.B. 600 (J. Johnson) – Psychological Examinations: would: (1) provide that, once every 24
months, each peace officer shall be examined by a licensed psychologist or psychiatrist who can

declare in writing that the officer is in satisfactory psychological and emotional health to serve as
a peace officer; (2) provide that the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) shall, by
rule: (a) provide grounds for which a law enforcement agency may exempt a peace officer from
the requirement described in (1), above; and (b) adopt procedures to ensure timely and accurate
reporting by law enforcement agencies and peace officers of the results of a psychological
examination; and (3) provide that TCOLE shall suspend the license of a peace officer who fails to
comply with the requirements of (1), above.
H.B. 616 (Dutton) – Criminal Penalties for Possession of Marihuana: would, among other
things: (1) reduce criminal penalties for the possession of two ounces or less of marihuana; (2)
provide that an offense for possession of two ounces or less of marihuana is a Class B misdemeanor
if it is shown on the trial of the offense that the defendant has been previously convicted three or
more times of an offense involving the possession of marihuana and each prior offense was
committed within the 24-month period preceding the date of the commission of the instant offense;
and (3) require a judge to order a defendant who receives a deferral for possession of marihuana
to successfully complete a drug awareness and education program.
H.B. 638 (Krause) – Public Safety Funding: would: (1) define “public safety service” to mean
fire protection, law enforcement, or emergency medical service; (2) provide that a political
subdivision may not adopt a budget unless the political subdivision allocates money in that budget
to provide for each public safety service in an amount equal to or greater than the amount allocated
to provide for that service in the preceding fiscal year; (3) allow a political subdivision to adopt a
budget that does not meet the requirements of (2), above, if the political subdivision will not
provide the public safety service in the fiscal year for which the budget is adopted; and (4) provide
that the amount allocated in a budget to provide a public safety service includes all maintenance,
operations, and debt service costs associated with providing the service.
H.B. 656 (J. Gonzalez) – Consent to Take Specimen: would provide that if a person consents to
an officer’s request to take a blood or breath specimen, the officer shall request the person to sign
a statement providing that: (1) the officer requested that the person submit to the taking of a
specimen; (2) the person was informed of the consequences of not submitting to the taking of a
specimen; and (3) the person voluntarily consented to the taking of a specimen.
H.B. 657 (J. Gonzalez) – Evidence of Intoxication: would, among other things, provide that in
the prosecution of any offense involving a motor vehicle, only an analysis of a lawfully obtained
specimen of the defendant’s blood, breath, or urine or other bodily substance is admissible to show
the defendant’s alcohol concentration or the presence of a controlled substance, drug, dangerous
drug, or other substance in the defendant’s body at the time of the offense.
H.B. 667 (Dutton) – Asset Forfeiture: would require: (1) a final conviction for an underlying
offense in order to pursue forfeiture of contraband; and (2) a court to dismiss a contraband
forfeiture proceeding on proof of a dismissal or acquittal of the underlying offense.
H.B. 689 (Collier) – Appearance of Arrested Person before Magistrate: would, among other
things, provide that when an arrested person appears before a magistrate: (1) if the proceeding is
conducted through videoconference, the magistrate shall ensure the arrested person is able to

connect to and understand the image and sound of the videoconference; (2) if the magistrate is
unable to ensure that the arrested person is able to understand and participate in the proceeding,
the magistrate shall: (a) if the magistrate has appointing authority, appoint counsel for the person;
or (b) if the magistrate does not have appointing authority, notify the appointing authority of the
person’s inability to understand and participate in the proceeding; and (3) if the magistrate has
reasonable cause to believe that the arrested person has a mental illness or is a person with an
intellectual disability, the magistrate shall follow the required procedures for early identification
of a defendant suspected of having mental illness or intellectual disability.

Sales Tax
No sales tax bills were filed this week.

Community and Economic Development
H.B. 639 (White) – Emergency Services District: would allow an emergency services district to
provide public health services, contract with a local government to provide those services, and
charge a reasonable fee for performing those services for or on behalf of a person or entity.
H.B. 662 (Collier) – Homeless Housing: would expand the ability of the Texas Department of
Housing and Community Affairs to administer a homeless housing and services program in each
city in the state with a population of 285,500 or more to include programs to prevent homelessness
resulting from displacement due to economic development activities.

Elections
H.B. 611 (Swanson) – Voter Assistance: would provide that a person assisting a voter commits
a state jail felony of perjury if the person assists a voter in a way that violates the oath administered
by an election officer to the person providing assistance to the voter and does so three or more
times in a single election.
S.B. 208 (Bettencourt) – Early Voting Ballot Application: would prohibit an officer or employee
of the state or a political subdivision from distributing an official application form for an early
voting ballot to a person. (Companion bill is H.B. 25 by Swanson.)

Emergency Management
H.B. 655 (Raymond) – Statewide Disaster Alarm System: would, among other things, provide
that: (1) the Texas Division of Emergency Management (TDEM) shall conduct a study on the
efficacy of existing mass notification deployments by local governmental entities throughout the
state and the feasibility of establishing a statewide disaster alert system; (2) the study must: (a)
identify the costs to local governmental entities associated with existing local disaster alert or

notification systems; (b) examine the potential benefits to local governmental entities of
implementing an alert system; (c) examine the importance of a local governmental entity’s
discretion regarding the entity’s level and manner of participating in the alert system; (d) examine
potential costs to local governmental entities or this state associated with implementing the alert
system; and (e) identify any state or local governmental entity actions necessary to implement a
comprehensive alert system; (3) if, based on the findings of the study described, TDEM and the
office of the governor conclude that the benefits to the state and local governmental entities of
implementing a coordinated alert system outweigh any additional costs, TDEM, with cooperation
of appropriate state agencies and using money available for that purpose, shall develop and
implement the alert system; (4) a local government entity that chooses to participate in an alert
system implemented under (3), above, may use local funds for that purpose and may contract with
TDEM for services associated with the alert system; (5) an alert system may be operated in
conjunction with any other emergency alert system required by federal or state law and designed
to notify persons statewide of a disaster affecting any location in the state; and (6) a participating
local government entity may, in coordination with TDEM, chose the manner in which the alert
system is activated and notifications are issued within the entity’s geographic region.
H.B. 665 (Landgraf) – Emergency Rules: would provide, among other things, that an emergency
rule that is adopted by a state agency during a period in which at least 75 percent of the counties
in the state are declared to be in a state of disaster or emergency by the governor may be effective
for not longer than 30 days, and may be renewed for not longer than 60 days.
H.B. 671 (Martinez, A) – Disaster Identification System: would, among other things, provide
that: (1) the Texas Division of Emergency Management may include in its state emergency plan
provisions for the use of a disaster identification system; (2) in an area subject to a state of disaster
declaration, a person may elect to participate in a disaster identification system activated for that
area; (3) such system shall authorize the use of a device that is capable of displaying a flashing
light and continuous light in either the color white or the colors blue, green, red, and yellow (an
“illuminated display”) to communicate with disaster relief personnel; and (4) an executive order
or proclamation declaring a state of disaster activates for the area subject to the declaration the
disaster identification system described above.
H.J.R. 40 (White) – Disaster Management: would amend the Texas Constitution to prohibit the
governor from suspending or limiting, by order or proclamation, the sale, dispensing, or
transportation of alcoholic beverages, firearms, explosives, or combustibles regardless of whether
the state is in a period of emergency resulting from a disaster.

Municipal Courts
No municipal court bills were filed this week.

Open Government
H.B. 642 (Raymond) – Criminal History Record Information: would, among other things,
provide that: (1) criminal history record information that relates to a person’s conviction within
the preceding 10-year period for certain offenses related to driving while intoxicated, intoxication
assault, and intoxication manslaughter is public information, with the exception of: (a) information
regarding the person’s social security number, driver’s license or personal identification certificate
number, or telephone number; and (b) any information that would identify a victim of the offense;
(2) the Department of Public Safety (DPS) shall implement and maintain an internet website to
allow any person, free of charge, to electronically search for and receive the information described
in (1), above; (3) DPS shall establish a procedure by which a peace officer or employee of a law
enforcement agency who provides DPS with a driver’s license number, personal identification
certificate number, or license plate number may be provided any criminal history record
information maintained by the DPS concerning a conviction of the person to whom the license,
certificate, or plate is issued for the offenses described in (1), above; and (4) the procedure
described in (3), above, must allow a peace officer to request the information from the location of
a motor vehicle stop and to receive a response to the request within the duration of a reasonable
motor vehicle stop.

Other Finance and Administration
H.B. 604 (Noble) – Animal Shelter: would require that, as soon as practicable after an animal is
placed in the custody of an animal shelter, the shelter scan the animal to determine whether a
microchip is implanted in the animal.
H.B. 610 (Swanson) – State License Holders: would authorize a person who, or entity that, holds
a state license in order to practice the individual’s occupation or conduct the entity’s business to
bring legal action against a city to enjoin the enforcement of a local law that: (1) establishes
requirements for, imposes restrictions on, or otherwise regulates the occupation or business
activity of the license holder in a manner that is more stringent than the requirements, restrictions,
and regulations imposed on the license holder under state law; or (2) results in an adverse economic
impact on the license holder.
H.B. 614 (S. Thompson) – Immunity Waiver for Constitutional Violations: would: (1)
authorize a person to bring an action for any appropriate relief against another person, including a
public entity, who, under the color of law, deprives the person bringing the action of a right,
privilege, or immunity secured by the Texas Constitution; (2) provide that statutory immunity or
limitation on liability, damages, or attorney ’s fees does not apply to an action brought under (1);
(3) provide that qualified immunity is not a defense to an action brought under (1); and (4) require
a public entity to indemnify a public employee of the entity for liability incurred by and a judgment
imposed against the employee in an action brought under (1), unless the employee is convicted of
a criminal violation for the conduct that is the basis for the action.

H.B. 624 (Shine) – Offense Against Public Servant: would increase the criminal penalty for
certain offenses committed in retaliation for, or on account of, a person’s service or status as a
public servant.
H.B. 635 (Krause) – Federal Firearms Regulations: would: (1) with certain border security
exceptions, prohibit a city or employee of the city from contracting with or providing assistance
to a federal agency or official with respect to the enforcement of a federal statute, order, rule, or
regulation purporting to regulate a firearm, a firearm accessory, or firearm ammunition that
imposes a prohibition, restriction, or other regulation, such as a capacity or size limitation or a
registration requirement, that does not exist under Texas law; and (2) provide that a violation of
the prohibition in (1) may be enforced: (a) by denying state grant funds to the city; and (b) through
court action by the attorney general.
H.B. 636 (S. Thompson) – Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners: would, among other
things, continue the functions of the Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners.
H.B. 647 (Raymond) – Gambling: would: (1) provide for local option elections to legalize or
prohibit the operation of eight-liners; and (2) impose a permit fee of $350 per year on each eightliner, provide that the comptroller shall collect the fee, and require the comptroller to remit 70%
of the fee back to the city. (See H.J.R. 37, below.)
H.B. 652 (Paul) – Animal Shelter: would require an animal shelter to provide notice to each
person who adopts an animal from the shelter of any epizootic infectious disease (a disease in
excess of the expected frequency in a geographic area or population) that occurs among the animals
in the shelter in a period just before or after the animal is adopted.
H.B. 664 (Landgraf) – Local Debt Elections: would provide that an election for the issuance of
bonds or other debt shall be held on the November uniform election date.
H.J.R. 33 (Swanson) – Regulation of Occupations: would amend the Texas Constitution to
prohibit the state or a political subdivision of the state from enacting or enforcing a regulation that
imposes a substantial burden on an individual’s right to engage in a lawful occupation or profession
unless the regulation is necessary and narrowly tailored to protect against actual and specific harm
to the public’s health and safety.
H.J.R. 37 (Raymond) – Gambling: would amend the Texas Constitution to authorize: (1) local
option elections to legalize or prohibit the operation of eight-liners or similar gaming devices; and
(2) the legislature or a political subdivision to impose a fee on gaming devices approved by a
majority of the voters in a local option election under (1). (See H.B. 647, above.)

Personnel
H.B. 615 (Goodwin) – Minimum Wage: would provide that: (1) an employer, including a city,
shall pay certain employees: (a) for the 2022 calendar year, not less than the greater of $11.25 an
hour or the federal minimum wage (currently at 7.25 an hour); and (b) for the 2023 calendar year,

not less than the greater of $15 an hour or the federal minimum wage; (2) beginning in the 2024
calendar year, an employer, including a city, shall pay to each employee the greater of the federal
minimum wage or an adjusted minimum wage, as determined in (3), below; (3) beginning on
December 1, 2023, and on every December 1 of each year thereafter, the comptroller shall calculate
the adjusted minimum wage for the next calendar year by increasing the minimum wage paid under
(2), above, by the percentage increase, if any, in the consumer price index for the 12 months
preceding that date; and (4) the wage of a tipped employee may not be less than 50 percent of the
amount required by (1) and (2), above.
H.B. 637 (Canales) - Disease Presumption: would, among other things: (1) provide that for
purposes of reimbursement of medical expenses for public safety employees, including peace
officers, firefighters, and emergency medical services personnel who are exposed to a contagious
disease, a disease is not an “ordinary disease of life” if the disease is the basis for a disaster declared
by the governor for all or part of the state; (2) expand the applicability of the disease presumption
statute to include detention officers, including such officers who are employed by a city; and (3)
expand the disease presumption statute to provide that a detention officer, firefighter, peace officer,
or emergency medical technician who contracts a disease that is the basis of a state declared
disaster for all or part of the state and dies or is totally or partially disabled is presumed to have
contracted such disease in the course and scope of employment as a detention officer, firefighter,
peace officer, or emergency medical technician. (Companion bill is S.B. 107 by Powell.)
S.B. 209 (Eckhardt) – Nondisclosure Agreements: would: (1) provide that a nondisclosure or
confidentiality agreement or other agreement between an employer and employee is void and
unenforceable if such agreement prohibits or limits the employee from notifying a local or state
law enforcement agency or any state or federal regulatory agency of sexual assault or sexual
harassment committed by the employee or at the employee’s place of employment; (2) provide
that a mandatory arbitration agreement between an employer and employee is void and
unenforceable if the agreement requires mandatory arbitration of a dispute involving an allegation
of sexual assault or sexual harassment; and (3) prohibit an employer from discriminating against
an individual in connection with an employment relationship because the individual refuses to sign
an agreement described in (1) and (2).

Purchasing
H.B. 633 (Morrison) – Prevailing Wage Rates: would provide that, for purposes of awarding a
contract for the construction of a public work, a political subdivision, including a city, may
determine the prevailing wage rates in the locality in which the public work is to be performed by
using data compiled by the Texas Workforce Commission’s Labor Market and Career Information
Department, including occupational employment statistics wage data for: (1) the local workforce
development area or metropolitan statistical area relating to the locality in which the public work
is performed; or (2) the state, but only if there is no data available for the relevant local workforce
development area or the metropolitan statistical area for the specific occupation, as classified by
the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics in the 2018 Standard Occupational Classification
system, for which data is sought.

H.B. 676 (Hernandez) – Historically Underutilized Businesses: would, among other things,
provide that persons with a disability as defined by the federal Americans with Disabilities Act are
included in the state’s list of historically underutilized businesses.
H.B. 692 (Shine) – Public Works Contracts Retainage: would provide that:
1. “warranty period” means the period of time specified in a contract during which certain
terms applicable to the warranting of work performed under the contract are in effect;
2. a governmental entity: (a) shall include in each public works contract a provision that
establishes the circumstances under which a public works project is considered
substantially complete; (b) may release the retainage for substantially completed portions
of the project, or fully completed and accepted portions of the project; (c) shall maintain
an accurate record of accounting for the retainage withheld on periodic contracts payments
and the retainage released to the prime contractor for a public works contract; and (d) shall,
for certain public works contracts with a value of $10 million or more, pay any remaining
retainage on periodic contract payments, and the interest earned on the retainage, to the
prime contractor on completion of the contract;
3. if the total value of a public works contract is $1 million or more, a governmental entity
may not withhold retainage in an amount that exceeds five percent of the contract price,
and the rate of retainage may not exceed five percent for any item in a bid schedule or
schedule of values for the project;
4. except certain contacts funded through the Texas Water Development Board from the
limitation described in (3), above;
5. for a competitively awarded contract with a value of $10 million or more, and for a contract
awarded using a method other than competitive bidding, a governmental entity and prime
contractor may agree to deposit in an interest-bearing account the retainage withheld on
periodic contract payments;
6. a governmental entity may not withhold retainage: (a) after completion of the contract by
the prime contractor, including during the warranty period; or (b) for the purpose of
requiring the prime contractor, after completion of the contract, to perform work on
manufactured goods or systems that were specified by the designer of record and properly
installed by the contractor;
7. on application to a governmental entity for final payment and release of retainage, the
governmental entity may withhold retainage if there is a bona fide dispute between the
governmental entity and the prime contractor and the reason for the dispute is that labor,
services, or materials provided by the prime contractor or the prime contractor’s
subcontractors were not provided in compliance with the contract; and
8. if there is no bona fide dispute as described (7), above, and neither party is in default, a
prime contractor is entitled to: (a) cure any noncompliant labor, services, or materials; or
(b) offer the governmental entity a reasonable amount of money as compensation for any
noncompliant labor, services, or materials that cannot be promptly cured.
S.B. 219 (Hughes) – Professional Services: would: (1) prohibit a governmental entity from
requiring, in a contract for architectural or engineering services for the construction or repair to
real property, that architectural or engineering service must be performed at a level of professional
skill and care beyond that which would be provided by an ordinarily prudent architect or engineer;
and (2) provide that a contractor is not responsible for the consequences of defects in and may not

warranty plans, specifications, or other design or bid documents provided to the contractor by: (a)
the person with whom the contractor entered into the contract; or (b) another person on behalf of
the person with whom the contractor entered into the contract.

Transportation
S.B. 221 (Zaffirini) – Speed Limit: would decrease the prima facie speed limit in cities with a
population greater than 950,000 to 25 miles per hour in an urban district on a street other than an
alley and 15 miles per hour in an alley.

Utilities and Environment
H.B. 605 (Gervin-Hawkins) – School Drinking Water: would, among other things, require: (1)
a school district to adopt a healthy and safe school water plan that provides for periodic lead
testing; (2) a school district to restrict access to a water source within 48 hours of learning that a
test result shows lead levels that exceed 15 parts per billion; and (3) the Texas Education Agency,
in collaboration with Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, the Department of State
Health Services, regional education service centers, and other stakeholders, to develop a model
healthy and safe school water plan that may be used by a school district to comply with the bill.
H.B. 631 (Darby) – Municipal Waste and Hazardous Waste: would, among other things: (1)
preempt political subdivisions from adopting a rule or ordinance that conflicts or is inconsistent
with: (a) the rules of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ); (b) a permit issued
by TCEQ; or (c) the legal requirements for a municipal solid waste facility; and (2) provide that
an applicant for a solid waste permit is not required to obtain a permit for the siting, construction,
or operation of a municipal solid waste facility from a local government or other political
subdivision of the state as a prerequisite to a permit being issued by TCEQ.
S.B. 211 (Zaffirini) – TCEQ Judicial Review: would, among other things, create a uniform
deadline of 30 days to appeal an order, decision, or other act of the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for both water and solid waste orders.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Updates
The Texas Municipal League is open for business. The building is closed to all but essential
personnel and most staff is working remotely, but the League remains open for business and is
fully ready to serve. Cities are encouraged to call or email for legal assistance, help with
ordinances, or for general advice or assistance. Let us know how we can assist you and your city.
Call TML staff at 512-231-7400, or email the legal department for legal assistance at
legalinfo@tml.org; Rachael Pitts for membership support at RPitts@tml.org; and the training team
for questions about conferences and workshops at training@tml.org.

The League has prepared a coronavirus clearinghouse web page to keep cities updated. In addition,
everyone who receives the Legislative Update should receive an email update each Tuesday and
Thursday with information on new developments. The email updates will be our primary means
of communication during the pandemic. Those emails are being archived chronologically as well
as by subject matter.

TML member cities may use the material herein for any purpose.
No other person or entity may reproduce, duplicate, or
distribute any part of this document without the written
authorization of the Texas Municipal League.
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Ordinance 20-887
Amending Budget 2020-2021

CITY OF HUMBLE
ORDINANCE NO. 20-887

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CITY OF HUMBLE ORDINANCE 20-879,
PASSED AND APPROVED THE 10TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2020 AND BEING
AN ORIDNANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF HUMBLE BUDGET FOR FISCAL
YEAR 2020-2021, BY ADDING TO THE BUDGET ADOPTED HEREBY AN
ADDENDUM NO. 2; PROVIDING FOR A CERTAIN AMENDMENT TO SUCH
BUDGET; MAKING CERTAIN FINDINGS; AND PROVIDING OTHER
MATTERS RELATED TO THE SUBJECT.
WHEREAS,

following proper notice and public hearing, the City Council adopted the City of Humble
Budget for Fiscal Year 2020-2021 on September 10, 2020; and

WHEREAS,

a budget amendment is necessary to increase said budget for election expenses, the
purchase of certain real estate and property improvements; and

WHEREAS,

the City Council of the City of Humble, Texas hereby find and determines that public
necessities require the adoption of such amendment; now therefore,

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HUMBLE, TEXAS, THAT:
Section 1.

The facts and matters set forth in the preamble of this Ordinance are found to be true and
correct.

Section 2.

City of Humble Ordinance No. 20-879 passed and approved the 10th day of September,
2020 is hereby amended by adding to the City of Humble Budget for Fiscal Year 20202021 adopted thereby, Addendum No. 2, a copy of which is attached hereto and made a
part hereof for all purposes.

Section 3.

That the City Secretary be authorized and directed to cause a true and correct copy of
Addendum No. 2 to be attached to the City of Humble Budget for Fiscal Year 2020-2021
on file in the Office of the City Secretary.

Section 4.

That this ordinance shall be effective immediately, upon passage.

PASSED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED this 10th day of December 2020.
Merle Aaron
Mayor
ATTEST:

Jenny Page
City Secretary
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ADDENDUM NO. 2
ADDENDUM TO THE CITY OF HUMBLE BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
2020‐2021
Revenues

Expenditures

(Increase)
Decrease

Increase
(Decrease)

Revenues
(Over) Under
Expenditures

GENERAL FUND
Administration Department Expenditures
Election Expense (01‐6150‐01‐00) ‐ Increase budget for the December 2020 Joint Runoff Election.

$

Purchase ‐ Real Estate (01‐6925‐01‐00) ‐ Increase budget for the purchase of certain real estate.

‐

$

56,000.00 $

56,000.00

‐
‐

100,000.00
156,000.00

100,000.00
156,000.00

‐

15,000.00

15,000.00

Civic Center Department Expenditures (Charles Bender Performing Arts Center)
Property Improvements (01‐6926‐15‐03) ‐ Increase budget for the Bender Performing Arts
Center Roof Structural Framing project. The bid submissions came in higher than the
original estimate.

TOTAL GENERAL FUND AMENDMENTS

$

‐

$

171,000.00 $

171,000.00

TOTAL AMENDMENTS ‐ ALL FUNDS

$

‐

$

171,000.00 $

171,000.00
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Service Agreement
With Harris County
2020 Runofff Election

AGREEMENT BETWEEN HARRIS COUNTY AND CITY OF HUMBLE,
RELATING TO RUNOFF ELECTION TO BE HELD
DECEMBER 12, 2020
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between Harris County, a body
corporate and politic under the laws of the State of Texas, hereinafter the “County”, on behalf of
the Harris County Elections Administrator, Isabel Longoria, hereinafter “Contracting Officer,”
under Section 31.092(a), Texas Election Code and CITY OF HUMBLE (hereinafter referred to
as the “Entity”). The effective date is the date countersigned below.
RECITALS:
The Entity contemplates holding a runoff election on December 12, 2020 to be conducted
by the County; and
Part or all of the Entity lies within the boundaries of Harris County.
The Joint Election shall be conducted utilizing county-wide polling places pursuant to
Section 43.007(a)(5) of the Texas Election Code.
The County will be using an electronic voting system, eSlate, (hereinafter “Voting
System”) that has been duly approved by the Secretary of State and duly approved by the United
States Justice Department for use in Harris County; and
The Entity desires to use the County's Voting System in its election and agrees to
compensate the County for such use and certain other expenses connected with such election in
accordance with the Texas Election Code; and
The Entity is willing to conduct a joint election with other entities as agreed with the
Contracting Officer; and
The Contracting Officer desires to provide certain election services to the Entity for its
election to be held on December 12, 2020; and
WHEREFORE in consideration of the mutual covenants, agreements and benefits to the
parties, IT IS AGREED as follows:
TERMS:
I.

Entity’s Responsibilities

1.
In General. The Entity’s governing body will approve this agreement with the
Contracting Official for election services and will appoint Isabel Longoria, Harris County
Elections Administrator, as the Early Voting Clerk and Central Count Manager in the Election
Order. Additionally, the Entity will appoint Isabel Longoria, Harris County Elections
Administrator, to perform duties as the election officer and custodian of records, requiring her to
maintain election records except for those records the Entity is responsible for generating and
maintaining including, but not limited to, candidate filings, posting, notices, and canvass reports.
The Entity is responsible for preparation of election orders, resolutions, notices and other
pertinent documents for adoption or execution by the appropriate officer of the Entity with
regard to the election; and is responsible for making their own submissions, if any is required or

desired, to the United States Department of Justice; and receives candidate filings. The Entity
will compensate the Contracting Official for use of equipment and to share in certain other
expenses connected with the election; pay the cost incurred by the Contracting Official for the
voting system equipment, furniture, telephones, supplies, delivery and transportation services,
personnel, polling locations and administrative cost; provide the Contracting Official with a list
of candidate names and ballot positions for the election and proposition titles and proposition
language in four languages (English, Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese-Traditional); and
prepare, post and publish any and all notices required of the Entity by state law for the election.
2.
Ballot Language & Ballot Style. The Entity agrees that it has furnished the
Contracting Officer with a list of race titles and proposition titles, if any, for the December 12,
2020 Election. All information must be provided in all four languages.
3.
The Entity agrees it has provided the Contracting Officer with a list of candidates’
names and ballot positions for the December 12, 2020 Election and has proofread and approved
the ballot provided by the Contracting Officer.
4.
Further, the Entity agrees to use the same jurisdictional boundaries (including any
and all separate districts) and the total number of Harris County precincts required by those
jurisdictional boundaries as used in the November 3, 2020 General Election.
5.
Early Voting. The Entity will approve Early Voting Supervisors and Clerks;
approve Early Voting locations; provide dates and times of early voting: and accept appointment
of Presiding and Alternate Judge for Early Voting Ballot Board by the Early Voting Clerk.
6.
The Entity shall agree to appoint the following positions: the Early Voting Clerk
all Election Day Presiding and Alternate Judges, Early Voting Ballot Board and Central Count
Presiding and Alternate Judges, Central Count Manager and Tabulation Supervisor. The Entity
agrees to approve the Early Voting and Election Day polling places.
7.
Election Day. The Entity will approve Presiding and Alternate Judges and
approve Election Day Locations. Neither the Entity nor the Contracting Official hereto shall
have any authority or control over the presiding judges and/or clerks in connection with, or in
any manner relating to, things and acts done, or to be done, by the presiding judges and/or clerks
as the presiding judges and/or clerks of any election held at the expense of the other party.
8.
The Entity agrees to prepare, post and publish any and all notices required of the
Entity by state law for the December 12, 2020 Election. Unless otherwise expressly provided
herein, the Entity agrees to do all things that may be required of it in connection with the
December 12, 2020 Election. The Entity is responsible for the preparation of election orders,
resolutions, notices and other pertinent documents for adoption or execution by the appropriate
officer of the Entity with regard to the December 12, 2020 Election. The Contracting Officer
shall not have any responsibility or duty in connection with such preparations by the Entity. The
Entity is responsible for making their own submissions, if any is required or desired, to the
United States Justice Department pursuant to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended, and
the Contracting Officer Entity shall have no responsibility or duty in connection with such
submission relating to the December 12, 2020 Election.
9.
The County shall require all poll workers to adhere to safety protocols outlined by
the County including but not limited to wearing masks at all times, utilizing Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE), and social distancing. The County shall have the authority to remove any poll
worker from employment if they do not follow safety protocols outlined by the County.
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10.
Central Count. The Entity will appoint Isabel Longoria as Presiding Judge of
Central Count, conduct their own canvass, perform oaths and/or recognition of victorious
candidates, and report to the Secretary of State the names and offices of victorious candidates.
The Entity agrees that the central counting station will be located at the NRG Arena.
II.

Contracting Officer’s Responsibilities

11.
The Contracting Officer agrees that the Harris County Clerk will supervise the
performance of the following duties to be performed by the Contracting Officer.
12.
The Contracting Officer will perform its obligations in accordance with all
applicable laws and agrees to follow the Texas Election Code in the conduct of the December 12,
2020 Runoff Election. The Contracting Officer agrees to provide mail ballots to all voters who
request a ballot in the Entity’s jurisdictions. The Contracting Officer shall provide space on the
ballot sufficient to encompass all candidate races and issues of the Entity. All required election
materials, documents, notices and postings will be in English, Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese.
The Contracting Officer, where able, will assume lead responsibility in providing Spanish,
Vietnamese and Chinese speaking poll workers in areas of high concentration of Spanish,
Vietnamese or Chinese voters. The Contractor Officer will train early voting and Election Day
personnel.
13.
Logic & Accuracy. The Contracting Officer will assemble the Logic and
Accuracy Board and perform the Logic & Accuracy Test for the ballot.
14.
Early Voting In Person. The Contracting Officer will secure and arrange for the
delivery of the Voting system equipment and supplies used in Early Voting; secure early voting
locations; provide all equipment and supplies used in early voting; provide a list of election
officers for the main early voting location, as well as branch locations for the Entity’s approval;
provide transportation of early voting Supplies to Central Office at the close of early Voting.
15.
Early Voting Ballot by Mail. The Contracting Officer will employ or use
personnel as necessary to prepare and conduct early voting by mail, provide materials for voting
by mail, and provide all equipment and supplies used in early voting ballot by mail.
Additionally, the Contracting Officer will provide a list of members of the Signature Verification
Committee and Early Voting Ballot Board for the Entity’s approval and pay the presiding judge
and clerks of the Signature Verification Committee and the Early Voting Ballot Board. The
Contracting Officer is authorized to employ or use such personnel, as it deems necessary or
desirable, to prepare and conduct early voting by mail. The procedure for appointing the early
voting ballot board for the December Runoff Election is set out in Tex. Elec. Code Ann.
§87.002.
16.
Election Day. The Contracting Officer will secure all the voting places, provide
voting system equipment, tables, chairs, supplies etc. for holding the election on Election Day,
and secure drop off location(s) for Election Day. The Contracting Officer agrees to pay the
presiding judges and their clerks for services in connection with Election at the expense of the
entity, and hire, train and pay for technical support.
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17.
Central Count. The Contracting Officer will pay the presiding judge of the
Central Count at the expense of the Entity, employ such personnel as it deems necessary to
program and operate the automatic tabulating equipment, and provide precinct by precinct report
to the Secretary of State.
18.
The Contracting Officer shall provide a list of presiding and alternate election
judges for each Early Voting location, each county election precinct with a polling location and
the central counting station, the Early Voting Ballot Board, Central Count Manager and
Tabulation Supervisor according the Texas Election Code for the appointment by the governing
body of the Entity. Necessary additional appointments shall be made under the Texas Election
Code. The Contracting Officer agrees to pay the Early Voting and Election Day judges and their
clerks, for their services in connection with the December 12, 2020 Runoff Election at the
expense of the Entity. The Contracting Officer agrees to pay the presiding judge and clerks of
the Early Voting Ballot Board to process early voting results at the expense of the Entity.
19.
The Contracting Officer agrees to perform its obligations under this Agreement in
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws, rules and regulations.
III.

Compensation

20.
The fair and reasonable compensation for use of the County’s Voting System,
equipment, supplies, and staff and for other services provided for administration of the election is
detailed in the itemized list of estimated election expenses under Exhibit A, attached hereto and
incorporated herein. The Entity agrees to pay costs to the Contracting Officer for the Voting
System, equipment, furniture, telephones, election kits, Early Voting Ballot by Mail, printing,
supplies, delivery and transportation services, personnel, polling places, technical support,
training, administrative costs and any other costs incurred by the Entity under this Agreement for
the December 12, 2020 Runoff Election held by the Entity and to pay the cost of the December
12, 2020 Election in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
21.
The Entity’s costs will be computed by attributing the total number of registered
voters in each of the Entity’s precincts that will be serviced by the Contracting Officer in the
December 12, 2020 Election. The Voter Registry of the Entity, as of seventy (70) days before the
November 3, 2020 Election, will be used to determine the total number of registered voters in
each of the Entity’s precincts. An estimate of the Entity’s total cost is attached and incorporated
herein as Exhibit A. The final determination of the Entity’s costs incurred by the Contracting
Officer for the December 12, 2020 Election necessary for the purposes contemplated by this
Agreement shall be made by the Contracting Officer and its decision shall be final.
22.
The fair and reasonable value of the general overall supervision and advisory
services of the Contracting Officer in connection with decisions to be made and actions to be
taken by officers of the Entity is ten percent (10%) of the total amount of the Agreement for the
Entity, in accordance with the Texas Election Code. The Entity agrees to pay the Contracting
Officer this ten percent (10%) fee for advisory services for its December 12, 2020 Runoff
Election. It is understood that the fees paid for these advisory services shall be deposited in a
separate fund in the County treasury, in accordance with the Texas Election Code.
23.
The Entity agrees to deliver sixty percent (60%) of their respective total estimated
cost for its share of the December 12, 2020 Runoff Election to the Contracting Officer within ten
(10) days of the execution of this Agreement. The Contracting Officer agrees to furnish a final
accounting of the December 12, 2020 Runoff Election expenses actually incurred within ninety
(90) days after the December 12, 2020 Runoff Election. The Entity agrees to pay the Contracting
Officer’s invoice for the balance of its December 12, 2020 Runoff Election expenses within
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thirty (30) days of receipt of the invoice. Payments, in the name of Harris County, must be
submitted to Isabel Longoria, Harris County Clerk, Attn: Elections Division, P.O. Box 1148,
Houston, TX 77251-1148. Copies of all related invoices, records or documentation used in
calculating the total cost of the elections will be made available as soon as practicable by the
Contracting Officer upon written request to the Contracting Officer at the address above. Within
ten (10) days of execution of this Agreement, the Contracting Officer will provide the Entity
with a Personal Entity I.D. (“PEID”) number assigned by the County Auditor. Each payment by
the Entity to the Contracting Officer shall reference and include their respective PEID number.
24.
Waiver of any penalty fees imposed upon the Entity under this Agreement is at
the discretion of the Contracting Officer.
IV.

Additional Entities

25.
It is understood that other political subdivisions may be conducting a Runoff
Election on the December 12, 2020. To the extent that equipment and/or personnel will be used
for the same purpose, the expense will be split on a prorate share based on the registered voters
in each entity’s district.
V.

Cancellation of Election

26.
In the event the Entity’s December 12, 2020 Runoff Election is enjoined or
canceled, or if for any reason whatsoever the Entity shall decide not to proceed with its
December 12, 2020 Runoff Election, the Entity agrees that it shall be responsible for its share of
any costs and expenses incurred by the Contracting Officer up to the cancellation date. In the
event the Entity cancels the election, the official Entity Representative shall immediately and
without delay contact the Contracting Officer of such cancellation via electronic mail AND in
writing, on official Entity letterhead, mailed to the Administrator of Elections as provided in this
contract.
VI.

Presiding Judges and Clerks

27.
Presiding Judges and clerks shall be selected pursuant to the Texas Election Code
Chapter 32. Regarding powers and duties, the presiding judge is in charge of and responsible for
the management and conduct of the election at the polling place of the election precinct that the
judge serves. See Texas Election Code Section 32.071.
VII.

Notice

28.
Any notices permitted or required to be given under this Agreement must be made
by certified mail, return receipt requested or hand-delivered to the parties at the following
addresses:
Contracting Officer:
Harris County Election Administrator
1001 Preston, 4th Floor
Houston, TX 77002
Attention: Maureen Fisbeck
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Entity: City of Humble
114 W. Higgins
Humble, Texas 77338
Attention: Ms. Jenny Page
VIII.

Termination

29.
Each party may terminate this agreement upon thirty days (30) notice as provided
in this agreement. Should the Entity terminate this contract, the Entity shall be responsible for its
pro rata share of expenses incurred up unto the time of termination or as described herein
specifically.
IX.

Reporting Requirements

30.
Each party is responsible for making the submission, if any is required or desired,
to the United States Justice Department or the Texas Secretary of State and no party hereto shall
have any responsibility or duty in connection with the submission relating to the election to be
held at the expense of any other party hereto.
X.

Miscellaneous

31.
Third Party Beneficiaries. The Contracting Officer is not obligated or liable to
any party other than the Entity for the performance of this Agreement. Nothing in the Agreement
is intended or shall be deemed or construed to create or increase any additional rights or
remedies in any third party, or the duties or responsibilities of the Contracting Officer with
respect to any third party.
32.
Successors and Assigns. The Contracting Officer and Entity bind themselves and
their successors, executors, administrators, and assigns to the other party of this Agreement and
to the successors, executors, administrators and assigns of such other party, in respect to all
covenants of this Agreement. Nothing herein shall be construed as creating any personal liability
on the part of any officer or agent of any public body, which may be a Party hereto.
33.
Applicable Law and Venue. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State
of Texas. The Agreement is subject to Texas state and federal laws, orders, rules, and
regulations. Each Party shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws,
ordinances, rules, and regulations concerning the performance of this Agreement. The venue
shall be Harris County, Texas.
34.
Entire Agreement. This instrument contains the entire agreement between the
parties. Any oral or written representations or modifications concerning this instrument shall be
of no force and effect excepting a subsequent modification in writing signed by both parties to
this Agreement.
35.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is construed to be illegal or
invalid, this will not affect the legality or validity of any of the other provisions hereof. The
illegal or invalid provisions will be deemed stricken and deleted here from to the same extent and
effect as if never incorporated herein.
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36.
Subtitles. The subtitles in this Agreement are provided for organizational
purposes only and do not provide substantive meaning to the Agreement.
37.
Multiple Counterparts. This Agreement will be executed in several counterparts,
each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute but one instrument.

EXECUTED on this the ______ day of ________________, 2020.
ATTEST:

HARRIS COUNTY

_______________________________
ISABEL LONGORIA
Harris County Elections Administrator

___

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
VINCE RYAN
County Attorney

By: _________________________________
Scott Lemond
Assistant County Attorney

ENTITY

Name: ____________________________________

Title: _____________________________________

COUNTERSIGNED BY:
Name: ____________________________________

Title: _____________________________________
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EXHIBIT A - COST ESTIMATE

Item

General and Special Elections

December 12, 2020

Qty.

Cost

Total

Qty.

Cost

Total

EARLY VOTING

Early Voting/AbsenteePersonnel

$425,000.00

Ballot Board

$12,000.00
$5,000.00
$25,000.00

Early Voting Polling Places
Sheriff/Constables (security)
Ballot by Mail
Postage
Absentee/Early Print & Supply

$15,440.39
$9,611.72
$492,052.11

Equipment - 14 EV locations
JBC
DAU
eSlate
Caddy

31
30
218
34

$129.75
$156.24
$132.49
$29.25

$4,022.25
$4,687.20
$28,882.82
$994.50
$38,586.77

ELECTION DAY

Judge/Clerk Payroll, ADA & Procedures
training, Judge Supply Pickup
Training Sites
Technical Support
Polling Places
Election Day Print & Supplies

Judge/Clerk Payroll, eSlate
Training, Judge Supply Pickup,
Law School, ePoll

63
63

Equipment - 63 ED locations
JBC
DAU
eSlate
Caddy

252
252
812
150

$129.75
$156.24
$132.49
$29.25

$136,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$27,000.00
$10,000.00
$173,000.00
$32,697.00
$39,372.48
$107,581.88
$4,387.50
$184,038.86

ELECTION NIGHT

Sheriff/Constables (security)
Election Night Drop Off site (usage)

$5,000.00
$15,000.00
SERVICES

Coding fee
Tally Equipment
Delivery
Early Voting
Election Day
ETC Pickup and Deliveries

1
1
14
63
0

Miscellaneous

$1,800.00
$220.00

$1,800.00
$220.00
$5,000.00
$8,500.00
$0.00
$35,520.00
$40,000.00

Base Contract Total

$963,197.74

10% Fee [TEC Sect. 31.100 (d)

$96,319.77

Estimated TOTAL

$1,059,517.51
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Exhibit B Final

% Share
CITY OF HOUSTON
CITY OF BAYTOWN
CITY OF HUMBLE
CITY OF LA PORTE
CITY OF NASSAU BAY

100.00%
80.11%
8.27%
6.15%
2.88%
2.59%

Base Cost
$963,197.74
$771,617.71
$79,656.45
$59,236.66
$27,740.09
$19,984.90

Admin 10% DTV sites
$96,319.77
$77,161.77
$7,965.65
$5,923.67
$2,774.01
$1,998.49

$14,000.00
$7,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Joint Runoff Elections

Total
$1,059,517.51
$862,779.48
$94,622.10
$65,160.33
$30,514.10
$21,983.39

Deposit
$517,667.69
$56,773.26
$39,096.20
$18,308.46
$13,190.03

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #8
RFQ for CDBG-DR
2016 Flood Allocation Program

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #9
Variance
Humble ISD
Fire Lane and Turn-Around

November 30, 2020
PK No.: 4369-20.154
James Nykaza, Emt-P
Fire Marshal’s Office
CITY OF HUMBLE
110 W. Main Street
Humble Texas 77338
Re:

Humble High School Additions
VARIANCE REQUEST FOR FIRE CODE

Dear Mr. Nykaza,
Please consider this letter our formal variance request for the fire code requirements listed below for
the Humble Independent School District Humble High School Additions project located at 1700 Wilson
Road.
As part of this project, HISD is adding a to the existing building as shown in the screenshot below. The
addition is outlined in red. The existing road is currently serving as a fire access road, but is not in
compliance. To bring the road into compliance we are widening the road to 26-feet and adding a
hammerhead turnaround. We would like to request two variances to the fire code in this area. First,
we would like to request a variance to the 26-foot wide drive in the areas boxed in green below. These
locations have existing features (tennis courts and canopied walkways) that will need to be relocated
or removed in order to obtain the 26-foot width. Second, we would like to request a variance from
the traditional hammerhead geometry and show 87’ & 33’ instead of a 60’&60’ to make up the 120’
hammerhead. This is also due to a conflict with the existing tennis courts. We have attached a PDF
showing the requested geometry for both variances.
In order to provide the required width and hammerhead alignment, costly relocations of the existing
tennis courts and exiting walkways and associated canopies, gates, and storm sewer would be
required. The requested variances would reduce some of the additional cost while increasing the
functionality of the existing drive.

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please call at your earliest
convenience.
Sincerely,

Carolyn O’Brien, P.E.
CEO/jjb
4369-20.154_Variance

0"

1"
ARCHITECT

PBK Architects, Inc.
PBK.com
HOUSTON
11 Greenway Plaza, 22nd Floor
Houston, TX 77046
713-965-0608 P
713-961-4571 F
TX Firm: F-1608

CIVIL
PACHECO KOCH
T 281-883-0103

BUILDING ENVELOPE
BEAM
T 713-940-3201

STRUCTURAL
DALLY + ASSOCIATES
T 713-337-8881

MEP
SALAS O'BRIEN
T 281-664-1900

20 ft

50% CD REVIEW

GENERAL NOTES

1700 WILSON RD
HUMBLE, TX 77338

HUMBLE HIGH SCHOOL ADDITIONS AND
RENOVATION - PACKAGES TWO &
THREE

74 ft

20 ft

V
S
Q U
N
L M
T
R
P
K
JH G F E
D
BA C
KEY PLAN

ISSUED FOR PRELIMINARY PRICING PURPOSES ONLY

NORTH:

(SUBJECT TO REVISION PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION)

Temporary Benchmark Num. 1647

N

BENCH MARK LIST

PLAN

TRUE

Temporary Benchmark Num. 83578

Temporary Benchmark Num. 84363

NO.

DATE

REVISION

DIMENSIONAL CONTROL PLAN
HUMBLE HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING ADDITIONS
AND RENOVATIONS

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

HUMBLE HIGH SCHOOL ADDITIONS

DISCIPLINE

THESE DOCUMENTS ARE
INCOMPLETE AND ARE FOR
INTERIM REVIEW ONLY, AND MAY
NOT BE USED FOR REGULATORY
APPROVAL, PERMIT, OR
CONSTRUCTION.

CLIENT

HUMBLE ISD
DATE

PROJECT NUMBER

10-29-20

19454

DRAWING HISTORY

No.

Description

Date

20 ft

CITY OF HUMBLE, HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
DESIGN

DRAWN

DATE

SCALE

NOTES

FILE

NO.

C2.2

50% CD REVIEW
BUILDING NUMBER

DIMENSIONAL
CONTROL PLAN

C2.2

n/a

December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #10
Real Property
110 North Avenue D

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #11
City of Humble
2021 Holiday Schedule

OFFICE OF THE
CITY SECRETARY
114 WEST HIGGINS ● HUMBLE, TEXAS ● 77338 ● (281) 446-3061 ● FAX (281) 446-7843

2021 City Holiday Schedule
In accordance with Section 6.02 of the City of Humble Personnel Policy, the following dates are
recommended to be declared as City Holidays for 2021 Calendar Year.
2021
New Year’s Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve
Christmas Day
One (1) Floating Holiday

Jenny Page
City Secretary

Friday, January 1, 2021
Friday, April 2, 2021
Monday, May 31, 2021
Monday, July 5, 2021
Monday, September 6, 2021
Thursday, November 25, 2021
Friday, November 26, 2021
Friday, December 24, 2021
Monday, December 27, 2021 (observed)

Council Meeting
December 10, 2020
Agenda Item #12
Community Announcements

